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INTRODUCTION

Congress has a longstanding interest in data describing the status of secondary

and postsecondary vocational education programs. Basic questions about the vocational

education enterprisehow it is organized and governed, what ir offered, who
participates, what is accomplished, and what it costshave dominated policy discussions

at the local, state, and federal levels during the past thirty years. Accurate answers to

these questions, however, have been difficult to obtain. Producing good national data on

vocational education is an ongoing challenge.

On several occasions, therefore, Congress has asked for better data on vocational

education. Most recently, in the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology
Education Act of 1990, Congress directed the Secretary of Education to establish a
vocational education data system that, to the extent practicable, would use comparable

information elements and uniform definitions to describe the condition of secondary and

postsecondary vocational education. Generally, this system should support the overall

purpose of federal vocational education policy: "improving educational programs leading

to academic and occupational skill competencies needed to work in a technologically

advanced society" (Section 2). Specifically, this system is to serve two primary
functions: (1) provide Congress with information relevant to policymaking and (2)
provide local, state, and federal agencies, as well as tribal agencies, with information

relevant to program management, administration, and effectiveness of vocational
education.

Additionally, Congress sought a system that would describe the major elements of

the vocational education enterprise, including students, teachers, administrators, facilities,

and equipment. This system should include information on the participation of members

of special populations. At a minimum, such a system should produce national estimates

and do so in the context of the larger secondary and postsecondary education systems.

In calling for a vocational education data "system," Congress was clear about its

not expecting a new, independent system of collection that would be unique to vocational

education. On the contrary, the law explicitly stated that the system should use, or
modify as necessary, existing data collection systems operated by the U.S. Department of

Education and other federal agencies. The law provided for collection of new data where

1
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necessary, but it clearly stated that any new efforts should complement existing systems.

Further, Congress asked that the Department of Education update the system at least

every three years.

How might these requirements of the 1990 Perkins Act be satisfied? To answer

that question, the Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) and the National

Center for Education Statistics (NCES) contracted with the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education (NCRVE) at the University of California at Berkeley to conduct

a study of national data needs for vocational education. The study had as its primary
purpose advising the Department of Education on the design of systems for collecting and

reporting information on vocational education.

To that end, the study aimed (1) to identify and rank needs for national data on

vocational education, (2) to examine current data collection activities and identify gaps in

information on vocational education, (3) to examine conceptual and methodological

issues complicating data collection, and (4) to assess the data collection and reporting

capacities of local and state providers of vocational education. To meet these objectives,

the study conducted three major activities. First, study staff held a series of national

meetings with a Professional Working Group (PWG) and other interested parties to
discuss data issues, needs, and priorities. Second, the study team assembled information

on current data collection efforts relevant to vocational education. As a part of this
activity, study staff reviewed in detail the vocational education data elements that are

currently used by the Department of Education and other federal agencies in their
national statistical surveys. This review led to a comprehensive map of existing national

data on vocational education. Third, study staff conducted a series of brief case studies in

each of six states. The study team visited local and state personnel in each of these states

to assess local and state data collection capacity as well as the extent of uniformity and

comparability within and among states in data collection and reporting.

This report sets forth the findings and recommendations of the study. This

introductory chapter reviews the policy and program management questions that data

must address, the different functions that data serves, the history of past efforts to collect

information on vocational education, and the status of current data-collection strategies.

"Describing Context and Trends" examines the kinds of data required to provide general

contextual information about vocational education, as well as information about
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important trends. "Describing Program Practices" discusses data requirements for
describing program practices, including evaluating specific federal policy initiatives.

"Monitoring Program Compliance" reviews the data required for monitoring compliance

with federal regulations. "Monitoring Program Performance" looks at data requirements

for monitoring program performance at the local and state levels and their relationship to

federal data needs. The concluding chapter summarizes the study's findings and
recommendations. Appendices include the data map, describe the results of the case
studies, and list participants in the PWG and other national meetings.

Primary Questions

Typically, major policy and program management questions about vocational
education seek information on seven different topics: (1) organization and governance,

(2) student participation, (3) program offerings, (4) accomplishments, (5) personnel, (6)

facilities and equipment, and (7) costs. To better understand the kind of data needed to

address these questions, this introductory chapter begins by briefly examining some of

the most frequently voiced concerns with respect to each of these topics.

Organization and Governance

Delivering vocational education is primarily the responsibility of local and state

governments. Federal funds for vocational education constitute between five and ten

percent of the total expenditures for vocational education. A few states provide
categorical funding for vocational education, but most support vocational education
through general state aid to secondary and postsecondary programs. Not surprisingly,

therefore, there is considerable variation in the ways in which vocational education is

organized and governed throughout the nation.

Vocational education is offered through both secondary and postsecondary
institutions. Many states also offer courses in the middle school grades. Typically, these

are courses in industrial arts (now called industrial technology or technology education in

many places) and in home economics (also called consumer and homemaking education

or life management). Such courses are also offered in most public high schools. At the

secondary level, vocational education is primarily a public offering; few private schools

offer vocational education, not even industrial arts or home economics. While the
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arrangements differ somewhat from state to state, in all states, comprehensive high
schools provide some vocational education programs.

Many states have also established systems of area vocational schools. Area

schools operate under a joint services agreement established between two or more
comprehensive high schools (usually including two or more school districts) or under the

aegis of a separate county school district. In at least two states, New York and Colorado,

area schools are operated by Boards of Cooperative Education Services (BOCES) and

include special education services and other types of activities provided jointly by
participating districts. California calls its area schools Regional Occupational Centers

and also operates shared-time Regional Occupational Programs at some comprehensive

high schools. As typically organized, area schools enroll high school students in
advanced vocational education programs for part of the day. These students take
academic classes and other electives in their home high school, which is also the locus for

extracurricular activities.

Some school districts, mainly in large cities, also operate full-time vocational high

schools. These schools offer the full spectrum of vocational and academic classes, often

organized around particular clusters of occupations or a specific industry such as health,

business, or aviation. Full-time vocational schools differ from comprehensive high
schools in that all students are expected to participate fully in the vocational curriculum.

At the postsecondary level, both private and public institutions offer vocational

education. Public two- to three-year institutions (community colleges) serve over half of

the students enrolled in postsecondary vocational education programs. Some four-year

institutions offer vocational education, primarily through associate degree programs. A

few states operate vocational/technical institutes. These are nondegree-granting
institutions providing vocational education programs of up to two years in length. In the

private sector, both nonprofit and for-profit institutions offer postsecondary programs.

Private, for-profit institutions (commonly called proprietary schools) provide a range of

offerings, from relatively short-term programs in truck driving or bartending to two-year

associate degree programs in business or health. There are a number of private,
nonprofit, less-than-four-year institutions offering postsecondary vocational education;

private, nonprofit nursing schools are a typical example of this type of institution. Area

schools that serve high school students also provide programs for adults, usually in the
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evenings. Some area schools intentionally mix adults and high school students during
their regular daytime programs, since adults can provide good role models for high
school students and can facilitate teaching.

In recent years, a number of states and local secondary and postsecondary school

districts have been encouraging the development of Tech Prep or 2+2 programs. These
programs span the last two years of high school and the first two years of postsecondary

education. Some (sometimes called 2+2+2 programs) also lead to further postsecondary

education at four-year colleges and universities. In some cases, Tech Prep programs are
little more than simple articulation agreements between secondary and postsecondary
districts. In others, they are sophisticated, jointly funded programs that allow high school

students to receive both high school and college credit for classes they attend at
community colleges.

While the framework of the secondary and postsecondary delivery system is
generally well-understood, there is little accurate information on the numbers of different

types of institutions offering vocational education in each of the states and territories. In

general, better data exists about public institutions than about private institutions.
However, information about public institutions is often incomplete and out of date. For
example, there is no good, current information on the number of area vocational schools

operating throughout the country. The Common Core of Data (CCD) purports to collect
this information, but the data on area schools is inaccurate in several states.

The complexity of governance of secondary and postsecondary vocational
education makes it difficult to obtain good information about institutions providing
vocational education. Federal law requires the states to designate a single state agency as

the responsible authority for vocational education. While all states do, the requirement
masks a wide range of approaches among the states to governing the delivery of
secondary and postsecondary vocational education.

Most states have created different governing boards for overseeing secondary and

postsecondary education and even different governing boards for different systems of
postsecondary education (e.g., a separate board each for community colleges, four-year

state colleges, and universities). A few states have a separate state board for vocational

education that operates independently from the secondary and postsecondary boards.
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Responsibility for area schools or vocational/technical institutes may lie with entities

other than the state board of education or the postsecondary board of governors
overseeing community colleges.

For private institutions, of course, there is usually no umbrella state agency with

oversight responsibilities. A few national associations exist to represent the public policy

interests of different types of private educational institutions, but the institutions
themselves operate with high degrees of autonomy.

These various governance arrangements complicate collecting information about

vocational education. There is no single, identical entity in all states with responsibility

for vocational education. Consequently, it is not always apparent to whom requests for

information should be directed. The problem is compounded by the lack of a current,

complete map of the kinds of governance arrangements for vocational education among

the states and territories.

A first step in improving national data about vocational education, therefore, is to

develop a better picture of the various systems for overseeing public and private
vocational education and the structure of the delivery system in each state. How is
vocational education governed, and how many of the different types of secondary and

postsecondary institutions offer vocational programs? A better understanding of
organization and governance would not only direct national data collection efforts to

appropriate sources of information about secondary and postsecondary vocational
education, it would also help federal administrators and policymakers communicate better

with local and state vocational educators. These organizational complexities, however,

are not limited to vocational education. Data and policy on all secondary and
postsecondary education might be improved by closer attention to issues of general

education governance and organization in the states and territories.

Student Participation
Who participates in vocational education? Policymakers at all levels frequently

ask this question. They want to know patterns of participation by race/ethnicity, gender,

and various types of special needs. Special needs populations almost always include

students with disabilities, economic or academic disadvantages, or limited-English
proficiency. Additionally, federal policymakers have been interested in improving access
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to vocational education for single parents, displaced homemakers, criminal offenders,

adults in need of retraining, and individuals who participate in programs designed to
eliminate sex bias.

The question "Who participates in vocational education?" is often confused with

the question "Who is a vocational student?" The two questions are quite different, and
the first is much easier to answer than the second. At both the secondary and
postsecondary levels, there is usually a well-defined vocational education curriculum, and

identifying participants in this curriculum is relatively straightforward. However, if mere

participation is synonymous with being a vocational education student, then almost all

high school students and a very large percentage of students in less-than-four-year

postsecondary institutions are vocational students. Among 1987 high school seniors,
98% had taken at least one or more courses in vocational education during their high

school careers; 79% of 1980 high school seniors enrolled in public two-year
postsecondary institutions had taken at least one course in the vocational curriculum
(Hoachlander, Kaufman, & Levesque, 1992).

Implicit in the question "Who is a vocational student?" is some notion of
concentration or specialization in the vocational curriculum. There are, however, no

standards, either nationally or in I:lost states, for what constitutes sufficient concentration

or specialization for a student to count as a vocational student. Moreover, even if such

standards existed, they could only be applied retrospectively to data accumulated ova
several years. For example, how would one know whether a high school freshman

enrolled in Agriculture I counted as a vocational student? The student may go on to
concentrate in an agriculture program or may never take another vocational course. If

concentration and specialization are the criteria for determining who is appropriately

labeled a vocational student, such a determination can only be made after students have

completed their secondary or postsecondary careers.

Consequently, one must question the utility of the very notion of a vocational
student. What purpose is served by seeking to label some studerks vocational? The

extent of participation defines, at least in part, the scope of the vocational education
enterprise. Where there are well-articulated standards for what constitutes program
completion such as acquisition of the necessary occupational and academic skills needed

to succeed in thc iabor market, counting the number of vocational completers has value.
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It is also useful to examine how different levels of participation in the vocational
education curriculum are related to the mastery of occupational and academic skills. All

of these issues, however, can be addressed by monitoring program participation and do

not require an arbitrary definition of "vocational student."

In the absence of a clear rationale, therefore, it is probably wise to drop the notion

of "vocational student" from the policy lexicon and concentrate instead on measuring

program participation and the number of program completers. Participation, of course,

needs to be monitored by race/ethnicity, gender, and a variety of special needs.

Program Offerings
Under the 1990 Perkins Act, the term "vocational education" means

organized educational programs offering a sequence of courses which are
directly related to the preparation of individuals in paid or unpaid
employment in current or emerging occupations requiring other than a
baccalaureate or advanced degree. Such programs shall include
competency-based applied learning which contributes to an individual's
academic knowledge, higher-order reasoning, and problem-solving skills,
work attitudes, general employability skills, and the occupational-specific
skills necessary for economic independence as a productive and
contributing member of society. Such term also includes applied
technology education. (Section 521)

Vocational education programs, therefore, can includeand indeed federal policy now

encourages them to includeacademic as well as vocational courses. Moreover, federal

policy intends that vocational education emphasize and contribute to the acquisition of

academic knowledge and skills in addition to occupational competencies. This direction

represents an important departure from past conceptions of vocational education, which

stressed occupationally specific skills.

At the secondary level, the vocational curriculum has traditionally been organized

under nine different program areas:

1. Consumer and homemaking education (sometimes called home economics and
now increasingly referred to as life management)

2. Industrial arts (increasingly called industrial technology or technology education)

3. Agriculture

4. Business
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5. Marketing and distribution

6. Health

7. Occupational home economics

8. Trade and industry

9. Technical education

Of the nine programs, seven (excluding [1] consumer and homemaking education and [2]

industrial arts) are often referred to as occupationally specific programs or programs

providing "specific labor market preparation" (Choy & Horn, 1992; Gifford,
Hoachlander, & Tuma, 1989). Postsecondary offerings are similar and also exclude

consumer and homemaking education and industrial arts.

Policymakers generally ask two kinds of questions about program offerings: (1)

What programs are offered, and (2) How much vocational education do students take?

Related questions concern the quality of these offerings, especially the extent to which

they meet the needs of current and future labor markets and enhance American
competitiveness and productivity.

What Programs Are Offered?

At the national level, the Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) has been

the primary system used by the Department of Education to describe vocational education

offerings (Morgan, Hunt, & Carpenter, 1991). At its most general level, the ClP assigns

two-digit codes to the nine major divisions of vocational education. Health professions

and related sciences programs, for example, all have the two-digit code 51. In some
cases, more than one two-digit code comprises a vocational program area. For example,

trade and industry programs include codes 46, 47, 48, and 49, encompassing construction

trades, mechanics and repairers, precision production trades, and transportation and

materials moving workers programs, respectively. Within each of these major
occupational areas, CIP uses an additional two digits to define more specific programs.

In health, for example, the code 51.08 defines programs in the health and medical
assistants area. An additional two digits further identifies programs within the four-digit

program area. The code 51.0802, for example, stands for a program training students for

the occupation of medical laboratory assistant. In summary, therefore, it is possible to

describe program offerings at the two-, four-, and six-digit levels.

9



In all, there are seventeen two-digit codes describing the seven occupationally

specific programs. Within these seventeen areas, there are approximately 120 different

four-digit vocational education programs. At the six-digit level, there are over 550
individual vocational education programs covering such diverse subjects as soil and water

mechanical practices, business data entry equipment operation, fashion merchandising,

respiratory therapy technology, custom tailoring and alteration, electromechanical
technology, and cooling and refrigeration.

How much programmatic detail is necessary in reporting data for public policy,

especially at the national level? The answer depends, in large part, on whether one is
interested in program enrollment or program completion. At both the secondary and
postsecondary level, students enroll in courses, not in programs. While a particular
course can usually be identified with one of the major two-digit program areas, quite

often it will be part of two or more programs at the four- or six-digit level. A student
enrolled in Accounting I, for example, could be pursuing any one of six c seven four-

digit business programs. It is often not possible, therefore, to report accurately
enrollment below the two-digit program level. However, when a degree or certificate is

awarded upon completion of a program, identifying the program at either the four- or six-

digit level poses no particular problems. Because completion represents (or at least
should represent) readiness to work in a related occupation, completion information at the

four- or six-digit level is useful for assessing labor market supply. Consequently, if
gathering programmatic detail is required by policy concerns, it should focus on program

completion rather than program enrollment.

How Much Vocational Education Do Students Take?

While indicators of the amount of activity in vocational education, enrollment and

completion data do not provide an accurate picture of the magnitude of the enterprise.

Assessing the level of effort students expend in vocational education requires additional

measures. At the secondary level, the Carnegie unit is the common measure of the

amount of vocational education taken by students. A Carnegie unit is the equivalent of

taking one 45- to 55-minute course five days a week for about 180 days a year (or the

length of the academic year). At the postsecondary level, semester credits or quarter
credits are the most frequently used measures. At both levels, measures of contact hours

or full-time equivalents (1.1E) sometimes replace Carnegie units or credits. In some

instances, such as in many postsecondary proprietary schools, there is no common metric,
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and it is possible only to measure the number of courses taken. Efforts to collect
information about the amount of vocational education taken by students (e.g., through

transcript studies, for example) must struggle with procedures for converting these
different methods for measuring class time into a single, common measure. Doing so

successfully, of course, depends first on knowing what unit is being used by the reporting

institution, not always an easy requirement to satisfy for students whose educational
careers span two or more institutions using different systems.

At the secondary level, transcript studies now provide accurate information on the

number of Carnegie units students accumulate in vocational education. Depending on the

sample size of these studies, this information can be reported by a two-, four-, or six-digit

program area. As a general rule, however, it is difficulc to obtain from transcript studies

information for more than about thirty to fifty individual vocational education programs.

More detail would require very costly increases in sample sizes.

Carnegie units and credits mainly measure seat time. They are not direct
measures of learning. Hence, there is a growing interest in other ways of assessing what

is accomplished in vocational education, our next subject.

Accomplishments

In trying to gauge the effectiveness of vocational education, policymakers
traditionally have focused on labor market outcomes. Measures such as placement rates,

time to employment, earnings, time employed, and employer satisfaction have been used

to assess how well vocational education serves the employment needs of business and

industry as well as the career aspirations of program participants.

Recently, policymakers have expressed a growing interest in the learning
outcomes of vocational education. How well does vocational education contribute to the

mastery of academic skills and students' abilities to apply these skills in work settings?

Do students acquire the appropriate occupational competencies for performing on the

job? The 1990 Perkins Act encourages vocational educators to pay more attention to

teaching "all aspects of the industry." This prescription seeks to expand the focus of
vocational education beyond narrow, job-specific skills to more generic knowledge about

an industry's history, financial underpinnings, labor composition, technology, and place

in domestic and world markets.
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Assessing accomplishments by measuring either traditional labor market
outcomes or less conventional learning outcomes, poses many challenges. Local and

state follow-up of labor market outcomes and other types of post-program completion

consequences (e.g., enlistment in the military or pursuit of further education or training)

have been plagued by short follow-up timelines and low response rates. National

longitudinal studies have usually overcome these shortcomings, but limited sample size

has often severely constrained analyses of program effectiveness. To date, evaluating

learning outcomes has been forced to rely mainly on standardized achievement tests that

were not designed with vocational issues in mind and that do not lend themselves to
assessing workplace applications of academic skills. Several promising efforts to design

alternative forms of assessment such as performance assessment and portfolios are
underway but still several years from acceptable validity and reliability and widespread

application.

The nature of testing also differs markedly between secondary and postsecondary

institutions. Universal, uniform standardized tests are much more common at the

secondary than at the postsecondary level. Similarly, statewide curriculum and

curriculum standards are more prevalent among secondary than postsecondary systems.

Consequently, uniform evaluation of learning outcomes is more problematic for
postsecondary vocational education programs.

Personnel

Policymakers have also asked questions about the characteristics of faculty and

administrators responsible for delivering vocational education programs. What is the

distribution of vocational education personnel at the secondary and postsecondary levels

by race/ethnicity, gender, and age? What qualifications do they possess, and how much

experience in education have they developed? Do they have clear connections to the

industries for which they prepare students, and do they have current knowledge of
industry-specific technology and labor skill requirements?

Closely related to these questions are concerns about the adequacy of teacher

training institutions, the fit between supply and demand for vocational educators, and

leadership development. What institutions train vocational faculty? What kinds of
programs do they offer prospective teachers? Are these in keeping with present and

12
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future expectations about the kinds of knowledge, skills, and abilities students will need

to succeed in particular industries and occupations?

Data on both secondary and postsecondary vocational faculty is now available

from periodic surveys conducted by NCES. Relatively few secondary or postsecondary

faculty teach both vocational education and academic subjects, so it is easy to isolate

vocational faculty and describe their characteristics.

Facilities and Equipment
Policymakers and program managers have also asked questions about the

facilities and equipment used for vocational education. Are facilities and equipment
adequate? Are they under- or over-utilized? Are they in good condition? Are they
adequate for serving physically handicapped students? Does the equipment used reflect

the state of the art in the industry?

Little data on vocational facilities and equipment is readily available. The last
comprehensive study of facilities was completed in 1978 and did not include a study of

equipment (Woodruff, 1978). While providing some information, current statistical
surveys do not include a systematic overview of facilities or inventory of equipment.

Although local providers of vocational education keep records of equipment purchased

with federal funds, this information is not routinely gathered and provides only a partial

picture of equipment used for vocational education.

Costs

Funding for secondary and postsecondary vocational education is largely the
responsibility of local and state governments, with federal dollars representing a
relatively small fraction of total spending for vocational education. Precisely what

fraction federal dollars constitute is difficult to determine. Most states and local
accounting systems track expenditures by objectsalaries, benefits, supplies, equipment,

travel, and so onnot by program. Most secondary and postsecondary systems can no

more tell what they spend for vocational education than they can for math, English,
science, or social studies.
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Nevertheless, using information on FTE faculty or student contact hours in
vocational education, it is possible to estimate total expenditures for vocational education.

Best estimates of the percentage of total spending for vocational education accounted for

by federal dollars have been in the range of five to ten percent. In recent years, the

percentage has almost certainly been declining as the amount of federal spending has

remained about constant and state and local spending for education has increased.

Tracing the distribution of federal funds for vocational education poses no
particular problems. States routinely keep track of allocations of Perkins funds to eligible

recipients, and the information is reported annually to the federal government. Similarly,

local recipients keep good records on uses of federal funds. Although local recipients are

not required to report data on the uses of funds to Washington, the information is readily

available for periodic special studies conducted by OVAE or as part of the National
Assessment of Vocational Education (NAVE). At the postsecondary level, probably the

greatest federal support for vocational education comes not from the Perkins Act, but

from the various federal student aid programs that make loans and grants, which include

the costs of tuition.

Obtaining precise estimates of local and state expenditures for vocational
education is more problematic, although a growing number of local recipients are
beginning to maintain program budgets and accounting systems. A few states provide

categorical assistance for vocational education, but most provide state support for
vocational education indirectly through general purpose state aid, which local districts

and institutions are free to spend as they wish. Similarly, local support for vocational

education usually comes from general purpose property tax revenues rather than from

levies earmarked for vocational education. In the absence of program budgets, therefore,

it is impossible to obtain precise estimates of local and state expenditures for vocational

education in any kind of inexpensive, routine fashion. Special studies are required.

In summary, the most frequently asked questions about vocational education can

be organized into these six major topics: (1) organization and governance, (2) student
participation, (3) program offerings, (4) accomplishments, (5) personnel, and (6) costs.

Data for each of these areas will be shaped by the specific functions the information
serves. Assessing national data needs for vocational education, therefore, depends on a
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clear understanding of the various functions related to the policy and program
management concerns that vocational education data is expected to address.

Functions of National Data on Vocational Education

As directed by the 1990 Perkins Act, a national vocational education data system

should provide Congress with information relevant to policymaking and tribal, local,
state, and federal agencies with information relevant to program management. In order to

meet these needs, national data must address four subsidiary functions: (1) describing the

general context and trends related to vocational education; (2) describing program
practices, including evaluating specific federal policy initiatives; (3) monitoring
compliance with federal legislation; and (4) monitoring program performance. These

four functions are not mutually exclusive. Data that serves one function can be useful in

another, and data collected for all four functions can be used to establish federal policy

and to manage programs. Nevertheless, the four functions are sufficiently distinct, so one

must guard against the temptation to design a single system that will simultaneously meet

the requirements of all four. The distinct requirements of these functions argue for a

multiform system of vocational education data collection rather than a single, overarching

design that will address all concerns.

To illustrate, Congress has an ongoing, long-term interest in monitoring
participation in vocational education by different subgroups of secondary and
postsecondary students. Race/ethnicity and gender, for example, are two student
demographic variables that have been the focus of national policy for some time. Most

ongoing efforts to collect data on participation in vocational education curricula, as well

as in academic curricula, routinely include such demographic variables. Hence, with

these data collections, it is possible to monitor over extended periods of time trends and

changes in students' patterns of participation in vocational education.

A dataset well-suited for addressing ongoing interests, however, often will not

help to assess more specific concerns that may be novel or short-term in interest. For

example, it is not likely that the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS:88) which

follows a cohort of eighth graders beginning in 1988 will be very useful for evaluating

the effectiveness of Tech Prep programs. NELS and other similar datasets, of course, can
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play an important role in special, short-term evaluations. They can, for example, provide

good information on the population at large against which the results of specially targeted

data collection can be evaluated. These ongoing national data sources, however, are not

sufficient sources of information for addressing most objectives of specific, short-term

evaluations of new policy initiatives. NELS:88 was designed, baseline questionnaires
developed, and samples drawn well before Tech Prep became a focus of federal policy in

1990. While NELS:88 will provide excellent data on overall participation in vocational

education, it will not permit much analysis of participation in Tech Prep. The evaluation

of Tech Prep programs will require a separate, perhaps one-time study, with a data
collection strategy designed specifically for that purpose.

Similarly, accounting for the distribution of federal funds for Tech Prep programs

will require information on the universe of recipients of federal funds for Tech Prep. The

data collection design for an evaluation of Tech Prep will fall far short of the coverage

needed for accountability of funds for Tech Prep. A separate, albeit more limited, data

gathering effort is necessary to satisfy these compliance concerns.

Finally, data useful for monitoring the performance of Tech Prep programs will be

somewhat different from that required for the other three functions. Assuming program

improvement is ultimately a local responsibility, data useful for monitoring program
performance may need to reflect local needs and circumstances. Thus, while uniformity

and comparability across localities and states may be desirable for general national

policymaking and more specific policy evaluation, data for local program improvement

may be useful only to the extent that they are not uniform and comparable. Data for

monitoring program performance, therefore, will often require yet another approach to

system design and data collection.

In short, meeting multiple policy and program management objectives usually
requires multiple instruments. This rule applies as much to the design of data systems as

it does to the development of particular policy and program strategies. Design of a
national vocational education data system needs to keep these various functions in mind

and tailor systems accordingly. The "Describing Context and Trends," "Describing
Program Practices," "Monitoring Program Compliance," and "Monitoring Program
Performance" sections offer some general guidelines for collecting data that serve each

function as well as describe current data collection efforts and identify gaps in
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information needed to address the seven primary policy and program management
questions.

The more varied and distinct the functions of national data become, the less likely

a single data system will be able to serve these many objectives. Multiple systems will be

required. Unfortunately, this requirement has not been well-understood in past efforts to

collect national data on vocational education. As the following discussion elaborates, the

history of gathering national data on vocational education is replete with miscues that

have severely undermined the value of the information collected.

History of Collecting National Vocational Education Data'

Since the passage of the Smith Hughes Act in 1917, the federal government has

collected statistics in some form on vocational education. Until 1963, these amounted

only to gross counts of students enrolled in the major program areas supported by federal

aid: agriculture, business, trade and industry, and so on. The Vocational Education Act

of 1963 and the 1968 Amendments began requiring a series of annual reports that
contained more detailed reporting. In addition to enrollment in major program areas,

states were asked to report information on total vocational education enrollment by race.

They were also asked for information on enrollment of disadvantaged and handicapped

students; enrollments in secondary, postsecondary, and adult vocational education
programs; and expenditures from federal allocations as well as local and state
expenditures for vocational education.

Responsibility for collecting these data lay with the Bureau of Occupational and

Adult Education (BOAE) in the then U.S. Office of Education. Although many states

used some of their federal vocational education research funds to develop new automated

information systems, little uniformity existed across states. Problems with inaccurate,

inconsistent data persisted throughout the 1960s, and Congress frequently complained

about the quality of information on vocational education.

1 This section is taken from E. Gareth Hoachlander's (1989) National Data Needs for Vocational
Education.
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Project Baseline
To help address this problem, Congress established Project Baseline in 1970, a

joint effort of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education and the U.S.

Office of Education. In Project Baseline's own words, the project "was established to get

the information everyone needs and no one seems to have" (Lee, 1972). Baseline

attempted to work with each of the states to develop a more complete and more reliable

national picture of secondary and postsecondary vocational education.

Despite five years of effort, Project Baseline was unable to overcome most of the

problems that had plagued the collection of vocational education data throughout the

1960s. Enrollment data still fluctuated wildly from year to year. Follow-up information

was either unavailable or based on such small response rates that the data was useless.

For example, in 1972, twelve states reported secondary enrollment in vocational
education that was more than twenty percent greater than enrollment in 1971. Thirteen

states in 1973 and 1974, fourteen states in 1975, and seven states in 1976 reported
secondary enrollment increases of more than twenty percent from the previous year.

During the period 1971 to 1976, from twelve to twenty-four states regularly reported

annual data on the number of program completers that represented increases of more than

twenty percent over the previous year (Benson, Hoachlander, & Johnson, 1980). While

general secondary enrollment was still growing modestly in the early 1970s, the growth

was not large enough to make credible changes of more than twenty percent in vocational

education enrollments.

To its credit, Project Baseline did not mindlessly report these large fluctuations.

Baseline sought explanations from the states; and in most instances, there were good
reasons for the annual differences: new definitions, alterations in reporting systems,
duplicative counting, late reporting, and missing data were but a few of the causes of

inconsistent reporting over time. However, while Project Baseline could explain the
problems, it could not correct them. The sorry state of vocational education data was left

unchanged, and Project Baseline ceased collecting data after 1976.

The Vocational Education Data System (VEDS)

In 1976, Congress decided to move primary responsibility for vocational
education data collection out of BOAE and lodge it with NCES. As NCES was the

primary repository for educational data and had the expertise to oversee the design and
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implementation of large scale data collection efforts, Congress hoped that NCES would

produce more reliable information on vocational education. Thus, the 1976 Amendments

to the Vocational Education Act directed NCES to design and operate a VEDS. Congress

wanted VEDS to supply annual information on vocational education students, programs,

program outcomes, staff, facilities, and expenditures. Congressman Carl Perkins (1981)

summarized the general purpose of VEDS in his opening remarks on VEDS during
hearings on December 10, 1981: "In mandating this system, Congress was responding to

a lack of adequate data to judge program effectiveness and to make important decisions

about future directions."

After almost two years in the design stages, VEDS began collecting data in 1978

1979. No one knows how much VEDS costsome estimates were as high as $200
million when the resources expended by local and state personnel were countedbut by

1983, despite extraordinary efforts and expense, the realization was growing that the

latest attempt to improve vocational education data had failed. In 1983, NCES performed

a number of validity tests on the four years of accumulated data. These checks confirmed

what many critics of VEDS had argued from the outset, that threc major problems
plagued the system:

1. Lack of comparability among states. Data was not comparable from state to state
and, therefore, yielded misleading national totals when aggregated.

2. Year-to-year variability. The data exhibited excessive variation over time, which
was difficult to explain. Consequently, the VEDS data could not be used to
describe trends over time accurately.

3. Within-state discrepancies. When VEDS data from some states were compared to
state data from other sources, many large discrepancies were observed; these
could not be adequately explained.

Following these findings by NCES, the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) withdrew approval in December 1983 for collecting VEDS data for 1983-1984

and 1984-1985, because "VEDS has substantial and continuing problems collecting data

which are accurate and meaningful." In a memo, the OMB (1983) directed that the
"collection should not be undertaken at this juncture and should remain suspended until

the Department [of Education] has fully implemented the plan for improving VEDS."

Improving VEDS, however, proved impossible. Although some parts of the

system probably did produce reasonably accurate information, the widely circulated
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horror stories (more Native American secondary students enrolled in vocational education

in one state than the state's total population of Native Americans) subjected VEDS to

such ridicule that there was little hope of salvaging any credibility for an improved
system. In February 1984, the NCES Administrator, with the concurrence of OVAE
(formerly BOAE), issued the following statement in a memo to the Secretary of
Education:

The current [VEDS] system has serious technical problems. NCES
believes that the technical problems do not lend themselves to correction
without a major system redesign. The data are unreliable and subject to
serious misinterpretation.

Consequently, VEDS was permanently terminated, and another major effort to produce

accurate, reliable national data about vocational education had failed.2

Despite the termination of VEDS nationally, many states have continued to
operate modified versions of VEDS for their own purposes. While unable to achieve the

uniformity and comparability necessary in a national data system, VEDS did succeed in

stimulating states to pay more attention to vocational education data and develop systems

that better met local and state policy concerns.

Data Collection Under the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984

In fall of 1984, Congress tried once again. The Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act of 1984 directed NCES to develop "a national vocational education data

reporting and accounting system using uniform definitions. The system required by this

section was to include the following information on vocational education:

Students (including information concerning race, sex, and handicapping
condition)

Programs

Program completers and leavers

Placement and follow-up

Staff

2 For an excellent analysis of the problems inherent in the design and implementation of VEDS, see
Barnes, 1984.



Facilities

Expenditures in relation to the principal purposes of this Act (Section 421)

This data collection mandate, however, differed from VEDS in one very important
respect: NCES was to rely on sample surveys rather than a universal census.
Furthermore, the information would be updated every other year rather than annually.

There was one major exception to the use of sample surveys. Section 423 directed NCES

to collect information on all secondary handicapped students enrolled in vocational
education and to report this information by four-digit CIP code, instructional setting, and

handicapping condition.

The 1984 Perkins Act also continued the National Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and charged it with assisting states in developing and

implementing state occupational information systems to meet the needs of both
vocational education and employment training programs. The primary objective of these

systems is gathering information on labor market supply and demand and making the
information accessible to a variety of users.

Efforts to comply with these directives on data collection proceeded much more

cautiously than the earlier attempt with VEDS. Rather than develop an independent
system for vocational education data collection, NCES relied on a strategy that
emphasized using a variety of existing data collection efforts and, when necessary,
modifying them to obtain better information on vocational education. Thus, requests for

data on vocational education would be embedded in ongoing studies of the larger
secondary and postsecondary education enterprises. These studies included the National

Longitudinal Study of the Senior Class of 1972 (NLS-72), High School and Beyond

(HS&B), and NELS:88. NLS-72 and HS&B figured prominently in the analyses
undertaken by the first NAVE, the assessment required of the Department of Education

by the 1984 Perkins Act (Section 403a). Additionally, NAVE, in cooperation with the

Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services (OSERS) and NCES, led an

effort to use the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) to collect recent

secondary school transcripts to analyze participation patterns in secondary vocational

education.
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Special attention was paid to using this NAEP supplement to develop information

on the coursetaking patterns of handicapped students. Although the 1984 Perkins Act

directed NCES to collect information on all handicapped students, NCES maintained that

this request was unworkable. Section 423 would simply have forced NCES to repeat the

VEDS fiasco, albeit limited only to handicapped students. In contrast, the NAEP

transcript supplement, while limited to a national sample of handicapped students,
yielded for the first time a rich database on the participation patterns of handicapped
students in all aspects of the secondary school curriculum, vocational as well as
academic, by instructional setting and handicapping condition.

Additional information on secondary vocational education has since become

available from the Schools and Staffing Survey, which was conducted by NCES during

the 1987-1988 school year. NELS:88, the most recent longitudinal study undertaken by

NCES, is also providing a longitudinal portrait of participation in vocational education

beginning with the eighth grade.

At the postsecondary level, NCES has sought to revamp the Higher Education

General Information System (HEGIS) to include the full array of institutions offering

vocational education outside of high schools. This revised data collection, called the
Integrated Postsecondary Education System (IPEDS), replaced HEGIS and has become a

major source of data on postsecondary vocational education enrollment and completion

as well as postsecondary staffing, finances, and institutional characteristics. In many

respects, IPEDS retains many of the assumptions and approaches to data collection that

proved ineffective in VEDS. While a thorough assessment of the quality of data on
vocational education generated by IPEDS is beyond the scope of this study, there are

ialications that the IPEDS data on enrollment suffers from the same problems of
consistency and comparability that plagued VEDS. These problems will need further

investigation.

Additionally, the postsecondary transcripts collected for NLS-72 and HS&B

provide a wealth of data on postsecondary coursetaking patterns in vocational education.

Finally, the National Postsecondary Student Aid Survey (NPSAS) made data on financial

assistance available on postsecondary students participating in vocational education in the

full array of postsecondary institutions, including proprietary schools.
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NLS-72 and HS&B, as well as NLS Youththe longitudinal study maintained by

the U.S. Department of Laborhave also proven to be excellent sources of data for
analyzing labor market outcomes associated with participation in vocational education.

Not only do these studies overcome the problem of poor response rates, but they also

permit tracking the labor market experiences of participants over much longer periods of

time.

Data Collection Required by the Carl D. Perkins Applied Technology Education Act

of 1990

As noted at the outset, the 1990 Perkins Act directs the Secretary of Education to

establish a vocational education data system. It should be apparent, however, that a

system of sorts, or at least major parts of a system, is already in place. Much of what
Congress requested in the 1990 Perkins Act is available in more useful, accurate, and

consistent forms than ever before. Moreover, the 1990 Perkins Act reestablishes the
NAVE and requires a number of special studies by the General Accounting Office,

Planning and Evaluation Services, and OVAE.

In sum, the history of congressional mandates to collect vocational education data

is a series of attempts that has assumed that uniformity can be obtained from an enterprise

that is extraordinarily diverse. Moreover, legislation has not been adequately sensitive to

how vocational education interacts with the rest of the education system and to the
implications of these interactions for data collection. In responding to the mandate of the

1990 Perkins Act, what is needed in the area of vocational education data is not a new

independent, centralized vocational education data system. Much more desirable is a

process for identifying major gaps in information and for deciding who is in the best

position to fill them. Additionally, information on vocational education can be improved

by concentrating on fine-tuning existing and planned data collection efforts to improve

timing, eliminate inconsistencies, and to take advantage of low-cost opportunities to

collect additional data. Finally, while data collection should remain decentralized, it

would be desirable to centralize expertise in using these various datasets to analyze

vocational education and provide quick, efficient responses to requests for information.

Addressing such concerns is one of the primary aims of this study.



DESCRIBING CONTEXT AND TRENDS

Purposes of the Data

To assess the general evolution of vocational education nationally, policymakers

and administrators need data that describes the big picture and trends and changes over

time. Policymakers and administrators want to know basic information about the size of

the vocational education enterprise: Is it growing or contracting, is growth greater at the

secondary or postsecondary level, and are particular programs growing or contracting

faster than others? Information about who participates in vocational education and to

what degree is also important. Are the demographics of students changing with respect to

age, race/ethnicity, gender, or special needs? Similar information about faculty teaching

vocational education is also useful not only for monitoring the composition of secondary

and postsecondary teachers but also for assessing potential shortages and surpluses of

staff. Additionally, information on the outcomes of varying degrees of participation in

vocational education is useful. What do students learn as a result of participating in
vocational education, and how do they fare in the labor market over the long term? These

are macro questions. Answers to them provide policymakers and administrators with

information necessary for program planning and for setting priorities, targeting resources,

and identifying areas needing new direction and leadership.

Data Collection Methods

Describing the general context for vocational education nationally and the
relevant trends requires data that reflects a high degree of uniformity and comparability

over the long term, as well as at any one point in time. The information, however, does

not need to be collected very frequently because the variables usually do not change

rapidly. Every four or five years is sufficient to detect trends and important changes.

Contextual data on vocational education should not be collected in isolation from

other types of experience. At times, it may be useful to compare various types of
vocational education experiences, various levels of participation in vocational education,

or participation in vocational education with nonvocational education. Additionally, data

used to detect national trends should support both longitudinal and cross-sectional

analysis. In some instances, it may be useful to follow the same students, faculty,
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schools, or institutions over time; while in others, it may be sufficient to compare similar

groups at two or more points in time. Longitudinal data is particularly useful for tracking

the various educational and career paths and outcomes of students, and cross-sectional

data helps describe the scope of the vocational enterprise at a particular point in time.

Finally, sufficient data must be available to support relatively detailed analysis. If

sampling methods are used, sample sizes need to be large enough to enable comparisons

to be made among subgroups of the general population. However, not every study needs

to address all questions. Therefore, the periodicity, context, type of trend analysis, and

sample size of various data collection instruments may vary depending on the purpose of

the study.

Ongoing, national sample surveys are especially well-suited to providing
information for longer-term concerns. Compared to universal censuses or elaborate

experimental designs, such surveys are relatively low-cost, low-burden strategies for
producing accurate national estimates of key variables. To ensure consistency over time,

responsibility for administering these surveys has been lodged with particular federal

agencies experienced in national statisticsthe National Center for Education Statistics

(NCES), the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), and the Bureau of the Census (Census),

for example. These agencies ensure that the integrity of the surveys is maintained and

that institutional knowledge about the data and methods builds over time. Changes in

these surveys can be made to accommodate new concerns. However, such changes must

be made with care so as to maintain the historical value of the surveys and to ensure that

the changes have long-term future utility.

What makes these surveys so useful for describing the big picture renders them

relatively ineffective for addressing shorter-run questionsfor instance, about the
effectiveness of particular government policies or initiatives. These surveys have long

planning and implementation horizons that precede and cannot anticipate major shifts in

national concerns about vocational education, nor are these surveys easily changed
retroactively to reflect new initiatives. Understanding the consequences of particular

policies and practices requires a very different approach (conducting special studies) that

will be discussed in "Describing Program Practices."
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Existing Data Collection Activities

NCES is the statistical agency with primary responsibility for collecting national

data on education. Since 1984, NCES has relied on a strategy that gathers information on

vocational education through a variety of existing survey instruments and in the context

of general education. This integrated approach has had several advantages: (1) reducing

the data burden on respondents by modifying existing data collection instead of creating

new survey instruments; (2) increasing the reliability and comparability of the data

collected by imposing uniform definitions and data collection procedures; and (3)

increasing the power of the available datafor example, by facilitating comparisons

between vocational and nonvocational education.

The following list summarizes the current and planned NCES databases that

contain information on vocational education. Appendix A contains data maps for both

secondary and postsecondary education that describe many of these databases in finer

detail, including the specific pieces of information that are available on vocational

education.

Baccalaureate and Beyond (B&B)

Beginning Postsecondary Students (BPS) (forthcoming)

Common Core of Data (CCD)

Fast Response Survey System (FRSS)

High School & Beyond (HS&B) Sophomore and Senior Cohorts

High School Transcript Study (HSTS) (also referred to as the NAEP transcript
study)

Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS)

National Adult Literacy Survey (NALS)

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88 or NELS)

National Household Education Survey (NHES)

National Longitudinal Study of 1972 (NLS-72)

National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS)
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National Survey of Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF)

Recent College Graduates Study (RCG)

Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS)

In addition to relying on in-house databases, NCES also conducts or plans to conduct

studies of vocational education using databases supported by other federal offices and

agencies:

Census of State and Federal Adult Correctional Facilities and Survey of Inmates
of State Correctional Facilities, Bureau of Justice Statistics

. Current Population Survey (CPS), Bureau of the Census

Education Profile Report and Post-Release Employment Project, Bureau of
Prisons

National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSYouth), Department of Labor

National Longitudinal Transition Study (NLTS), Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services

Study of Conditions of Confinement in Juvenile Detention and Correctional
Facilities, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), Bureau of the Census

The primary databases containing information on secondary vocational education

include NAEP, NELS:88, SASS, and NLTS. The primary sources of postsecondary

vocational education information include BPS, IPEDS, NHES, NPSAS, NSOPF, CPS,

and SIPP. Several databases contain information relevant to both secondary and
postsecondary vocational education, including HS&B and NLS-72. The longitudinal

surveys, NELS:88 and NLTS, will contain postsecondary information in the future but

currently only cover the secondary education experiences of participants.

These databases represent both longitudinal and cross-sectional data collection

efforts. Cross-sectional surveys are conducted every two to four years at both the
secondary and postsecondary levels: NAEP and NPSAS survey primarily students;

SASS and NSOPF survey faculty; CCD and IPEDS collect data on the universe of
secondary and postsecondary schools and institutions rather than rely on sampling
techniques; and NHES and CPS collect information from the general U.S. population.

Longitudinal surveys generally span both secondary and postsecondary education and
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beyond and are launched approximately every eight years: NLS-72, HS&B, NELS:88,

and NLTS follow students beginning in high school or earlier; BPS follows students who

began their postsecondary education in 1990; and B&B (replacing RCG) follows students

completing their baccalaureate degrees in 1993. SIPP represents a frequent but short-

term longitudinal study, selecting a new sample from the adult U.S. population every one

or two years and following the employment and income experiences of that group for

about two and a half years.

Description of Available Information

The following sections describe how the data that is available through the above

databases address the key policy and program management questions identified in the

introductory chapter, and they describe any major gaps in information.

Organization and Governance
CCD tallies the total number of public secondary schools in each state and

provides information on the types of schools, including regular, special education,
alternative education, and vocational education schools. By matching this information

with data on educational agency type, the database attempts to sort out area vocational

centers from full-time vocational high schools. However, because of variations in state

reporting methods, CCD currently undercounts area vocational centers in some states.

Furthermore, the database does not indicate to what extent regular, special education, and

alternative education schools offer vocational education. At the postsecondary level,

IPEDS surveys the universe of postsecondary institutions in the country, including public

and private institutions, and identifies those institutions offering an occupational program

of study as part of their curriculum. However, IPEDS currently undercounts private, for-

profit (proprietary) schools.

At the secondary level, the transcript studies are limited in their ability to provide

information about student enrollment in area vocational centers. HS&B, NAEP, and

NELS:88 do not include area vocational centers in their sample frames, although they ask

whether vocational courses are taught off-campus. However, the accuracy of inferring

area vocational center enrollments from information about the on- and off-campus

location of courses has been questioned. Consequently, it is not possible to relate with
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accuracy student participation, program offerings, or student outcomes to the various
types of vocational education delivery systems. Although SASS surveys area vocational

centers, these schools are not oversampled and are too few in number to produce reliable

comparisons among teachers employed in various school settings.

Identifying various vocational education delivery systems is possible at the
postsecondary level. NSOPF contains data on faculty in all nonproprietary postsecondary

institutions granting associate degrees or higher, including public and private four-year

institutions; community colleges; and private, nonprofit, less-than-four-year colleges.

NPSAS contains information on students in all types of postsecondary institutions,
including proprietary institutions and nondegree-granting vocational/technical institutes.

Additionally, several longitudinal databases (HS&B, NLS-72, and BPS) contain or will

contain transcript data from all types of postsecondary institutions offering vocational

education, allowing comparisons across institutions at a fairly detailed level of analysis.

However, as mentioned in the introduction, postsecondary institutions apply different

methods for measuring class time, which presents a serious challenge to creating a

common measure for comparison. Finally, NHES and CPS contain limited data on the

participation of the general population in all types of postsecondary and adult vocational

education.

Student Participation
Section 421 of the 1990 Perkins Act requires that the vocational education data

system that is the subject of this study contain data reflecting the extent of participation of

the following populations:

Women

Native Americans

Individuals with handicaps

Individuals of limited-English proficiency

Economically disadvantaged students (including information on students in rural
and urban areas)

Adults in need of training and retraining

Single parents
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Incarcerated youths or criminal offenders

Individuals in programs designed to eliminate gender bias and sex stereotyping

Minorities

Displaced homemakers

Women, Native Americans, Individuals with Handicaps, and Minorities

All the major secondary education databases containing high school transcript
data (HS&B Sophomores, NAEP, and NELS:88) and even those without such transcript

data (NLS-72 and HS&B Seniors) can identify women, Native Americans, handicapped

students, and other minorities. The major postsecondary education databases (NLS-72,

HS&B, IPEDS, CPS, and NPSAS) can also identify women, Native Americans, and other

racial-ethnic groups, while several (NLS-72, HS&B, and NPSAS) include variables
identifying handicapped students. NLTS will provide additional information on disabled

students at both the secondary and postsecondary levels.

Although these databases generally include Asians and Native Americans, the

small sample sizes for these groups frequently render large apparent differences
statistically insignificant. Furthermore, detailed analysis such as that by level of
participation in vocational education, by institutional type, or by any other characteristic

that requires dividing the sample of students into two or more groups almost always
requires that researchers suppress statistics for these groups because the "cell size" (i.e.,

the number of students included in a specific category) does not meet minimum standards

for confidentiality of the data. Similar problems occur when analyzing data for students

by handicapping condition rather than overall handicap status and sometimes when

analyzing data for Hispanic students. While sample size will inevitably become a

problem as analysis is undertaken at finer and finer levels of detail, the small numbers of

Asians and Native Americans, in particular, that are usually included in national studies

makes even basic types of analysis difficult.

Individuals of Limited-English Proficiency

At the secondary level, only NELS:88 and NAEP 1990 identify limited-English

proficient (LEP) students. The other secondary education datasets identify students

whose home language is other than English but do not provide information about



proficiency. NAEP 1987 excluded severe LEP students from the main surveys, although

it collected a small amount of data on such students, including achievement test scores,

through a questionnaire completed by school officials. None of the postsecondary

datasets currently identify LEP students. The 1993 NPSAS asks students to report the

primary language that was spoken at home when they were children but does not provide

information about English proficiency.

Economically Disadvantaged Students

At the secondary level, economically disadvantaged students are identified in

several ways. Two of the datasets containing high school transcript data (HS&B and
NELS:88) provide composite socioeconomic status (SES) variables created from parental

background data such as mother's and father's occupations and education. NAEP 1987

and 1990 include SES-type variables in the surveys but not in the transcript studies.
NAEP's SES variables are constructed from information on mother's and father's
education and a list of reading materials available in the home. All of the major datasets

contain urban/rural information, although some of the data is problematic.

At the postsecondary level, economically disadvantaged students can be identified

using NLS-72, HS&B, and NPSAS. Although NLS-72 and HS&B provide composite

SES variables created from parental background data, SES can be constructed in NPSAS

from data on parents' educational levels, socioeconomic index scores of parents'
occupations, and parents' income for dependent students. NLS-72 and HS&B describe

the urbanicity of the student's high school. NPSAS provides information on the
urbanicity of the postsecondary institutions but not of students' home communities.

Although not mentioned specifically in Section 421 of the 1990 Perkins Act,

academically disadvantaged students can be identified at the secondary level using
NAEP, NLS-72, and HS&B. These databases contain information on high school grades

and NLS-72 and HS&B contain assessment scores. The 1990 NAEP study will also be

able to link student transcript information to test scores. At the postsecondary level,

NPSAS 1987 provides GPAs for students taking credit-hour courses, and NPSAS 1990

provides GPAs for all students.

The methods used to identify economically and academically disadvantaged
students in the above-mentioned national studies are not necessarily consistent with the



definitions included in the Perkins regulations. These regulations define an economically

disadvantaged family or individual as eligible by the following criteria:

Aid to Families with Dependent Children

Food Stamp Program

Chapter I

Free or reduced-price federal lunch (however, the National School Lunch Act
prohibits the identification of individual students)

JTPA

or by meeting any of the following criteria:

In receipt of a Pell Grant or assistance under a comparable state program

Determined to be low income according to the latest federal data

Identified as low income according to other indices of economic status

Additionally, under the general definition of "disadvantaged" the regulations include
migrants.

Although the use of SES variables may be consistent with the item "other indices

of economic status," using additional measures of economic disadvantage could enrich

existing analysis. For example, the longitudinal datasets that include adult cohorts (NLS-

72, and HS&B Sophomore and Senior Cohorts) contain salary and public assistance
history, and NPSAS provides information on state and federal financial aid and family

income. However, collecting relevant information at the secondary education level is

more problematic since student reporting of some of these variables may prove highly

unreliable. Although an associated survey of school-level administrators could provide

information on the program participation (Chapter 1 and JTPA) of individual students

included in a study, such a survey could only indicate the overall proportion of students

in the school or district receiving free or reduced-price federal lunches. Finally, none of

the databases currently used for studies of vocational education identify students who are

members of migrant families.

The Perkins regulations define an academically disadvantaged individual as

someone without learning disabilities who
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scores at or below the 25th percentile on a standardized achievement or aptitude
test,

has a GPA below 2.0 on a 4.0 scale, and

fails to attain minimum academic competencies.

Additionally, under the general definition of "disadvantaged," the regulations include

LEP individuals and

dropouts or potential dropouts from secondary school.

At the secondary education level, the several national databases containing
assessment scores report these scores in terms of quartiles (i.e., four groups containing

25% of tested students each), coinciding with the legislative definition. However,

achievement test scores are generally not available at the postsecondary level. As

previously stated, secondary and postsecondary transcript studies can generate GPAs.

Currently, academic competencies are not identified separately from assessment scores

and GPAs, and the legislation is unclear about how these competencies should be
measured. However, possible methods include examining remedial coursetaking or

determining whether students meet the minimum standards identified in the A Nation at

Risk report (National Commission on Excellence in Education [NCEE], 1983). Although

NELS:88 identifies LEP students, postsecondary databases do not. Finally, while the

longitudinal databases and postsecondary-level studies can identify high school dropouts,

it is unclear how potential dropouts should be identified.

Adults in Need of Training and Retraining

The identification of adults in need of training or retraining is problematic even in

the longitudinal databases since the term "adults in need of training or retraining" has not

been defined. Although many indicators are possible, the choice of any particular one

would be subjective. Possible indicators might include periods of unemployment or of

employment in low-paying occupations other than the occupation of the student's
vocational training. However, if a student is working in his or her vocational area for low

wages, does this indicate a need for retraining? Does every adult who has low wages or

is unemployed need retraining? These questions need to be resolved before this targeted

population can be identified.

3S
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Furthermore, NLS-72 is the only longitudinal study with a cohort that progressed

far enough into adulthood (fourteen years out of high school at the time of the last follow-

up in 1986) to indicate whether they might need training or retraining. When the data for

the HS&B Sophomore Cohort 1992 follow-up (at the point ten years after high school) is

analyzed, their retraining needs may begin to be apparent. However, since graduates in

their 20s often try out different occupations and may work in low-level jobs temporarily

regardless of their education, determining retraining needs may still be premature.

Finally, one limitation of longitudinal studies is that they describe only the
experiences of the cohorts included in them. Consequently, a cross-sectional,

retrospective survey collecting data on the educational, vocational, and employment

history of respondents would be a better source of information on the current number of

adults in the population needing training or retraining. Such a survey could target either

adults in vocational education or those in the general population. While existing cross-

sectional surveys (NHES, CPS, and SIPP) estimate the number of adults participating in

vocational education (and NHES collects data about their current educational
experiences), they do not collect enough other educational or employment information to

judge whether these adults in fact "need" training or retraining.

Single Parents
Single parents can be identified in every longitudinal dataset based on a cohort old

enough to have children and report marital status, which includes every dataset except

NELS:88. However, starting in 1990, even NELS:88 reports whether students have

children. Additionally, two cross-sectional databases providing information on
postsecondary vocational education (NPSAS and CPS) identify this special population.

Incarcerated Youths or Criminal Offenders

Several agencies gather information on incarcerated youths and adults. NALS

samples inmates in state and federal prisons; the Bureau of Justice Statistics surveys state

and federal adult correctional facilities and inmates in state correctional facilities; the

Bureau of Prisons collects data on federal prisons and their former inmates; and the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention collects data on juvenile detention

and correctional facilities. Generally, the information on vocational education that is

available from these sources is limited to whether incarcerated individuals participated in

3 .9
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any vocational training while in prison, although it may also include the duration of
training. However, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention asks about

participation in eleven vocational program areas, and the Bureau of Prisons tracks the

recidivism and employment experiences of former inmates who completed vocational

training during their prison stays. The surveys of adult and juvenile correctional
education agencies and jail facilities, described in "Describing Program Practices" as part

of the National Assessment of Vocational Education (NAVE) activities, will provide

additional information on vocational education offered in these settings.

Individuals in Programs Designed To Eliminate Gender Bias and Sex Stereotyping

None of the datasets identify individuals participating in programs to eliminate

gender bias and sex stereotyping in vocational education. At the secondary level, gender

equity programs are not included in any dataset as one of the special vocational programs

offered in the schools. Even if the programs were included, they cannot currently be
linked to data on individual students. The only existing means of measuring gender

equity or sex stereotyping at the secondary education level is through transcript data by

calculating the percentage of female and male students enrolled in each type of vocational

program or course. While this measures the need for gender equity in each occupational

program area, it does not indicate whether there is a special program designed to address

the issue or whether any students participate in such a program.

At the postsecondary level, IPEDS can be used to determine the percentage of

female and male students earning degrees in each vocational program area every year.

NPSAS can be used to calculate the percentage of female and male students who majored

in each vocational program area during the survey years. NLS-72 and HS&B transcripts

can be used to measure the percentage of female and male students taking each type of

vocational course as well as the number of credits they earned in a vocational program

area.

Displaced Homemakers

The term "displaced homemaker" cannot be applied to secondary students until

many years after high school because the classification is based on life experiences. The

final regulations associated with the 1990 Perkins Act defined a displaced homemaker as

an individual who (1) is an adult; (2) has worked as an adult primarily without pay to care
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for the home and family and for that reason has diminished marketable skills; and (3)(i)

has been dependent on public assistance or on ,f,.! income of a relative but is no longer

supported by that income, (ii) is a parent whose youngest dependent child will become

ineligible to receive Aid to Families with Dependent Children within two years of the

parent' s application for assistance under the Perkins Act, (iii) is unemployed or
underemployed, or (iv) is described by (1) and (2) and is a criminal offender.

The above definition allows researchers some flexibility in identifying this
population. While, to be useful, databases must provide information on age and
employment history, they need only provide additional information on either public
assistance history or current employment status. Surveys of adult criminal offenders need

to provide information on employment history. While comprehensive information on
displaced homemakers requires all of these types of data, the information can be pieced

together from a number of different sources.

The primary challenge for providing information on displaced homemakers is

defining what it means to have diminished marketable skills or to be underemployed. Do

all adults who have been out of the labor market for a number of years possess
diminished marketable skills? How should these skills be measured? Identifying

underemployed adults presents the same definitional problem as identifying adults in

need of trainingif a student is working in his or her vocational area for low wages, does

this indicate underemployment, or is every adult who has low wages underemployed?

Careful attention needs to be paid to develop appropriate definitions of these concepts.

The longitudinal datasets including adult cohorts (NLS-72 and HS&B Sophomore

and Senior Cohorts) contain employment history and public assistance history, which can

be used to identify adults who have worked in the home without pay, those who are

unemployed, and those who have been dependent on public assistance. However, these

cohorts are still too young to have been at home long enough to possess diminished
market skills and are barely old enough to have raised children. For the most part,

displaced homemakers in the generation that originally defined the termwomen in their

late 30s, 40s, 50s, and 60s who stayed out of the labor market to care for children and

were supported by either a husband or public assistanceare not in these longitudinal

datasets.
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At least two cross-sectional surveys (NPSAS and CPS) provide partial
information on displaced homemakers by identifying women who have been divorced or

widowed and those with and without children and by providing information on their

current employment status. However, better information on participants' educational,

employment, and public assistance history is necessary to identify this population. SIP?

provides information on current employment status, including reasons why respondents

are unemployed (e.g., they are taking care of home or family and are on current sources

of income, including relatives, friends, or public assistance). With respect to
underemployment, SIP? asks respondents who are working part-time whether they are

doing so because they could not find a full-time job. Finally, SIP? includes several

questions on work, education and training, public assistance, fertility, and marital history,

providing a potentially rich source of information for identifying displaced homemakers.

However, the amount of information available on current participation in vocational

education is limited.

Program Offerings
Secondary vocational education program participation is well-documented from

high school transcript data for four recent cohorts, including 1982 high school seniors

(the Sophomore Cohort) in the longitudinal HS&B dates, 1987 and 1990 seniors in the

cross-sectional NAEP transcript studies, and 1992 seniors in the longitudinal NELS:88

dataset. Program participation in these datasets is measured by the courses students took

and the credits they earned in those courses. Participation in detailed vocational program

areas can be monitored by classifying the courses at the six-digit CIP code level. In

addition, the current National Longitudinal Transition Study (NLTS) on special education

students is also collecting high school course records. The participation of later
secondary school cohorts will be measured in future NAEP transcript studies (conducted

approximately every three to four years) and in the next longitudinal study,
approximately eight years after NELS:88.

Current enrollments in postsecondary vocational education are documented in

IPEDS and in CPS. IPEDS reports total enrollments by institutional type as well as by

occupationally specific program below the bachelor's level. CPS reports the number of

adults taking vocational courses by type of provider but does not report enrollments by

vocational program or major. Two longitudinal datasets containing postsecondary



transcript data (NLS-72 and HS&B) can provide data on enrollment patterns in detailed

vocational programs. However, this information covers only the included cohorts.

NPSAS provides a periodic, cross-sectional survey of postsecondary students.

Although it does not collect transcript data, NPSAS offers information on current
enrollments in all types of postsecondary institutions and provides information on
students' degree goals and majors at the six-digit CIP code level. However, it is unclear

whether postsecondary institutions included in the survey define "enrollment"
consistently and whether all students attending postsecondary institutions are represented,

including students taking for-credit and not-for-credit courses and those with shorter- and

longer-term goals (i.e., course completion versus certificate or degree completion).
Furthermore, actual coursetaking patterns and students' ultimate degrees and majors upon

graduation are not obtainable, except for that portion of the NPSAS sample who are

included in the longitudinal BPS study. (Another subset of the NPSAS student sample

will be included in the new longitudinal dataset, B&B; however, this dataset is not
applicable to vocational education, other than vocational teachers, because it focuses on

baccalaureate graduates only.)

IPEDS provides data on postsecondary vocational program completion by
detailing the number of degrees and certificates awarded annually by postsecondary

institutions. The database can be used to identify the number of postsecondary awards in

vocational/technical areas at the two-, four-, and six-digit CIP code levels. However,

gender and race/ethnicity are the only student characteristics reported.

Determining vocational program completion is much more problematic at the

secondary education level. Schools do not usually award certificates or diplomas for

completing a vocational program or indicate vocational program completion on student

transcripts. Consequently, program completion must be inferred from coursetaking

patterns as they are exhibited on transcripts. Considerable conceptual work needs to be

done on what sequences or clusters of vocational and academic courses constitute
programs. Furthermore, since postsecondary students participate in vocational education

with widely varying goals, the award of a certificate or degree may not always be the

most appropriate measure of completion for these students. Identifying additional

measures of completion based on stated goals or on student or employer satisfaction with

training may be worthwhile at the postsecondary level.
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The sample size of the databases frequently limits the degree of programmatic

detail that can be achieved in analyzing participation patterns. Transcript data usually
produce reliable information on participation at the two-digit CIP code level, including

about eleven vocational/technical programs. Although participation in as many as fifty

programs can be examined, this level of detail requires suppressing a number of statistics

because of low cell size, rendering comparisons among demographic subgroups
incomplete. In contrast, IPEDS reports the number of instructional programs offered by

an institution and the number of degrees and certificates awarded at the six-digit CIP code

level, including several hundred programs.

In addition to standard occupational programs, vocational education also offers a

number of related programs and services. Although specific activities change over time,

policymakers and administrators have an ongoing interest in understanding the range and

prevalence of different types of programs and services offered. Categories of ongoing

interest include relationships between secondary and postsecondary education and
institutions; relationships between school, business, and industry; services provided to

special populations; and related extracurricular activities.

In recent years, school districts and postsecondary institutions have begun
developing coordinated occupational programs spanning the last two years of high school

and the first two years of higher education, referred to as Tech Prep programs. While an

evaluation of Tech Prep will have to be undertaken through a special study of the sort

described in "Describing Program Practices," it is possible to gather information on the

prevalence of participation in the program through ongoing national data collection

efforts. Data on the prevalence of Tech Prep may best be collected through periodic
cross-sectional surveys at the secondary (NAEP) and postsecondary (NPSAS) levels.

Furthermore, data can be collected at both the school and student levels: Is the school

district or postsecondary institution a participant in a formal Tech Prep agreement? In

what vocational program areas? Has the student included in the study formally enrolled

in a Tech Prep program? What constitutes formal enrollment? Generally, these questions

require surveying a school-level administrator familiar with the program, rather than

relying on student-reported information. As part of the 1993-1994 SASS, NCES intends

to ask secondary schools whether they have developed Tech Prep programs.
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Transcripts may be used to examine the coursetaking patterns of students enrolled

in Tech Prep programs. However, not all longitudinal studies collect transcripts at both

the secondary and postsecondary education levels, making it difficult to compare
coursetaking patterns at the two levels. In any case, the student cohort included in the

most recent longitudinal study (NELS:88) will have exited high school before most Tech

Prep programs have been implemented.

The 1990 Perkins Act also affirms an emphasis on serving members of special

populations. An adjunct survey targeted at vocational education coordinators could
attempt to describe the range and prevalence of services and activities that are provided to

these populations, including those services and activities aimed at ensuring access to and

success in quality vocational programs. Furthermore, services to disabled students could

be examined by type of handicapping condition in order to assess at what level of severity

students are being served (e.g., multihandicapped and mentally retarded students are

generally considered to have more severe handicapping conditions than learning disabled

and orthopedically impaired students). However, in order to provide reliable estimates by

handicapping condition, surveys would need to oversample handicapped students, which

could prove to be expensive. Such a survey could be associated with a cross-sectional

study like the one described above or could replicate the 1984 HS&B administrator and

teaching survey, which asked questions related to vocational programs and students.
Although the 1984 survey suffered from low response rates and problems with the
definition of vocational education programs, it could provide a point of departure for

developing a similar survey in the future.

Administrator and faculty surveys could also investigate school-business
relations, including the extent and form of business involvement in developing vocational

curriculum, identifying and acquiring state-of-the-art equipment, and providing work
experience opportunities. Additionally, included among vocationally related programs

are vocational student organizations (VS0s), which include such groups as Future
Farmers of America (FFA), Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA), and the

Technology Students Association (TSA). VSO activities attempt to develop work habits,

teamwork skills, and self-confidence; provide leadership and competition experience; and

are frequently integrated into the regular vocational curriculum. Collecting information

on the number of students participating in VSOs nationwide does not require new data

collection efforts since each national-level VSO already collects data annually on the
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number of dues-paying members. Furthermore, VSOs can provide data on the sex of
their members and some can provide students' race/ethnicity and education level (middle

school, high school, or postsecondary). However, this data is not currently reported by

NCES or any other federal agency.

In order to investigate the relationship between VSO involvement and other
student characteristics and outcomes, this national membership data needs to be
supplemented with data that is collected in the context of other educational activities.

NCES has for some time included a question about VSO participation on its longitudinal

surveys. However, the surveys do not ask to which specific organizations a student
belongs. In addition, the surveys do not distinguish between membership and less formal

participation in VSO activities. By revising the existing VSO-related questions, the
longitudinal surveys could increase the analytic power of the data collected. However,

the number of students participating in individual VSOs may be too small to produce
reliable estimates.

Accomplishments

The longitudinal database for HS&B Sophomores (who were high school seniors

in 1982) can link high school transcript data to subsequent labor market information,

allowing researchers to relate detailed secondary vocational program participation to later

educational and employment outcomes. HS&B also provides achievement test scores,

which can be combined with program participation information to predict outcomes. In

addition, while the student-reported GPAs have not proved reliable, GPAs derived from

the high school transcripts can be used to assess the relationship between educational

achievement and employment outcomes. Although this cohort was only four years out of

high school at the time of the last follow-up in 1986, the 1992 follow-up will provide

more substantial labor market outcome data.

In the future, NELS:88 will provide similar information for 1992 seniors. The

NELS:88 dataset includes math, science, reading, and history achievement test scores

from the eighth, tenth, and twelfth grades; and the high school transcripts will include

GPAs. These measures of educational ability and achievement can be used to predict

later education and employment outcomes.
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Both NLS-72 and HS&B permit linking students' postsecondary school
transcripts to later educational and employment outcomes. However, only the NLS-72

cohort is currently old enough to have substantial labor market outcomes to evaluate,

although the HS&B Sophomore Cohort 1992 follow-up examines labor market outcomes

ten years after high school and may be able to provide some information. Since the
student sample in NPSAS is still in school, educational and labor market outcomes are

not yet available. In the future. the BPS sample of NPSAS students will provide
educational and occupational outcome information for the cohort that started
postsecondary education in 1990, although it will be many years before their labor market

participation is established. In order to link current employment information with past

vocational training for a cross-section of the U.S. population, additional information on

education history would have to be collected from participants in NHES and CPS.
However, SIPP provides retrospective information on postsecondary vocational training

and federal employment training for a cross-section of the population and links this

information to current employment and income experiences.

Existing studies have tended to use measures of academic ability and achievement

to explain participation in vocational education or subsequent success in the labor market

or through further education. These studies generally have not examined test scores and

GPAs as learning outcomes in themselves. However, NCES researchers will link

transcript data with achievement test scores using the 1990 NAEP in an effort to
determine academic outcomes and relate them to vocational coursetaking. This effort

raises an important methodological issue: the difficulty in attributing performance on a

standardized test to a single course, or even to a group of courses. By using gain scores,

researchers can narrow the period during which change occurs and more effectively

isolate the causes of that change. However, NAEP will use only a single test
administration. At the least, careful work needs to be done to develop appropriate

sequences or clusters of courses that can explain academic performance.

While achievement tests are routinely administered at the secondary level, similar

measures of academic performance are not readily available at the postsecondary level.

Currently, none of the existing national data collection efforts link postsecondary

coursetaking with academic test scores.
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Although some measures of academic outcomes are available, measures of
occupational competencies and work readiness skills are not. Furthermore, measures of

academic competencies as used in a vocational or applied setting and measures of
learning about "all aspects of the industry" are also not readily available. Given the lack

of widely recognized national tests of these skills, it is unlikely that much information

concerning these learning outcomes will be included soon in national surveys. More
conceptual work on what should be measured and on developing more appropriate
assessment instruments needs to happen first.

Personnel

The 1984 HS&B administrator and teacher survey contains excellent questions

about vocational teacher demographics, instructional methods, and efforts to find jobs for

students and contains information on some teaching fields within vocational education;

but the sample of teachers is too small to produce reliable results. Furthermore, the 1984

HS&B survey is an older, one-time data collection effort that suffered from low response

rates and definitional problems. SASS provides rich information on the demographics,

teaching experience, education, salary, benefits, and attitudes of secondary school
teachers. However, the sample size is too small to permit analysis of vocational teachers

below the two-digit CIP code level, and many types of analysis can only be applied to

vocational teachers as a group. The classification of teaching assignment categories was

greatly improved in the most recent SASS. However, additional improvements could be

made, including separating out marketing and distribution from business education;
subsuming accounting under business education; moving home economics (consumer and

homemaking education) to under vocational education and creating a separate
classification for occupational home economics; including the new term "technology

education" alongside industrial arts; and defining the use of the term technical education

to include computer, communications, engineering, and science technologies.

There is almost no information on secondary vocational administrators. Although

two recent datasets (NAEP and SASS) included administrator surveys, NAEP did not

identify vocational administrators separately from other administrators; and SASS, while

identifying vocational administrators, asked them school-related questions rather than

questions about their background or responsibilities. The 1984 HS&B administrator and

teaching survey sampled vocational educational coordinators, but focused primarily on

program- and student-related questions rather than on the administrators themselves.
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The only data available on postsecondary faculty is through NSOPF. This survey

provides information on the teaching fields of faculty members detailed to the four-digit

CIP code. It also provides data on teacher demographics (gender, race/ethnicity, and
age), educational background, part- and full-time teaching status, tenure, rank, salary, job

and teaching history, workload, benefits, and attitudes. Although a rich dataset, NSOPF

collects information on too few faculty having vocational education responsibilities to

allow detailed analysis by vocational field. Furthermore, NSOPF collects data only from

nonproprietary postsecondary institutions granting associate degrees or higher. Providing

that sufficient funds were available, NCES should consider expanding the universe of

NSOPF to include faculty in proprietary and less-than-two-year schools. NSOPF also

contains virtually no information on postsecondary vocational administrators. Although

NSOPF surveys department chairpersons, it provides faculty information only in

aggregated form for each department.

Existing data collection efforts do not facilitate linking teacher experience and

qualifications to student outcomes, analysis which requires collecting data on teachers

and students from the same institutions. While the 1984 HS&B administrator and
teaching survey contains some information about vocational faculty, teachers cannot be

linked to individual students. Although NELS:88 will collect information from two
teachers for each student included in a subsample of the study, vocational teachers will

not be surveyed. Finally, no surveys have linked postsecondary vocational/technical

faculty with their students, although BPS could possibly do so.

Linking vocational teacher experience and qualifications to student outcomes

presents several challenges. Since linking information on teachers and students is an

expensive undertaking, these issues require careful consideration. Policymakers,

researchers, and educators must decide what outcomes can be attributed to individual

vocational teachers. While it is reasonable to hold a teacher accountable for the learning

that takes place within that teacher's classroom, some student outcomes such as job

placement or program completion may have more to do with a student's cumulative
school or program experience than with a single class or teacher. Furthermore, the

learning that is assessed should be relevant to the vocational classroom environment. The

validity of currently available standardized tests of academic skills as indicators of

vocational teacher and student performance has been questioned.



Appropriate assessments of vocational student learning must be available before

information on vocational teachers can be linked to the achievement of their students. In

order to link student achievement with teacher experience and qualifications, NELS:88

collected data from teachers who taught the subjects assessed through the study. For
example, math teachers were surveyed because math was one of the subjects tested

through a standardized assessment. Student achievement in math could thus be linked to

information about math teachers. However, linking the vocational achievement of
students to information about vocational teachers is constrained by the availability of

appropriate assessments of students' occupational or applied academic skills.
Furthermore, even if they were available, occupational assessments that are tailored to a

large number of program areas may be far too costly to administer. However, if

assessments of applied academic skills become available in the future, these may be

suitable for both vocational and academic classrooms.

A survey of faculty at either the secondary or postsecondary levels could include

questions about vocational program involvement other than in the occupational teaching

field. For example, faculty could be asked about their involvement in and responsibilities

for Tech Prep and VSOs, although the number of faculty participating in these programs

may be too small to produce reliable estimates. Surveys could ask about instructional

methods, including different strategies for integrating vocational and academic education

and teaching all aspects of the industry. More information on faculty preparation could

also be gathered, including participation in staff development workshops on various

topics emphasized in the Perkins legislation or time spent working in industry or in

contact with industry.

Facilities and Equipment
There is no systematic overview of facilities in current NCES-type databases.

Most surveys that collect secondary school-level data ask about services provided to

students rather than about facilities. However, the HS&B 1984 survey of vocational
coordinators does ask whether vocational training takes place at the school or elsewhere

for seven programs areas, although as mentioned previously, the survey suffers from

technical problems. At the postsecondary level, IPEDS asks only about library holdings,

library costs, and physical plant costs.
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There is also no systematic inventory of equipment of any type, let alone
vocational education equipment. NAEP asks only about the number and use of
computers in high schools. The HS&B survey of vocational education coordinators asks

specifically about the presence of electronic and computerized equipmentelectronic
auto diagnostic equipment, micro- and mainframe computers, computer-aided design

systems (CADs), and other computer-controlled machinesbut does not ask about the

quantity of these or about any other type of vocational training equipment.

Costs

CCD collects fiscal information from state education agencies, and IPEDS
collects financial information from each institution. However, both surveys request

information on expenditures by functional category (e.g., total salaries, benefits, and

utilities), rather than by program. Consequently, expenditures for vocational education

are not readily available.

Summary of Data Availability

Current data collection efforts on the part of NCES, the Census, and other federal

agencies provide complementary and overlapping information on vocational education.

However, while offering a rich and varied view, existing data is not able to answer all

questions about the context and trends relevant to vocational education. NCES and other

agencies have endeavored to improve the available information on vocational education

and have done so in a number of ways. However, several broad problems remain: (1) a

few gaps in information persist; (2) sample size sometimes hinders basic analysis; (3)

coverage of vocational education delivery systems is incomplete; (4) certain special

populations identified in the 1990 Perkins Act have not been defined adequately; (5)

instruments measuring applied occupational and academic competencies and appropriate

sequences of occupational and academic courses constituting programs have not been

developed; (6) information on students, faculty, and institutions cannot always be linked;

and (7) the timing of data collection does not always coincide with the cycle of
reauthorization of federal funding for vocational education.

These problems are not the sole responsibility of the statistical agencies. Some

gaps are best filled by other types of data collection, described later in this report. In
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some cases, improved information requires better coordination among all producers and

users of vocational education data.

Filling Gaps in Information
Ongoing national data collection of the sort conducted by NCES does not

currently provide systematic or comprehensive information on vocational administrators.

Although several databases identify vocational administrators, they tend to ask school- or

program-related questions rather than questions about the background and responsibilities

of the administrators themselves. Additionally, existing survey instruments do not

provide information on vocational teacher training practices. Although staffing surveys

ask about the qualifications and experience of faculty, none of the surveys canvass

teacher-training institutions to determine what instructional methods are currently being

taught.

NCES databases also do not include much information on the costs of vocational

education, on facilities and equipment, or on governance structures and the organization

of vocational education in each state. However, these types of information are more

appropriately collected through other types of data collection, discussed later in this

report.

Sample Size
Small sample size restricts analysis of vocational education in several ways. The

small number of Asian and Native American students included in national surveys render

large apparent differences statistically insignificant and hinder analysis by level of

participation in vocational education and by institutional type. The overall sample size of

the student databases also limits the amount of programmatic detail that can be examined.

The small number of vocational faculty included in staffing surveys limits analysis to

broad vocational teaching assignment categories and, in many cases, to vocational faculty

as a group. While small sample size also generally prevents subnational comparisons

(i.e., by state), this type of analysis is less appropriate for data describing general context

and trends. The availability of state-level data are described in "Monitoring Program

Compliance" and "Monitoring Program Performance."
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Coverage

Although existing national data provides a rich source of information on the range

of vocational education arrangements and activities, several gaps persist. Current

databases undercount the number of area vocational centers and postsecondary
proprietary schools; do not always include area vocational centers, or sufficient numbers

of them, in their samples; and do not include information on faculty in postsecondary

proprietary schools and vocational/technical institutes. Although surveys collect data on

students in all types of postsecondary institutions, it is unclear whether students taking

noncredit courses and those with short-term coursetaking goals are always included.
Furthermore, little information is known about the various reasons adults enroll in
postsecondary vocational courses and whether those adults achieve their personal goals.

Special Populations

Before existing databases can be used to provide information on adults in need of

trairUng and on displaced homemakers, educators and labor market experts need to define

more precisely these special population groups. Specifically, concerned parties must

address what it means to be underemployed and to have diminished market skills.
Additionally, in order for national databases to produce reliable information on students

with limited-English proficiency and those who are economically disadvantaged,
researchers must find better ways to identify these students. Specifically, surveys need to

provide information on language proficiency rather than dominance and on factors
indicating economic disadvantage that do not rely on student self-reports, particularly at

the secondary education level.

Occupational and Academic Competencies and Vocational Programs
It will be some time before national databases can provide information on the

occupational and applied academic competencies of students participating in vocational

education. While a number of efforts exist nationwide to develop performance-based

assessments, these are not readily available. Vocational educators also need to clarify

what is meant by experience in and understanding of all aspects of an industry. In order

to determine the extent of participation in vocational education and to relate this
participation to various student outcomes, considerable conceptual work needs to be done

to develop sequences or clusters of courses that constitute vocational programs.
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Student, Faculty, and Institutional Data Linkage
The structure of existing national surveys does not facilitate linking student,

faculty, and school or institutional information. In particular, i: b.as not been possible to

link faculty qualifications, experience; and instructional methods to student outcomes or

to link school- or institution-level information such as the level of economic disadvantage

among the student population, local business involvement in vocational education, and

the quality of facilities and equipment to student outcomes or to program offerings.
Furthermore, administrators or faculty have not been consulted consistently about the

participation of students in Tech Prep, VSOs, or Chapter I programs and about students'

LEP or academic disadvantage status. Finally, while parents could provide information

on economic disadvantage or migrant status, particularly for secondary level students,

they have often not been surveyed. Although NELS:88 will collect information from
teachers and parents for some of the secondary education students in the study, no similar

capacity exists at the postsecondary level.

Timing

The timing of existing surveys does not always produce relevant data coincident

with federal reauthorization of funding for vocational education. For example, no recent

postsecondary transcript study has been conducted, and new postsecondary transcript data

will not become available until the end of the 1993-1994 academic year. In some cases,

this timing problem may be unavoidable. Because data on vocational education is
collected in the context of other educational activities, the national surveys inform policy

in several education-related areas and are subject to different reauthorization cycles.

In summary, ongoing national data collection efforts can be improved in several

areas to provide more complete information on the context of and trends in vocational

education. However, this data is not sufficient to meet all policy and program
management needs. The following chapter, "Describing Program Practices," examines

data that describes program practices, including evaluating specific policy initiatives.



DESCRIBING PROGRAM PRACTICES

Purposes of the Data

Ongoing, national surveys of the type discussed in "Describing Context and
Trends" cannot answer many important questions about vocational program practices.

Such surveys are limited in their ability to provide information on the organization and

governance of vocational education in each state, on expenditures for vocational
education, and on facilities and equipment. Accurate information on governance

arrangements and organization is needed to direct requests for information to the
appropriate sources and to facilitate communication between federal administrators or

policymakers and local and state vocational educators. Such information also allows
researchers to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the different arrangements for
delivering vocational education. Information on local, state, and federal expenditures

indicates the level of support offered to vocational education nationallyand offered to

the activities, services, projects, and specific programs that comprise vocational
educationin comparison with other educational activities. Information on the facilities

and equipment used for vocational education provides an indication of student access to

quality programs and of the relevance of training to industry practices.

Surveys designed to provide consistent information on context and trends over

time also cannot assess the impact of many major policy initiatives in vocational
education. Most recently, the 1990 Perkins Act established five major objectives for

federal vocational education policy: (1) targeting federal funds to recipients with high

concentrations of economically disadvantaged students, (2) ensuring access to and

success in quality vocational programs for members of special populations, (3)

encouraging the integration of vocational and academic education curriculum, (4)
stimulating the development of Tech Prep programs that articulate secondary and
postsecondary offerings, and (5) promoting accountability through the development of

performance measures and standards for vocational education.

In assessing the impacts of these policy directions, two important sets of questions

must be answered. First, what did local schools and institutions and states do in response

to these initiatives? Were funds targeted? Were special populations served? Was

curriculum integrated? Were Tech Prep programs developed? Were performance

measures and standards implemented? Second, what impact did these policy responses
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have on students participating in vocational education? As a result of these new policies,

were students better prepared occupationally and academically to enter the labor market

or pursue further education? Did they fare better in the labor market as a result?

The first set of questions requires specific, immediate responses. Congress will

surely want clear answers to questions of implementation as it considers reauthorization

of Perkins legislation in 1994 and 1995. The second set of questions cannot be answered

immediately. Sufficient time must pass before the effects of policy changes on student

outcomes can be detected. It will probably be five years or more before Congress can

expect information on how its most recent policy initiatives affect students.

Data Collection Methods

Gathering information on specific vocational education practices requires
conducting special studies. Such studies typically are not the responsibility of the
statistical agencies, but of agencies charged with evaluation, implementation, and
research. Thus, the 1990 Perkins Act re-established the National Assessment of
Vocational Education (NAVE), located in the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement (OERI), and charged it with evaluating a wide variety of topics. The act

required a variety of other evaluations of specific policies to be conducted by the General

Accounting Office (GAO); Planning and Evaluation Services (PES), located in the Office

of Policy and Planning (OPP); and the Office of Vocational and Adult Education
(OVAE). These agencies are responsible for evaluating the implementation of Perkins

legislation, and their findings will figure prominently in the next reauthorization.

The 1990 Perkins Act also called for various research activities to be conducted

through OERI and the National Center for Research in Vocational Education (NCRVE).

While many of these activities such as developing new strategies that may influence

future policy and practices are beyond the scope of this report, OERI and NCRVE also

investigate program practices.

Describing program practices requires unique, one-time (or infrequent) studies

specially tailored to understanding specific practices. Unlike ongoing national data

collection, which must maintain consistency and comparability over time and relies on a
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limited number of narrowly defined data elements, special studies endeavor to describe

practices thoroughly at a single point in time and to capture variations in approaches. In

some cases, special studies must coincide with the implementation of particular practices.

Special studies may rely on and combine different data collection strategies, including

mail and phone surveys, case studies, and quasi-experimental designs. Such studies may

use national statistical databases as a source against which to compare the results of
specially targeted data collection. Special studies may survey the universe of program

providers or a sample of those providers, depending on the purpose of the study.

Since the organization and governance of vocational education within states
change slowly, studies seeking to describe these arrangements need be conducted only

infrequently, perhaps once every five or ten years. Studies investigating local and state

funding practices and their relation to federal funding for vocational education, as well as

facilities and equipment, should probably follow a similar time frame.

Assessing the implementation of federal policy irtitiatives requires studies tailored

to understand local and state responses to federal legislation. What specifically did
localities and states do in response to the 1990 Perkins Act? Understanding the impact of

policy on student outcomes will take longer. It is essential that policymakers understand

that they cannot expect to see in the near future detectable changes in student outcomes

resulting from the 1990 Perkins initiatives. At least one to two years are needed to

implement the kinds of curriculum and organizational changes that Congress sought in

demanding integration, Tech Prep, and performance measures and standards. Completion

of a Tech Prep program will take a minimum of four years. Another one to two years

following completion is needed to assess labor market outcomes. Allowing time for data

analysis and reporting, one would not expect to see the results of, for example, a rigorous

evaluation of Tech Prep until seven or eight years after the initial passage of the 1990

Perkins Act. Although the national statistical surveys will be able to contribute to
assessing these longer-term impacts, special studies and research will need to supplement

them.
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Existing Data Collection Activities

The primary vehicle for collecting data on the impact of the 1990 Perkins Act on

program practices is NAVE. Replacing an earlier study of vocational education
authorized by the 1976 Vocational Education Act Amendments, NAVE was first
established by the 1984 Perkins Act and was reauthorized in 1990. Currently, NAVE is

required to study the distribution of federal education funds to the states as well as
describe and evaluate the following ten features of vocational education:

1. The effect on tribal and state administration of vocational education programs and
on local vocational education practices.

2. Expenditures at the local, tribal, state, and federal levels to address program
improvement in vocational education, including the impact of federal allocation
requirements (such as within-state allocation formulas) on the delivery of
services.

3. Preparation and qualifications of teachers of vocational and academic curricula in
vocational education programs.

4. Participation in vocational education programsin particular, access of
individuals who are members of special populations to high-quality vocational
education programs and the manner in which this participation affects the delivery
of services to such populations.

5. Academic and employment outcomes, including analyses of (1) the effect of
educational reform on vocational education, (2) the extent and success of
integration of vocational and academic curricula, (3) the success of the school-to-
work transition, and (4) the degree to which vocational training is relevant to
subsequent employment.

6. Employer involvement in and satisfaction with vocational education programs.

7. The effect of performance standards and other measures of accountability on the
delivery of vocational education services.

8. The effect of federal requirements regarding criteria for services to special
populations, participatory planning in the states, and articulation between
secondary and postsecondary programs.

9. Coordination of services.

10. The degree to which minority students are involved in vocational student
organizations.

In order to fulfill its mandate, NAVE is employing a number of data collection

strategies, including the following:
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State and local omnibus surveys

Community, tribal, and funding case studies

Perkins funding distribution analysis

Secondary and postsecondary program participation analysis

Surveys of adult and juvenile correctional education agencies and jail facilities

Employer surveys

Study linking unemployment insurance and student data

The omnibus surveys were sent to administrators for vocational education at both

the secondry and postsecondary levels in each state, and to administrators in a sample of

secondary schools and districts and postsecondary institutions across the nation.
Distributed in the spring of 1992, the surveys attempted to describe the current status of

vocational education as well as any changes that occurred between the last year of the

1984 Perkins Act and the first year of the new one. In order to provide more descriptive

detail about the processes affecting vocational education, NAVE researchers also
conducted twenty community case studies, eight funding case studies, and five tribal case

studies. Additional analysis of how states distributed their Perkins funds under the new

guidelines will be conducted using data submitted by the fifty states.

Program participation is being analyzed using statistical databases from the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Three new surveys of adult and
juvenile correctional education agencies and jail facilities in the fifty states were
developed by OVAE and distributed in the spring of 1993. Employment outcomes are

being analyzed through surveys of a sample of employers nationwide and a study linking

unemployment insurance and student data in selected states.

In addition to NAVE, several other federal agencies have recently conducted or

are in the process of conducting special studies of vocational program practices. The

following list summarizes the most relevant studies:

Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE)

Performance measures and standards study



Planning and Evaluation Services (PES)

Tech Prep evaluation

National Center for Research in Vocational Education (NCRVE)

Study of education and training for work

Study of strategies linking planning and evaluation

Surveys of performance measures and standards implementation

Study of performance measures and standards effects

Although requiring that specific topics be studied, the 1990 Perkins Act allowed

the designated agencies to design their studies as they deemed appropriate. Most of the

studies have not yet been completed. The OVAE study of performance measures and

standards will involve a mail survey of secondary and postsecondary vocational
education administrators in the fifty states; and site visits to nine states, including
interviews with local and state vocational educators; and other activities. The PES

evaluation of Tech Prep will involve surveys of state-level coordinators and local Tech

Prep programs, plus an in-depth examination of selected local programs and a
longitudinal survey of a sample of Tech Prep students. The NCRVE study of education

and training for work, conducted during 1990, involved interviewing a number of state-

level administrators in each of the fifty states. The two NCRVE surveys of performance

measures and standards implementation gathered information from all the states in the

fall of 1991 and then again in the fall of 1992 and involved intensive phone follow-up

with secondary and postsecondary vocational education administrators in each state.
Finally, the NCRVE study of performance measures and standards effects will focus on

four states, including visits at both the local and state levels in each.

Description of Available Information

The following sections describe how the information that is available through the

above data collection activities addresses the key policy and program management
questions identified in the "Introduction," and they describe any limitations of the data.
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Organization and Governance

Until very recently, the only comprehensive study of the organization and
governance of vocational education was a study sponsored by the old Office of Planning,

Budgeting, and Evaluation (OPBE) and conducted during 1977 (Woodruff, 1978). While

providing information on each of the states and territories, the OPBE study also
developed schemes for classifying the different types of governance and organization

elements. The study included information for each state on the type of state board for
vocational education, the composition of governing boards, agency responsibilities and

authority, interagency coordination, and the history of changes in state education agencies

affecting vocational education. The study also described for each state the numbers and

types of institutions offering vocational education at both the secondary and
postsecondary levels and the types of local delivery systems, regional service
arrangements, local governing authority, as well as the composition of local authority and

the type of fiscal agent.

In late 1992, NCRVE published a study conducted by RAND of education and

training for work in the fifty states (McDonnell & Zellman, 1993). Unlike the earlier
OPBE study, the NCRVE study did not attempt to create new classification schemes for
state practices. Instead, the study described how each state governs and finances
education and training programs, providing an overview of five state and federal
education and training programs: secondary vocational education, postsecondary
vocational education, Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), welfare-to-work, and state-

funded job training. Descriptions of secondary and postsecondary vocational education

included the types and numbers of institutions delivering vocational education in each
state and the ways that states govern vocational education. The sections on governance

identified for each state and at each level of education the governing board for vocational

education, the governing board's responsibilities, the state agency with administrative

responsibility, the extent of state influence over local secondary institutions, and the
extent of state involvement in postsecondary vocational education. The study also
included a description of the elements of each state's program approval process.

While providing new information on the governance of job training programs, the

NCRVE study did not provide the degree of comprehensive information that the earlier

OPBE study on the governance of vocational education. Specifically, the NCRVE study

did not describe fully the relationship between the state board for vocational education
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and the agencies responsible for administering vocational education at both the secondary

and postsecondary levels or between the state board for vocational education and the

boards governing the responsible agencies. Neither did the study describe fully the types

of institutions over which each administrative agency has authority. Consequently, the

NCRVE study provides only a partial picture of vocational education in some states.

NCRVE also recently published a study of strategies linking planning and
evaluation in vocational-technical education -that identified the most common structures

of state vocational education administration (Elson, Oliver, & Strickland, 1992). The

study provided organizational charts describing the five dominant relationships among
responsible boards and agencies. However, the report did not indicate which states
possessed which administrative structures, nor did the organizational charts incorporate
the various types of schools and institutions offering vocational programs.

Together, the two NCRVE reports provide substantial information on the current

governance and organization of vocational education in the fifty states. Relatively little

additional work needs to be done to provide a comprehensive picture of each state's

system that includes a description of the relationships among all the relevant boards,
agencies, and institutional types.

Student Participation

A primary emphasis of NAVE is to assess the access of special populations to

quality vocational education. Information on this topic is being gathered through several

methods. At the state level, the omnibus surveys asked about the steps states have taken
to provide equal access. At the local level, the surveys asked about the types of
supplemental services provided to the various special populations, about special
populaticn involvement in developing the local vocational education plan, and about total

school enrollment and enrollment in vocational education of the different populations. In

addition, the surveys asked about changes occurring over time with regard to these
different factors. While describing overall participation in vocational education, the

omnibus surveys did not provide information on enrollment of special populations in
specific occupational programs.

The case studies conducted by NAVE during the winter of 1992-1993 allowed

researchers to identify exemplary vocational programs at a secondary or postsecondary
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site, interview faculty and students in those programs, and observe classes in progress.

The specific occupational programs that schools and institutions considered to be
exemplary varied from site to site. Although researchers could easily identify the male

and female students in a classroom, identifying other special populations was not possible

just through observation. Researchers had to rely on faculty, counselor, and administrator

knowledge of the students enrolled in order to assess whether the various special
populations were participating. In some cases, student record data was available to

confirm the professionals' impressions while in others they were not.

The case studies were also limited in their ability to verify that a designated
exemplary program was in fact a high quality vocational program. Frequently, programs

were deemed exemplary because they held a high status among local vocational

programs. In some cases, these programs had acquired a significant amount of state-of-

the-art equipment or other technology. In other cases, exemplary programs held a high

status because of the type of student they attracted, generally a college-bound student.

Usually, local schools and institutions did not base exemplary status on expected or
actual long-term labor market outcomes nor on the amount or type of learning in a
particular program. (As performance measures and standards systems are established at

the local level, schools and institutions should be able to provide better information on

the relative performance of their various programs.) Although limited in ability to
determine the quality of vocational programs, the case studies described the processes by

which vocational programs achieved high status and by which students, particularly

special population students, were encouraged or discouraged to enroll in those high-status

programs.

The enrollment of special populations in specific occupational programs
nationally is more reliably determined using statistical databases. The NAVE study will

examine the participation of special populations at the secondary level, using the 1982

High School and Beyond (HS&B) study, the 1987 and 1990 National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP) study, and the 1988 National Educational Longitudinal

Study (NELS:88). The NAVE researchers will use survey and transcript data to analyze

participation at a relatively detailed program level for the different groups and will
examine changes in participation over time. Additionally, NAVE intends to use the 1990

Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) to examine the relationship between teacher
characteristics and student demographics, in particular to examine the proportion of
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special populations enrolled in various vocational classrooms. At the postsecondary
level, NAVE will use the 1987 and 1990 National Postsecondary Student Aid Studies

(NPSAS) and the Beginning Postsecondary Students (BPS) databases.

Although it is too early in the process of implementing the 1990 Perkins Act to

assess the impact of recent initiatives on special populations, NAVE can assess to what

extent schools and institutions have targeted federal funds to serve these students. The

eight NAVE funding case studies investigated how local spending of federal vocational

education funds for secondary education changed under the new act, selecting four school

districts that gained Perkins funds under the new requirements and four that lost funds.

Specifically, these case studies examined how school districts concentrated their Perkins

funds during 1991-1992 and 1992-1993 on sites or programs with high concentrations of

special populations, what types of activities they funded, and how the uses of funds
differed from spending under the 1984 Perkins Act. Site visitors asked about trends in

local and state funding for vocational eduCation and attempted to ascertain whether local

and state funds substituted for the loss of Perkins funds or gains in Perkins funds
substituted for those other funds. The funding case studies also asked about general

services provided for special populations and about how Perkins funding fit into the
overall scheme for serving these groups.

Although the funding case studies focused only on secondary education, NAVE is

also conducting a national analysis of the distribution of Perkins funds for both secondary

and postsecondary education. Based on data submitted by the states, NAVE will
compare how states distributed their Title II basic grant funds to school districts and
postsecondary institutions under the old and new acts. Specifically, researchers will

assess to what extent the new funding requirements were successful in concentrating

federal vocational education funds on areas with high numbers of special populations
and, in particular, on inner-city areas.

NAVE also conducted five tribal case studies focusing on Native Americans.

These case studies examined the effects of the federal legislation on tribal administration,

tribal expenditures for program improvement, the participation of Native American youth

in vocational education programs and their access to high-quality programs, and the
relevancy of tribal vocational education programs to local employment opportunities.

NAVE researchers will assess the similarities and differences in implementation and



effects of the federal legislation in tribal and nontribal settings. In addition to the five

field investigations, administrative information will be collected on the thirty-eight
Perkins-funded tribal grantees under Section 103 of the act.

NAVE will also analyze data from OVAE' s specially targeted surveys of
vocational education in adult and juvenile correctional facilities. However, since the

surveys were not distributed until the spring of 1993, the information that will be
available by time of reauthorization may be limited.

Program Offerings
As. discussed in "Describing Context and Trends," the national statistical surveys

provide reliable information on the trends in nationwide enrollments in vocational
education. NAVE, on the other hand, is particularly suited to ask about the factors
influencing those enrollments. The local omnibus surveys, sent to administrators in

secondary schools and districts and in postsecondary institutions, asked about overall

enrollments, vocational education enrollments, changes in enrollments over time, and

reasons why vocational enrollments either increased or decreased. At the postsecondary

level, the surveys asked about enrollments in specific program areas. The local surveys

also asked about vocational program offerings, the changes in program offerings over

time, and the possible reasons for those changes.

During the case studies, NAVE researchers delved more thoroughly into the

possible reasons for changes in enrollments and program offerings as well as factors

affecting program completion by asking several administrators and faculty at each site for

their opinions about these trends. Site visitors asked administrators, vocational and

nonvocational faculty, local business people, students and (at the secondary level) parents

about their perceptions of the quality and usefulness of vocational education in their area

and asked students why they chose or did not choose to participate in vocational
education. While it is beyond the scope of NAVE to verify independently which factors

influenced enrollments, the case studies provided the opportunity to determine whether

similar perceptions were shared among a number of important providers and users of

vocational education in a local area.

Ongoing national surveys of the type discussed in "Describing Context and
Trends" are not well-suited to provide information on new instructional methods and
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other innovative program practices. However, by focusing on the implementation of
current, federally supported vocational education initiatives, NAVE is able to investigate

these concerns. The state-level omnibus surveys asked secondary and postsecondary

vocational education administrators in the spring of 1992 about integration of vocational

and academic education, teaching of all aspects of a given industry, implementation of

performance measures and standards, Tech Prep, and school-to-work transition programs,

and efforts to coordinate with JTPA and other federal programs.

At the local level, the omnibus surveys asked about the vocational curriculum,

including the use of applied materials and courses, and about integration, performance

measures and standards, Tech Prep, school-to-work transition, the extent of participation

of business and labor, vocational student organizations, and local coordination with other

federal programs. Specifically, the surveys asked what steps were taken to implement

these practices, whether there had been an increase or decrease of effort under the new

act, and how much the amount of assistance provided had changed. The case studies

provided additional opportunities to assess implementation of these practices at the local

level and included a study of vocational course materials for secondary vocational
education.

NAVE will conduct a separate survey of VSOs, with particular attention to the

participation of minorities in them. Although NAVE is able to investigate the extent of

implementation of the various programs and practices early in the period of the new act, it

is liniited in its ability to determine the effects of changes on the quality of vocational

education and on students. At most, NAVE was able to ask administrators and faculty

about their perceptions of the effects of implementing a particular program or practice. In

many cases, local professionals were only able to speculate on the effects or to provide

anecdotal evidence since changes had been in place at most for one or two years at the

time the surveys were distributed and the case studies were conducted in 1992 and 1993.

In addition to NAVE, the 1990 Perkins Act_authorized several other agencies to

conduct studies of the implementation and effects of specific initiatives. Four separate

studies are being done of performance measures and standards, and one longer-term
evaluation is being done of Tech Prep.
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Section 115 of the 1990 Perkins Act and the associated regulations require that

each state board receiving funds under the act develop and implement a statewide system

of core standards and measures of performance for secondary, postsecondary, and adult

vocational education programs. This core set of measures and standards is to be used by

recipients of Title II funds to evaluate annually the effectiveness of their vocational
education programs. NCRVE has completed two studies, and is in the process of
conducting a third, on this topic. The first study asked state-level administrators of both

secondary and postsecondary vocational education about their plans for implementing the

federal requirements approximately one year before the implementation deadline. This

study helped NCRVE identify areas where states needed technical assistance. The
second study followed up with the states to determine what performance measures and

standards they actually implemented in the fall of 1992 and documented the various state

approaches.

Although the first two studies focused on implementation. NCRVE is also
preparing to conduct a study of the preliminary effects of performance measures and

standards systems on program practices and students. This third study will involve

selecting four states that have made substantial progress in implementing their systems

and conducting both local and state site visits in those states during 1993 and then again

in 1994. By the fall of the second year of the study, vocational educators should have

collected and reviewed two years worth of data and should be in the second cycle of
program evaluations. Although it may still be too early to detect changes in student

performance, the study should be able to ascertain whether the systems of performance

measures and standards have led educators to develop and implement strategies for
program improvement.

OVAE will be conducting its own study of performance measures and standards,

focusing on evaluating the soundness and the technical rigor of the measures and
standards systems implemented by the states. The study will include the following three

components:

1. A detailed description of the status of each state's system of standards and
measures developed under the act.
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2. An assessment of the validity, predictiveness, and reliability of such standards and
measures, unbiased to special populations, in the areas of academic achievement,
vocational skill competencies, employment outcomes, and postsecondary
continuation and attainment.

3. An evaluation of the comparability of state-developed performance standards
across states to establish a core of common indicators.

The OVAE study will involve a mail survey to vocational education
administrators at both the secondary and postsecondary levels in each state as well as nine

site visits to states during 1994, including studies of three secondary and three
postsecondary programs in each of the states visited. Although the implementation of

performance measures and standards and their preliminary program effects should be

well-documented by the time of reauthorization of the Perkins legislation, information

about the effects on student performance will be limited. Future statistical surveys such

as NAEP, NPSAS, and the longitudinal surveys should provide some indication of these

effects.

Title III Part E of the 1990 Perkins Act authorizes planning and demonstration

grants to be awarded to consortia of school districts and postsecondary institutions for

developing and operating four-year Tech Prep programs leading to a two-year associate

degree or certificate. The Tech Prep initiative is intended to provide strong,
comprehensive links between secondary schools and postsecondary institutions in a more

systematic manner than previously. PES in OPP is conducting a five-year evaluation of

the effectiveness of these programs. Beginning in 1993 and ending in 1997, the
evaluation will describe the Tech Prep programs funded under the act, identify effective

practices, and measure the progress of some Tech Prep students. The evaluation will

involve surveys of state-level coordinators and local Tech Prep programs, in-depth
examinations of selected local programs, a longitudinal survey of a sample of Tech Prep

students drawn in the eleventh grade, and collection of school records data. The

outcomes for Tech Prep students will be compared with those for a corresponding
national sample of students. Only preliminary information will be available by the time

of reauthorization of Perkins legislation in 1994 and 1995.

Accomplishments

NAVE will gather information on outcomes for students in vocational education

from a variety of sources. Using NELS:88, NAVE researchers will link transcript data
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with achievement test scores in an effort to determine academic outcomes and relate them

to vocational coursetaking for secondary-level students. Unlike a similar analysis being

conducted by the NCES using the 1990 NAEP, NELS:88 supplies gain scores (eighth to

tenth grades and tenth to twelfth grades), allowing researchers to narrow the period
during which change occurs and to isolate more effectively the causes of that change. In

an effort to analyze outcomes for special education students, researchers will apply
similar methods using the National Longitudinal Transition Study (NLTS). However, as

discussed in "Describing Context and Trends," these efforts raise an important
methodological issue: the difficulty uf attributing performance on a standardized test to a

single course or to a group of courses. Over the long term, careful work needs to be done

to develop appropriate sequences or clusters of courses that can explain academic
performance.

NAVE will also examine employment outcomes of students in vocational
education through several avenues. The Center on Educational Quality of the Workforce

will conduct a study linking unemployment insurance and school data. The study will

track the employment outcomes for former participants in vocational education at both

the secondary and postsecondary levels in five states. In addition, NAVE will conduct a

telephone survey of about 3,000 employers nationwide, asking about their involvement

with local vocational education programs and about their satisfaction with newly hired

employees. NAVE will also analyze employment outcomes for former students in
vocational programs through the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP).

SIPP provides retrospective information on postsecondary vocational training and federal

employment mining for a cross-section of the U.S. population and links this information

to current employment and income experiences.

Personnel

The NAVE omnibus surveys asked state-level administrators about the numbers

and responsibilities of the professional staff who spend most of their time on vocational

education and about the changes in those numbers and responsibilities from the last year

under the 1984 Perkins Act to the first year under the new one. The local surveys asked

about the numbers of administrators, teachers, and other professional and
paraprofessional staff responsible for vocational education and about the changes in those

numbers over time. The local surveys also asked whether coordinator positions existed

for sex equity, Tech Prep, integration, and special populations. During the case studies,



NAVE researchers investigated the possible reasons for increases or decreases in the
number of staff with vocational education responsibilities as well as the changing
responsibilities of those staff.

In addition to relying on the omnibus surveys and case studies, NAVE will also

use several statistical databases to examine faculty characteristics such as demographics,

qualifications, and experience. NAVE researchers will use the National Survey of
Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF) to study the characteristics of postsecondary vocational

faculty and the Fast Response Survey System (FRSS) and SASS to study secondary
vocational faculty. In addition, NAVE is using SASS to analyze faculty shortages.
However, SASS provides information only on administrators' recent experiences with

hiring vocational faculty. NAVE will not assess supply and demand independently,
either through data on teacher training program enrollments and completions, industry-

based employee interest in and qualifications for teaching, or state-level and institutional

vocational program planning and hiring projections. Because of a delay in implementing

the latest NSOPF, NAVE researchers will not be able to conduct a similar analysis of

faculty shortages at the postsecondary level, and their descriptions of postsecondary
vocational faculty characteristics will be based on data collected in 1987.

Facilities and Equipment

The only comprehensive study of vocational education facilities was part of the

OPBE study conducted in 1977. This study included a discussion of the adequacy of

facilities nationwide, examining the locations of institutions and instructional stations

offering vocational education in comparison with population distribution and examining

the size of institutions in terms of vocational enrollments and the number of shops,
laboratories, and classrooms available to students. The OPBE study also included a

discussion of the condition of facilities and their adequacy for serving physically
handicapped students. However, information on these latter topics was based on
institutional self-reports. The study did not verify independently the reliability of this

information. The study also included a discussion of the utilization of vocational
facilities, including the use of school-based facilities (i.e., during the regular school day,

during alternate operating schedules, and during operating hours) and of community
resources. The OPBE study did not include information on equipment used for
vocational education.



Costs
The old OPBE study included information on the factors affecting state policies

for the financing of vocational education, on program funding models (including the

types of allocation units and computation procedures used in each state), and on financing

of facilities and equipment (including methods for distributing funds such as capital
funding sources and funding mechanisms). The study also included a discussion of the

limitations of the data for determining the direct impact of federal funds on the expansion

of facilities and for determining the total amount of federal funds expended on facilities

and equipment.

The 1992 NCRVE study of education and training for work gathered up-to-date

information on funding sources and mechanisms, including for each state the state-aid

formula for general education funding; any student vocational education weight factors

used in the state-aid formula; restrictions on the use of state funds; total vocational
education funding; the percentage of funds coming from local, state, and federal sources

(including tuition at the postsecondary level); and the percentage of Perkins funds

allocated to secondary and postsecondary vocational education. However, information on

total vocational education funding in the state and on the percentage of funds coming

from local, state, and federal sources was based strictly on interviews with state-level

administrators. The study did not describe how these administrators arrived at their

estimates for funding nor was it within the scope of the study to verify the estimates by

interviewing local vocational education administrators.

The NAVE omnibus surveys asked state-level directors of vocational education

about changes in funding for vocational education from the last year under the old act

(1990-1991) to the first year under the new one (1991-1992), including the total operating

budget for the agency or division and additional state and federal funds, and requested

information on Perkins funds received, including Title II basic grants and Title III funds.

The state-level surveys also asked administrators to estimate the total public expenditure

for (secondary or postsecondary) vocational education in their state and to estimate what

percentage of those funds came from various sources. The possible sources included

general school district budgets, state vocational education funds, other state funds,

Perkins funds, other federal funds, and other funds. However, almost twenty percent of

secondary agencies (10 out of 56) and over forty percent of postsecondary agencies (20
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out of 48) responding to the survey indicated they were not able to estimate the total
public expenditure for vocational education in their states.

In addition to asking about the amounts of funds for vocational education, the

omnibus surveys also requested information on procedures and decision-making
processes. Information was sought on how Perkins funds were split between secondary

and postsecondary vocational education, why local applications for Perkins funding were

disapproved (if any were disapproved), what accounted for any major differences in the

numbers of institutions receiving Perkins funds under the old and new acts, whether the

state developed a procedure for granting waivers on minimum grant amounts, and how

the allocation of Perkins funds among school districts and postsecondary institutions
within the state was carried out.

At the local level, the omnibus surveys asked questions about changes in school

district budgets and postsecondary institution revenues and about the sources of those

funds. The surveys also asked about funds received under the different titles and sections

of the 1990 Perkins Act and how Title H funds were being used. The surveys requested

that administrators indicate whether various changes in the 1990 Perkins Act had a
positive or negative effect on the implementation of vocational programs.

The eight funding case studies provided NAVE researchers with the opportunity

to delve more deeply into the impact of federal allocation requirements on the delivery of

services at the local level for secondary vocational education. The sites included four

school districts that experienced large increases in funding under the 1990 Perkins Act

and four that experienced large decreases. The data gathered for these funding case
studies were drawn from district budgets and enrollment records as well as from
interviews with teachers, counselors, and administrators. Site visitors discussed with

school and district personnel the trends in funding for vocational education over the past

several years and into the future and the reasons for any increases or decreases. They

also discussed the uses of local, state, and federal funds over the years and the ways those

uses may have changed under the 1990 Perkins Act.

The funding case studies attempted to assess what negative impacts there may
have been on districts losing Perkins funds, particularly on the special populations in

those districts. Researchers investigated to what extent local and state funds substituted
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for federal funds, possibly lessening the blow. Researchers also attempted to determine

how the districts gaining Perkins funds spent their funds, whether they had a well-devised

plan for implementing new services, and whether funds were targeted to special
populations.

The funding case studies attempted to estimate expenditures for vocational
education at the district level. Although some districts maintained separate budgets for

vocational education, most did not. Where those districts did not keep comprehensive

expenditure information for vocational education, NAVE researchers estimated costs

based on information collected from a variety of sources, including average teacher
salaries for grades nine through twelve; the estimated full-time equivalent (1-1'E) for
vocational faculty; administrator salaries and FTEs; and expenditures for facilities,

equipment, and supplies.

Finally, NAVE is conducting a study of the allocation of Perkins funds through

the Education Finance Center. This study is examining the federal allocation of funds to

the states as well as the within-state funding distribution. The aim is to determine
whether Perkins funds were concentrated in areas with high numbers of economically

disadvantaged students as intended by the 1990 Perkins Act.

Summary of Data Availability

The special studies conducted on the part of NAVE, OVAE, PES, NCRVE, and

other federal agencies contribute breadth and depth to the information collected on
vocational education at the national level. While filling in some of the obvious gaps left

by the statistical surveys as discussed in "Describing Context and Trends," these studies

also add texture to what is known about the vocational/technical enterprise. NAVE, in
particular, represents an ambitious undertaking and promises to describe many aspects of

current vocational education practices that are of concern to policymakers and program

managers. Despite their comprehensiveness, the existing special studies are limited in

their ability to describe program practices in a few areas. Some of these problems are

shared among all agencies attempting to collect data on vocational education:

Providing comprehensive information on the interrelationships among the various
boards and agencies responsible for vocational education and the institutions
offering vocational education.



Defining and identifying high-quality vocational programs.

Measuring learning outcomes.

Providing comprehensive information on the supply and demand of vocational
faculty.

Assessing the condition of vocational facilities and equipment.

Estimating the costs of vocational education.

Providing timely information for reauthorization.

Organization and Governance

Although the NCRVE studies of education and training for work and strategies

for linking planning and evaluation provide a strong starting point for understanding

current state organization and governance structures for vocational education, the studies

do not fully describe the interrelationships between the different responsible boards,

agencies, and institutions in each state. Comprehensive information on the lines of
authority and responsibilities for vocational education is necessary for understanding how

state and federal policies for vocational education are implemented. Without

comprehensive information on organization and governance, researchers, policymakers,

and administrators are hindered in gathering complete information on vocational
education and interpreting that information accurately.

High-Quality Vocational Programs

NAVE will collect a significant amount of information on the participation of

special populations in vocational education and on vocational program offerings through

a variety of data collection methods. However, NAVE's ability, as well as the ability of

the statistical surveys discussed in "Describing Context and Trends," to assess
participation in and availability of high-quality vocational programs is limited by the lack

of definition of such programs. In what ways do high-quality programs differ from high-

status programs? Should high-quality programs be defined at a local, state, or national

level? Should they be defined in terms of their level of technology (i.e., "high tech"

versus "low tech" programs), their expected long-term labor market outcomes, the level

of occupationally or academic specific learning they produce, or the types of learning

they engender (e.g., integrating vocational and academic education, teaching all aspects

of a given industry, or providing a Tech Prep education)? Until some sort of consensus is



achieved about what constitutes high-quality vocational programs, special studies (as well

as the statistical surveys) will be limited in their ability to assess to what extent programs

are providing high-quality vocational education across the nation and whether special

populations have equal access to that education.

Learning Outcomes
Current special studies are limited in their ability to provide information on the

learning outcomes of students participating in vocational education. As mentioned
previously, NAVE will attempt to link achievement test scores to coursetaking patterns

for secondary-level students using statistical surveys included in the discussion in
"Describing Context and Trends." However, achievement tests are generally not

available at the postsecondary level, and the statistical surveys do not provide information

on occupational competencies, to a large extent because appropriate assessment
instruments are not widely available.

Faculty Supply and Demand
NAVE will provide partial information on the supply and demand of vocational

faculty. By analyzing SASS data, NAVE researchers will be able to describe
administrators' experiences with hiring vocational faculty at the secondary level.
However, NSOPF data will not be available for similar analysis at the postsecondary
level. Furthermore, this type of analysis provides only part of the picture. Other sources

of information include teacher training program enrollments and completions, industry-

based employee interest in and qualifications for teaching, and institutional and state-

level vocational program planning and hiring projections.

Facilities and Equipment

The only comprehensive study of vocational education facilities was conducted

by OPBE in 1977, and this study based its analysis of the condition of facilities on
institutional self-assessments using broad categories such as "in good condition," "in

need of minor maintenance," "in need of major maintenance," and "in need of
replacement." Furthermore, the study did not include an assessment of the equipment

used for vocational education. The information available for special studies from the

statistical surveys is also limited.
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Cost of Vocational Education

Although providing useful information on local uses of Perkins funds and state-

level funding mechanisms, existing special studies are not able to provide accurate
information on the cost of vocational education nationally, largely because the
information is not readily available. While states are able to provide information on the

level of Perkins funds and any targeted state funds they distribute to local school districts

and postsecondary institutions, they are less able to provide reliable information on local

expenditures for vocational education. Furthermore, local school districts and
postsecondary institutions generally do not maintain a separate budget for vocational

education. Although these districts and institutions track Perkins funds and targeted state

funds, they can only estimate total expenditures for vocational education. A reliable
estimate of what is spent nationally must be based on a consistent estimating
methodology. Although the eight NAVE funding case studies provide a starting point for

determining the cost of vocational education, the case study sample size is too small to

produce an accurate national estimate and would only do so for secondary vocational

education.

Timing
The existing special studies will be unable to provide information on some

questions in time for reauthorization of Perkins legislation in 1994 and 1995. Because of

problems with data availability, NAVE may not complete its analysis of vocational
education in adult and juvenile correctional facilities by that time, and the Center on

Educational Quality of the Workforce may not complete its study of employment
outcomes. The newest NSOPF data on postsecondary faculty will not be available in
time to even begin analysis before reauthorization. Furthermore, although the NAVE

studies of participation in vocational education are based on the most recent available

statistical datasets (1982 HS&B, 1987 and 1990 NAEP, the 1990 year of NELS:88, 1990

SASS, 1987 and 1990 NPSAS, and the 1990 year of BPS), none of these provides
information on the time period of the 1990 Perkins Act, which took effect during the
1991-1992 academic year. Finally, PES will not conclude its study of the effectiveness

of Tech Prep until 1997.

To a large extent, the problem of timing is unavoidable. Because of the 2+2

nature of Tech Prep, and because of the time needed for implementing the program and

assessing labor market outcomes, data on program effectiveness will not be available
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within the five-year authorization cycle. Because of the periodic nature of the national

statistical surveys, and the time required to plan and conduct the surveys and analyze the

data, the most recent datasets able to produce results in time for reauthorization were

conducted just prior to implementation of the 1990 Perkins Act. However, NAVE and

the other special studies will provide rich information on the implementation of the latest

Perkins legislation while leaving an assessment of the impact on outcomes to future
surveys and studies.

In summary, special studies provide the opportunity to answer many important

questions about vocational program practices that are left unanswered by the national

statistical surveys. The data collection activities described in the next two sections
provide additional sources of information, particularly on vocational education at the
local and state levels.

MONITORING PROGRAM COMPLIANCE

Purposes of the Data

The agencies overseeing the implementation and administration of federal policy

for vocational education are responsible for monitoring whether local and state recipients

of federal funds are in compliance with various federal requirements. Such agencies

monitor the distribution and uses of Perkins funds, review and approve state plans for

vocational education, ensure that federally protected populations are served equitably,

and track and assist with problems encountered in implementing federal law and
regulations. At the federal level, the Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE)

has the primary responsibility for compliance-monitoring functions; and at the local and

state level, these responsibilities are parceled out through a variety of administrative
arrangements.

Data Collection Methods

What most distinguishes the compliance-monitoring function from describing

context and trends and program practices is that the information supporting this function

must be maintained (although not necessarily reported) by all those who are accountable.
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While the actual collection of data to assess compliance may rely on sampling
techniques, data must be maintained by the universe of recipients of federal funds. Thus,

for example, all school districts, postsecondary, and state institutions receiving Perkins

funds must maintain data on the distribution and uses of those funds, although in any

given year, only a few may undergo an audit of this information.

While data describing context and trends and program practices are intended to

produce an overall picture of vocational education nationally, data collected for
compliance purposes are generally intended to describe the actions of individual
recipients. Ongoing, national surveys generally do not produce reliable statistics on

states or individual schools and institutions. In contrast, compliance data is designed to

enable the monitoring agencies to identify particular schools, institutions, and states that
are not meeting their federal obligations.

Because monitoring compliance generally requires collecting and maintaining

data by the universe of recipients, its requirements can be extraordinarily costly and

burdensome. Extreme care must be taken in defining the parameters of data needed for

this function as well as the extent to which states and locals will be required to report
information rather than simply maintain it.

Existing Data Collection Activities

OVAE is the primary federal agency responsible for monitoring compliance of

recipients of Perkins funds with the provisions of the legislation. OVAE staff engage in a

number of monitoring activities involving local school districts, institutions, and states.

The agency maintains information on the distribution of Perkins funds to the states and

expects states to account for the distribution of Perkins funds to local recipients. OVAE

also approves each state plan for vocational education and keeps records of them.
However, the information contained in the state plans is maintained separately for each
state and does not constitute a database.

In addition to federal monitoring of state compliance, the 1990 Perkins Act
expects state boards for vocational education to monitor local recipients to assure their

compliance with the provisions of the act. The act specifically requires these boards to



provide assurances in their state plans that they will conduct adequate monitoring of how

well local recipients are meeting the needs of special populations. While engaging in a

number of monitoring activities, state boards are also responsible for approving local

applications for Perkins funds and for maintaining those applications at the state level.

The Office of Civil Rights (OCR) enforces the Guidelines for Eliminating
Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of Race, Color, National Origin, Sex

and Handicap in Vocational Education Programs (34 CFR, Part 80, Appendix B).

Issued in 1979, the guidelines require state vocational education agencies to develop their

own civil rights compliance programs. Each agency must collect and analyze data

annually on participation in vocational education for each facility receiving federal funds,

conduct compliance reviews during a five-year cycle, provide technical assistance upon

request, and submit periodic reports to OCR. OCR also produces a biennial Elementary

and Secondary School Civil Rights Compliance Report for which it surveys a sample of

schools nationwide. For the first time, the 1992 survey will include several hundred

vocational education schools identified in the Common Core of Data (CCD).

Pursuant to the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, federal legislation established the

Federal Income Verification System (FIVS), requiring each state to provide wage record

data to verify the eligibility of applicants for Aid to Families with Dependent Children,

Medicaid, Food Stamps, Child Support Enforcement, and other federal programs. Most

states responded to the legislation by setting up a wage report system, housed in their

state's employment security agencies, which collect wage record information four times a

year from most employers in the state. Although FIVS was set up for purposes unrelated

to vocational education, wage record data is being used in many states to determine the

employment outcomes of former participants in vocational/technical programs.

The following list summarizes the compliance-related data collection efforts:

Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE)

Record of distribution of Perkins funds to states

State plans
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State Vocational Education Boards

Record of distribution of Perkins funds to local recipients

Local applications

Office of Civil Rights (OCR)

Vocational education civil rights compliance programs

Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights Compliance Report

State Employment Security Agencies (SESAs)

Wage rer.ord information

Description of Available Information

Although compliance data is collected for highly specific, usually legislated
purposes, they are a potentially valuable source of general information for policymakers

and vocational educators. As stated in the introductory chapter, the four functions of data

on vocational education discussed in "Describing Context and Trends," "Describing
Program Practices," "Monitoring Program Compliance," and "Monitoring Program
Performance" are not mutually exclusive. Data that serves one function can be useful in

another, and data collected for all four functions can be used to establish federal policy

and to manage programs. The following sections describe the information on the seven

primary questions concerning vocational education that is available from data collected

for compliance monitoring purposes.

Organization and Governance

OVAE maintains some information on the governance of vocational education in

each state through the state plans. The state plan must identify the designated board for

vocational education in the state as well as describe how the board delegates its functions."

Although the designated state board is the sole agency responsible for administering the

state's vocational education program, the 1990 Perkins Act allows the board to transfer

many of its responsibilities to more appropriate state agencies responsible for actually

implementing vocational education at the secondary and postsecondary levels. However,

the amount of detail provided in the state plans on the roles and responsibilities of each
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agency and board involved in administering vocational education varies from state to

state.

Student Participation
The state plans for vocational education and local applications for funds describe

how recipients will ensure equal access for special populations to the full range of
vocational education programs and activities, including high quality vocational programs.

Local applications also contain the number of individuals enrolled who are members of

special populations and describe how the needs of these individuals will be assessed and

met. Although these plans and applications provide information on local and state
intentions to serve special populations and the varying methods for doing so, they do not

provide information on actual implementation or effects. Revised and resubmitted on an

annual basis, the state plans are required to describe the progress that has been made in

achieving the goals described in previous state plans.

As part of their civil rights compliance programs, state vocational education
agencies collect data annually on vocational students by race/ethnicity, limited-English

proficiency, sex, and handicap. However, because the compliance programs were

designed independently by each state, the specific data that are collected by the states

vary. For example, some states collect data on total enrollment in vocational education

by facility, while others collect enrollment data for each occupational program in the

facility. Some states compare the incidence of special populations in the general service

area with the incidence of these populations in vocational/technical programs, while
others do not make any extra-facility comparisons. Consequently, the data collected to

fulfill civil rights compliance requirements are not comparable across states.
Furthermore, since data collection is the responsibility of each state, not OCR, this data

does not constitute a database. Finally, civil rights compliance does not require that

states collect data on other special populations receiving emphasis in the 1990 Perkins

Actspecifically, economically or academically disadvantaged students, other than those

with limited-English proficiency, or incarcerated individuals, or other targeted
populations such as adults in need of training and retraining, single parents, and displaced

homemakers.

The Eementary and Secondary School Civil Rights Compliance Report published

biennially by OCR includes enrollment data on sex, race/ethnicity, limited-English
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proficiency, disabled status, and specific disability for a sample of schools nationwide. In

addition, the survey requests various combinations of these demographic
characteristicsfor instance, the number of LEP students enrolled by sex, race/ethnicity,

and disabled status. Beginning with the 1992 survey, OCR will publish enrollment data

for a sample of vocational education schools. However, since the sample is based on the

CCD, the survey will be subject to the same limitations regarding the CCD as described

in "Describing Context and Trends." The survey will also not provide program-level
information.

Program Offerings

Each state board receiving 1990 Perkins Act funds was required to conduct an
assessment of vocational program quality using criteria that encompassed a broad range

of program characteristics, including the extent of integration of vocational and academic

education, sequential courses of study, linkages between secondary and postsecondary

educational institutions, instruction and experience in all aspects of a given industry,
releVance of programs to the workplace and to specific occupations, and basic and higher-

order competencies. Consequently, each state plan describes the results of these
assessments and the ways the states propose to use their Perkins funds to address the
needs revealed through the assessments.

The local applications describe how local recipients propose using Perkins funds

to integrate vocational and academic education, develop coherent sequences of courses,

provide a Tech Prep education, provide supplementary services for special populations,

develop apprenticeship programs, tie programs to economic development efforts, and

train students in all aspects of a given industry, among other uses. However, as stated

previously, these plans and applications provide information on local md state intentions

rather than on actual implementation or effects.

The Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights Compliance Report published

biennially by OCR will provide information on the status of special education and LEP

programs in vocational schools; on enrollment in advanced placement courses in math,

science, and computer science; and on high school completion. However, as mentioned

previously, the report will not provide information on enrollment in specific occupational

programs.
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Accomplishments

The vast majority of states collect wage reports from employers on a quarterly

basis through their SESAs. Wage reports generally include the social security number

and total wages earned for each employee during the quarter. SESAs usually maintain

five quarters of wage record information in their active files. State agencies responsible

for adininistering vocational education, employment training, and other educational
programs have begun to tap this database as a source of information on the employment

and earnings outcomes of former program participants.

In their basic form, wage record data provides a rough look at the employment

status and level of earnings of former participants in vocational/technical education.

However, the data must be supplemented in order to provide more comprehensive
outcomes information. First, while collecting industry information from each employer,

most wage reports do not indicate the occupation in which an employee works.
Vocational educators who are interested in the relatedness of employment to training

either supplement the wage record data with an employer snrvey requesting occupational

information or estimate the likelihood that an employee working in a particular industry

is employed in an occupation related to training, based on industry/occupation matrices

developed by the federal Bureau of Labor Statistics and its state counterparts. Second,

while covering the majority of employers in a state, wage record systems exclude certain

types of employers and employment. Vocational educators who wish to increase the
likelihood of locating former program participants supplement SESA wage record data

with data on military enlistment, state and federal civilian employment, enrollment in

higher education, and employment in adjacent states, among other sources of
information. Other technical issues must also be addressed when using wage record data.

The National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) will be
publishing a guide to using wage record data for follow-up purposes by the end of the

summer of 1993.

Personnel

The state plans describe how each state vocational education agency will provide

programs for personnel and curriculum development. The local applications describe

how Perkins funds will be used to provide inservice training of both vocational and

academic instructors for integrating vocational and academic education. At the

postsecondary level, local applications describe mentor programs for individuals
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employed in business and industry who are interested in becoming classroom instructors

or for vocational educators wishing to upgrade their teaching competencies.

As part of their civil rights compliance programs, most state vocational education

agencies collect data annually on vocational faculty by sex and race/ethnicity. The
Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights Compliance Report will provide
information on the demographics of teachers in vocational schools and will provide
comparisons with nonvocational schools.

Facilities and Equipment

Compliance data provides very little information on facilities and equipment.

However, local applications describe how recipients will use Perkins funds to purchase

equipment, including instructional aids, and to adapt equipment.

Costs of Vocational Education

Although not collected in a central database, information on the distribution and

expenditures of Perkins funds is maintained by the various recipients of those funds.

OVAE maintains information on the federal distribution of funds to the states; state

boards for vocational education maintain information on the distribution of Perkins funds

to local recipients; and local school districts and postsecondary institutions maintain an

accounting of the expenditures of the funds they receive. Furthermore, OVAE has

information on the proposed uses of state funds contained in the state plans, and the state

boards for vocational education have information on the proposed uses of local funds
contained in the local applications.

Summary of Data Availability

The data collected for compliance purposes is generally dictated by federal
legislation and, as such, is sufficient for meeting their intended purposes. However, this

data is also a potential source of valuable information for researchers, policymakers, and

vocational educators. In this context, the primary problem is inaccessibility. Although

federal law or policy may sometimes restrict access to the data, its inaccessibility stems

more from a lack of understanding on the part of the responsible agencies in regards to

tho, usefulness of this data for forming vocational education policy and for managing
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vocational programs and from a lack of knowledge on the part of potential data users of

its availability.

However, a real limitation of using the data for other than its intended purposes is

that it is not always collected in a single, central location or does not constitute a
database. While collected centrally by the states and OVAE, the local applications and

state plans are maintained separately on paper for each recipient of Perkins funds. A

complete picture of the distribution of Perkins funds to local recipients requires gathering

information from each of the states, and a complete picture of the expenditures of Perkins

funds requires gathering information directly from local recipients. (As discussed in
"Describing Program Practices," the NAVE is conducting a study of state allocations of

Title II funds to local recipients and gathering information from a sample of local
recipients on the general uses of Perkins funds, although not the amounts allocated for

each use, through the omnibus surveys.) The data collected for state vocational education

civil rights compliance programs is sometimes part of state vocational education
databases, but the extent of data automation varies by state; and in some cases, data for

civil rights compliance purposes is kept separately from the mainstream of vocational

education data. Wage record information constitutes a database in the majority of states.

Perhaps the most centrally kept compliance data is part of the biennial Elementary and

Secondary School Civil Rights Compliance Report issued by OCR, although this data

describes a sample of vocational schools rather the universe and covers only secondary

vocational education.

In summary, compliance data provides a potentially valuable source of
information on vocational education, particularly for those policymakers and program

managers interested in the status of vocational education at the local and state levels.
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MONITORING PROGRAM PERFORMANCE

Purposes of the Data

What does vocational education accomplish? Educators and policymakers at all

levels ask this question. They are interested in a variety of program outcomes including

what kinds of occupational and academic skills students acquire through vocational
programs, how many students pursue further education and training, how program
participants fare in the labor market, and how well programs respond to short- and
longer-term demands for different types of labor and mixes of skills. To answer these

questions, local and state educational agencies and institutions have developed and
continue to refine a variety of data systems designed to yield information on how well

vocational education is performing. These systems include occupational information

systems providing data on labor market demand and supply, management information

systems providing program data on students and faculty, and recently enacted
accountability systems establishing outcome-based performance measures and standards

for secondary and postsecondary vocational programs.

It is essential to understand that the primary purpose of these performance
monitoring systems is local and state program improvement: helping local and state

educators respond more effectively to the needs of students and the marketplace. To this

end, the systems must reflect the diversity that characterizes vocational education by

adapting to local and state needs and circumstances.

This emphasis on local and state program improvement means that the systems

vary substantially from locality to locality and state to state. Precisely what is collected,

when, and how often varies because systems are designed to meet local and state
objectives, as well as to conform to local and state systems of governance and operation

of the entire educational enterprise. Consequently, these systems are usually not well-

suited to providing uniform national data on program performance. Because definitions

and methods of collection vary, local and state systems cannot yield information that can

be aggregated across states to produce national estimates on the performance of
vocational education. Any effort to impose greater comparability and uniformity on these

systems risks undermining the primary purpose of these systems, which is to provide

locals and states with a powerful tool for monitoring and assessing the effectiveness of

their particular vocational education programs.
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Nevertheless, national estimates of program performance are certainly desirable;

and over the long run, Congress will want evidence that the policies it promotes are

producing the desired effects on students' occupational and academic attainment and on

their success in the labor market. Such data, however, will best come from other

sourcesfor example, from the national longitudinal surveys and special studies.

Consequently, the role of the federal government in developing data that will
serve to improve local and state programs lies not in developing national data systemE per

se but rather in monitoring the efforts of locals and states to develop systems and in

providing appropriate technical assistance. Historically, Congress has adopted this

approach in encouraging states to develop and implement state occupational information

systems. This strategy should also guide the development of the federally required
accountability systems as well as other efforts to strengthen program management
information. Where uniformity and comparability do not seriously conflict with local and

state objectives, they should be encouraged. However, the requirements of local and state

program improvement should dictate system design, not the desire for statistically

rigorous national estimates.

Data Collection Methods

As long as curriculum content and program operations remain a local and state

responsibility, the design of data systems aimed at monitoring and improving program

performance should remain a local and state activity. Federal policy may, of course, offer

guidance and establish general topics that should be included in such systems. The

federal government can also provide generic definitions, examples of operational
strategies, and assistance with the technical aspects of system design and program
evaluation. In the final analysis, however, the design and maintenance of these systems is

up to local and state agencies and institutions.

Probably the single most important methodological feature that the federal
government could promote is the adoption of data systems based on individual student

and faculty records, that is, systems in which information about students and faculty is

collected and stored for each individual. Such an approach permits almost any kind of

data aggregation and maintains the most flexibility for analysis.
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Nevertheless, some states will resist systems built around individual records.
Despite the dramatic decreases in the costs of data storage and data processing, systems

based on individual records can still be costly and complex. Some states reject such
systems on philosophical grounds, believing that individual records invite invasion of

privacy and other undesirable consequences. Consequently, it will be some time before

all states develop and maintain individual record systems for monitoring secondary and

postsecondary vocational education performance. Some states will continue to collect

and report information at a higher level of aggregation such as the classroom, program,

institution, or local education agency.

Left to their own devicesalbeit with federal guidelines and technical
assistancelocals and states will adopt a wide variety of methods for collecting and
using data to monitor program performance. These diverse strategies should not cause

concern for federal policy as long as other strategies are developed for obtaining national

estimates of program outcomes.

Existing Data Collection Activities

Efforts to collect data for monitoring program performance consist of three major

activities: (1) occupational information systems, (2) management information systems,

and (3) accountability systems of performance measures and standards. Each of these is

briefly reviewed below.

Occupational Information Systems

Occupational Information Systems (OIS) are computerized databases containing

occupational and labor market information designed to help states meet the occupational

information needs of various vocational education and training programs.3 Established

by Congress in 1976, State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees
(SOICCs) have developed their own OIS programs with financial and technical support

from the National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC).
Gathering information from a variety of sources, OIS programs generally include current

3 The term OIS will be used to refer to both an Occupational Information System (singular) and
Occupational Information Systems (plural).
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and projected demand for workers by occupation and information on the supply of
graduates from related training programs. Some systems contain information on the
working conditions, educational requirements, wages, and benefits of specific
occupations as well as information about training programs, educational institutions,
industries, and employers in the state. OIS programs can provide information on

occupational supply and demand statewide as well as for substate regions.

Management Information Systems
Most state agencies with responsibility for vocational education possess a

Management Information System (MIS) containing data on students and faculty in
vocational education.4 These systems vary widely in their organization, level of
automation, and content. While most states maintain separate systems for secondary and

postsecondary vocational education and for vocational and general education at each

level, some states have developed integrated MIS databases. Most states have some
capacity for data automation at the state level, although very few have direct, on-line

linkages with local secondary educational agencies and postsecondary institutions.
Capacity for data automation varies even more widely at the local level, particularly at

the secondary education level, with a number .of local educational agencies nationwide

still maintaining data in the form of paper records. Although an in 7easing number of

states are developing automated student record systems, about half of the vocational

agencies at both the secondary and postsecondary levels do not possess this capacity.

States vary in the level of aggregation at which they collect data from local providers as

well as in the specific information elements they request. Appendix B describes the
findings from the site visits conducted for this study regarding varying local and state

MIS practices.

State-level vocational education administrators use MIS data in a variety of ways:

(1) to prepare annual performance reports submitted to the Office of Vocational and

Adult Education (OVAE); (2) to conduct program evaluations, generally on a five-year

review cycle; (3) to distribute state vocational education funds in those states with
targeted funds; (4) to respond to compliance requirements from the Office of Civil Rights

(OCR); and (5) to respond to ad hoc requests for information from various sources,

including executive and legislative offices in the state.

4 The term MIS will be used to refer to both a Management Information System (singular) and
Management Information Systems (plural).
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At the local level, many school districts (especially larger ones) and
postsecondary institutions have their own MIS. These systems may be maintained
separately for vocational and general education or may constitute an integrated database.

Local providers of vocational education use MIS data primarily to conduct their own

periodic program reviews and to respond to state- and national-level requests for
information.

OVAE is in the process of developing a national-level MIS that will include data

collected from each of the states. Currently, OVAE is the federal recipient of the states'

annual performance reports for vocational education; however, these reports do not
constitute a database. The new MIS will maintain an automated record of a limited
number of data elements submitted by each state, and will be used by OVAE primarily to

assist states in managing and improving their vocational programs. The data submitted to

OVAE by the states will generally be drawn from state-level MIS databases.

Performance Measures and Standards Systems5

The Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act of 1990

requires states to develop accountability systems that include performance measures and

standards for secondary and postsecondary vocational education programs. These
systems are to include at least two sets of performance measures. One set must measure

learning and competency gains, including student progress in the achievemcnt of basic
and more advanced academic skills. The other set must measure any one of the
following: (1) competency attainment; (2) job or work skill attainment; (3) retention in

school; or (4) placement in further education, the military, or employment. These
systems must also include appropriate adjustments and incentives for encouraging
services to students with special needs. Local recipients and states may supplement these

minimal requirements with additional measures, and local recipients may modify
measures and standards to reflect local demographic or economic conditions.

Most states want to go well beyond the minimum requirements of the 1990
Perkins Act. They recognize that limiting their systems to just two measures and
standards would unwisely displace a number of other important goals of vocational

5 This section draws heavily on E. Gareth Hoachlander, Karen Levesque, and Mika la Rahn's (1992),
Accountability for Vocational Education: A Practitioner's Guide. Interested readers are advised to
consult this guide for a more detailed treatment of the topics covered in this section.
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education. The four optional goals are equally important, although states need choose

only one to comply with the minimum requirements of the 1990 Perkins Act. Yet, in

excluding three options from consideration, states might imply that these outcomes no

longer mattered or that their importance had considerably diminished. Consequently,
many states are planning to incorporate all five measures outlined by the 1990 Perkins

Actand in some cases even more measuresin their accountability systems.

As of this writing, all of the states have developed and begun implementing

systems of measures and standards for secondary and postsecondary vocational education

programs. These systems generally overlap with their MTS. Implementation began in fall

1992, and all states at least nominally responded to the minimum requirements of the

1990 Perkins Act for two sets of measures and standards, with most states exceeding
these minimums (Rahn, Hoachlander, & Levesque, forthcoming). Whether, in fact, the

states' measures and standards are appropriate will be the subject of a Congressionally

mandated study of the states' responses to the accountability requirements of the 1990

Perkins Act. The study, conducted through OVAE, will examine the validity and
reliability of measures and standards adopted by the states and also assess the degree of

comparability and uniformity that exists among state systems. The department will report

its findings to Congress by September 1994.

In developing their systems of measures and standards, states have adopted
widely varying approaches. Some states have taken a centralized approach to designing

their measures, prescribing the specific assessment instruments or data collection
procedures to be used by local recipients, while others have taken a decentralized
approach, allowing local recipients to choose the specific instruments or procedures. Still

other states have adopted a mixed approach, prescribing the requirements on some
measures and allowing flexibility on others. The extent of centralization generally
depends on the availability of assessment instruments and the pre-existence of statewide

procedures for monitoring vocational program performance. Some states will collect

local performance data through a central state office, while others will leave data
collection and analysis primarily to local recipients. The comparability of information

generated by the systems of performance measures and standards will be complicated by

the diversity of approaches taken by the states.
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Description of Available Information

The following sections describe the types of information that are available
through the above-mentioned data systems. While the primary purpose of data describing

program performance is local and state program improvement, this data may be useful for

informing other policy and program management questions.

Organization and Governance

Most states operate a State Training Inventory (STI) as part of their OIS. The sn

contains information on the schools offering vocational education and training programs

in that state and can generate a list of the specific programs offered by each institution

and in each geographical area in the state. A national database maintained by NOICC

consolidates the information compiled in each state. Although containing information on

thousands of schools and institutions offering vocational education nationwide and tens

of thousands of vocational programs, sn databases depend on the voluntary participation

of secondary and postsecondary education agencies and consequently do not constitute

the universe of vocational education providers.

State-level MIS for vocational education are generally able to provide the number

of local education agencies and postsecondary institutions offering vocational education

in a state. However, depending upon the organization of vocational education in a state

and the scope of a state's MIS, these systems may contain information only on Perkins-

funded programs and institutions. Vocational education that is supported wholly through

local and state funds may not be included in these systems. Piecing together a
comprehensive picture of vocational education in a state may require gathering
information from several different databases and agencies. Information on nonfederally

funded vocational education may not be readily available. The annual performance
reports submitted to OVAE usually include a description of the types of secondary
schools and postsecondary institutions offering vocational education in a state, but, ork :e

again, may only include federally funded providers.

Student Participation

State-level MIS exhibit varying capacities for identifying special populations.

Most systems can tally the number of students enrolled in vocational courses or
completing vocational programs by sex and race/ethnicity; but generally, only those
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systems with automated student records are able to produce these statistics for other
targeted groups. State agencies that collect data aggregated at the school or institution

level may be able to report the number of special population students participating in
vocational education overall but not the numbers participating in specific occupational

programs.

One problem is that some data collection procedures developed under the 1984

Perkins Act did not request program-level information for all special population groups.

The 1984 Perkins Act required funding set-asides for six groups: (1) handicapped

students, (2) disadvantaged students, (3) adults in need of training and retraining, (4)
single parents and homemakers, (5) students in programs designed to eliminate sex bias

and stereotyping in vocational education, and (6) criminal offenders. In some states, data

collection focused on counting the total number of students in each of the groups who

were served by set-aside funds rather than the numbers of these students participating in

the various occupational programs. State MIS are beginning to change in response to the

1990 Perkins Act priorities, attempting to collect program-level data for handicapped,

economically disadvantaged, academically disadvantaged, and LEP students. However,

change is often slow, especially when modifying the data collection procedures of dozens

of local vocational education systems is involved.

While local recipients are able easily to count the number of students served by

programs targeting special populations such as programs for single parents, displaced

homemakers, and single pregnant women, many local recipients do not have the capacity

to identify these students in the general population of the school or institution or in the

context of general vocational course enrollment. Without being able to identify which

students belong to the various special populations, even automated student record
systems cannot produce occupational program-level information for these groups.

Although the Perkins legislation and associated regulations offer definitions for

the various special population groups, these definitions do not always translate directly

into procedures for identifying and classifying individual students. For example, the

Perkins regulations define an individual with disabilities as "any individual with any

disability as defined in . . . the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990" (U.S. Congress,

1992). Generally, vocational educators at the secondary level classify any student who

has an Individualized Education Program (MP) as an individual with disabilities. At the



postsecondary level, however, the process is more complex. Knowledge of a studene0

handicap status may come from several sources, including student declaration of 1-'4
disability on an application form, a referral from a vocational rehabititation or other
agency, or a voluntary assessment conducted by the institution. Some postsecondary

institutions may use all of these and other sources of information to identify handicapped

students, while others may rely primarily on one or two sources. Althicsugh some states

provide guidelines for local recipients to use for identifying the 'various special
populations, few monitor local procedures closely; and still others rely strictly on the

definitions provided in the act and regulations.

Local vocational educators generally review the participation of students by sex

and race/ethnicity during their program review process, usually conducted on a five-year:
}

cycle. Some local systems also regularly examine the participation of handicapped and

LEP students, two of the groups included in OCR compliance programs. During the,

program review process, local vocational educators may compare the participation rates

of these groups across occupational programs to see whether any programs enroll
unbalanced numbers of these populations and to develop strategies for recruiting and
retaining students.

OVAE plans to gather data from the states on the enrollment and completion of

all special populations mentioned in the 1990 Perkins Act, for vocational education
overall, and for specific occupational programs. Although some states will not be able to

provide all of this information, OVAE's MIS will include all available data.

Most state performance measures and standards systems will include data on
special populations. About half of the states have developed specific measures at each of

the secondary and postsecondary levels for special populations in the areas of enrollment

and access, retention and completion, and placement. However, only about half of the

states will be able to disaggregate data on special populations for all their measures
during the first year of implementation.

Program Offerings

OIS contain data on the number of recent graduates of vocational education and
training programs in a state. Data on these program completers ls Maintained by
program, by type of institution, and by substate region. This data is usually supplied to
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SOICC from state MIS databases by the various state agencies offering vocational

education.

Most state MIS databases contain information on vocational program completers.

At the postsecondary level, data collection is driven by the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS) requirements, which direct institutions to report the

number of students completing certificates and degrees by vocational program area at the

six-digit CIP level. For secondary education, program completion detail varies from the

two- to six-digit CIP level. Some states employ their own program classification
schemes, although many have developed crosswalks to the CIP for submitting data to

OVAE in the annual performance reports.

As mentioned in "Describing Context and Trends," defining vocational program

completion presents a particular challenge at the secondary level. While some states
provide guidelines for determining completion status such as attainment of specified

competencies, others leave the determination of completion to the faculty, school, or

district. Consequently, procedures for counting vocational program completers vary

across and even within states. The most common method of conferring completion status

is based on course completionthat is, achieving passing grades in all courses offered as

a sequence of courses in a patticular vocational program area. Frequently, a sequence is

made up of two or more consecutive courses, in some cases involving some sort of work

experience component. In some school districts, particularly in rural areas, the entire

sequence of courses may consist of a single course. Consequently, completion status,

particularly at the secondary level, represents a broad range of occupational and related

academic learning.

Most state MIS databases also contain information on enrollments in vocational

education. However, these data are more troublesome than completion data for several

reasons. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, students enroll in courses, not in

programs. A particular course identified as being in one of the major two-digit CIP

program areas may be part of two or more programs at the four- or six-digit level. Unlike

program completion, which can be assigned after a student has completed a sequence of

courses, eprollment cannot accurately be assigned to a program area below the two-digit

level. However, many states collect and report enrollment data at the same level of detail

as completion data.



Transcript data, which provides a longitudinal look at student coursetaking
patterns over more than one year, permits assigning students to a program with a fair

amount of accuracy. However, most states tally enrollment figures based on coursetaking

in the current year only. Because students enroll in courses with varying goals and
intentions, states' vocational enrollment figures are generally not valid indicators of

"program" participation. Students may explore vocational education without any
intention of completing a program. In fact, recent research indicates that almost all
secondary school students and more than three-quarters of the students in public two-year

postsecondary institutions take at least one course in the vocational education curriculum

during their educational careers (Hoachlander et al., 1992). Consequently, program
enrollment figures can fluctuate from year to year, although local fluctuations may cancel

out when data is aggregated at the state level.

Many states attempt to deal with the problem of inferring program enrollment

from course enrollment by dividing coursetaking into two levels: (1) exploratory,

introductory, or nonoccupational courses and (2) occupational courses. Often states

group consumer and homemaking education and industrial arts (i.e., technology
education) courses and courses that introduce students to a cluster of occupations in the

first category and reserve the second category for occupationally specific courses that are

intended to lead to employment in a particular occupational field. However, the methods

by which states assigt: courses to these categories vary widely. Furthermore, some states

include students in grades nine through twelve in their count of vocational enrollments,

while others include only those in grades ten through twelve or eleven and twelve. By

including students in later grades only, states attempt to avoid counting nonoccupational

courses.

Other states go one step further, assigning codes to courses based on the degree of

certainty to which the course indicates enrollment in a particular program. For example,

exploratory courses may receive a code indicating a relatively low degree of certainty that

the student is actually enrolled in the program area of the course, while a higher-level

course requiring as a prerequisite completion of previous courses in the sequence may

receive a code indicating a relatively high degree of certainty that the student is actually

enrolled in a particular program area. However, the number of states attempting to sort

out program enrollment from course enrollment by this level of refinement is small.
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Because students enroll in courses rather than programs, procedures for assigning

program enrolhnent based on coursetaking force states to report enrollments either as

duplicated or unduplicated counts. Unduplicated enrollments assign a single program

area to each student, and provide a count of the number of students enrolled in vocational

programs. Duplicated enrollments count students more than once if they took courses in

more than one program area and provide a count of the number of program enrollments,

which may be greater than the number of students being trained. While states with
automated student record systems have the flexibility to produce either unduplicated or

duplicated counts, other states may only be able to produce duplicated counts. Some
states request from schools and institutions the total number of students enrolled in each

course or program area but not individual student information, so the aggregate data
cannot be unduplicated. Still other states request unduplicated total enrollments and
enrollments by gender but collect only duplicated counts for the special populations.

Since students may fall into more than one special population category, aggregate

enrollment information generally provides duplicated counts of the number of special

populations enrolled in each program area. The sum of the number of handicapped,
limited-English proficient, and economically disadvantaged students reported enrolled in

a particular program area may be greater than the number of individuals who are
members of special populations enrolled in that program area because students may

belong to more than one of the targeted groups. In these cases, it may not be possible to

produce an unduplicated count of the total number of special population students enrolled

in vocational education in a state.

The practice of collecting and reporting program enrollments, rather than course

enrollments, originated from the old Vocational Education Data System (VEDS)
requirements and is perpetuated in OVAE' s annual performance reports. The primary

purpose of counting enrollments in vocational education is to estimate the size of the
c-nterprise. As stated previously, unduplicated program enrollments provide information

on the number of students being served, while duplicated program enrollments provide

information on the number of program enrollments. However, given the problems in

inferring program enrollment from coursetaking, neither of these measures of program

enrollment provides accurate information on the number of students being trained or on

the amount of training being offered in a particular field. The count of program
completers provides a better indication of the occupationally specific training being
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delivered nationwide. Perhaps a better measure of the size of the vocational education
enterprise in any given year is simple course enrollment. A count of course enrollments

or contact hours provides an indication of the amount of vocational training beilg
delivered in various vocational fields and at various levels of coursetaking while avoiding

some of the pitfalls of current program enrollment data.

OVAE' s MIS plans to collect information from the states on program completion

and program enrollment, both at the four-digit CEP level. As discussed above, a count of

program completers, particularly at the postsecondary level, provides generally reliable

information on the amount of occupationally specific training being delivered nationwide

and is a rough indicator of the recent supply of trained labor in a particular field. In

contrast, program enrollment information is much less meaningful at the four-digit CIP
level. Because of the difficulties of assigning program enrollment based on coursetaking,

it is sufficient to report program enrollment at the two-digit CIP level.

In addition to total enrollment and completion counts, OVAE intends to collect

information for the various special populations and for programs other than the traditional

occupational programs, including Tech Prep, cooperative work experience,
apprenticeship, and work study. As mentioned above, the capacity of states to provide

this type of information varies widely. The submission of data to OVAE is voluntary, so

states will provide the data that is available. The MIS will accommodate the various state

practices, for example, indicating whether a state's data is duplicated or unduplicated.

At both the secondary and postsecondary levels, at least half of the states have

implemented a measure of retention or completion in their performance measures and

standards systems (Rahn et al., forthcoming). At the secondary level, about one-third of

the states are measuring the percentage of vocational students who are retained in or

complete a vocational program, and one-third are measuring the percentage of vocational

completers who graduate from high school. A smaller number of states is measuring the

decrease in number of dropouts. At the postsecondary level, about one-half of the states

are measuring the percentage of vocational students who are retained in or complete a

vocational program, and a small number is measuring the decrease in number of
dropouts.
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Most states that are measuring enrollment include access for special populations.

About half of the states at both the secondary and postsecondary levels have implemented

a measure of enrollment specifically for special populations. A handful of states is

measuring the percentage of all students enrolled in vocational courses at either the
secondary or postsecondary level, and one is implementing a measure of attendance at the

postsecondary level.

Accomplishments
Some OIS contain information on the wages and benefits of specific occupations.

This information is mostly obtained through surveys of employers, asking, for example,

what the standard entry-level wages and benefits are for specific occupations. A few

states are contemplating including actual rather than estimated information based on

wage record data obtained through the State Employment Security Agency (SESA).
Wage record data can provide the actual average earnings of recent program participants,

rather than employers' stated pay levels and can be reported separately for various
demographic groups and for various substate regions. Some SOICC staff believe this
provides more relevant information for students anticipating entering the labor market

and for prospective students considering in which program or institution to enroll.

Many local and state vocational educators examine placement information as part

of the program review process. Educators want to know win;ther program completers

found employment, whether they found employment in a field related to their training,

and whether different types of students had various labor market experiences. They also

want to compare placement rates of the different programs to determine which programs

have been more or less successful in placing students. A review of piacement
information often leads to developing strategies for improving the placement of students

or of certain groups of students, to incrersing recruitment efforts for attracting students to

programs with high placement rates, and sometimes to removing less successful
programs.

Procedures for collecting placement data vary widely across the states. Some

states leave data collection to local schools and institutions, with some of these states

collecting the resulting information at the state level, and others not doing so. Other
states collect their own placement data in addition to and separately from local efforts,

while still others collect the information on behalf of local providers, distributing the
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relevant data to them. Ai the local level, data collection may be the responsibility of a

central office, or individual program faculty may follow up on their own students. Most

current data collection efforts rely on either phone or mail surveys of former program

participants, with some states and locals surveying employers either in addition to or in

lieu of participants. Some locals and states gather information on placement in further

education and training as well as on entry into the labor market. Many follow-up surveys

track the placement outcomes of program completers only, while others track program
leavers as well as completers.

The quality of placement data also varies widely. Surveys conducted by phone,

and by mail in particular, are notorious for producing response rates sometimes as low as

twenty-five to thirty percent. The main problem with low response rates is that they
usually indicate nonresponse bias; that is, the former participants who respond may be

different from those who do not respond in ways that are important to the survey.
Frequently, the lowest response rates in a state come from school districts and
postsecondary institutions in urban areas, suggesting that this placement data may be

biased against special populations. Former participants who return a mailing asking
questions about employment are more likely to be employed than those not returning the

mailing. Administrators who base program decisions on this data may be drawing
incorrect inferences from the responses received.

In order to improve the quality of the data collected, as well as to decrease the

costs of and duplication of effort involved in collecting placement data, some states are

using or are contemplating using SESA wage record data. While this data has its own

limitations as described in "Monitoring Program Compliance," it generally provide a

reliable and cost-effective means of gathering information on employment and earnings.

When combined with other administrative databases such as federal civilian and military

employment and two- and four-year postsecondary institution enrollment databases, wage

record data can provide a powerful source of information on the placement of former
vocational/technical students.

OVAE's MIS plans to collect data from the states on the placement of former

program participants in further education, the military, and related and unrelated
employment. The data will be requested at the four-digit CIP level. As described above,

the capacity of states to generate this information will vary.



By design, the performance measures and standards systems are outcome based

and therefore include a number of measures of both learning and labor market outcomes.

Virtually all the states have implemented a measure of academic gains since such a
measure was required explicitly by law at each of the secondary and postsecondary

levels. At each of the levels, about two-thirds of the states have implemented a measure

of occupational skills attainment, and about one-third have implemented a measure of job

or work skills attainment. A much smaller number of states are measuring occupational

skills and job or work skills gains. In terms of labor market outcomes, most states at each

of the secondary and postsecondary levels have implemented a placement measure,
usually including placement in further education, the military, and related and unrelated

employment. A small number of states have implemented measures of employer
satisfaction and earnings.

Personnel
While most states maintain information on faculty in central personnel files, the

amount and accessibility of information on vocational faculty varies by state. At the

secondary level, most states can identify vocational teachers based on certification or
credential information. At the postsecondary level, the distinction between vocational

and nonvocational faculty is not always drawn, and data on faculty must be sorted by

program affiliation, where available, in order to identify vocational faculty. In some

states, the information available on faculty may be limited to basic demographics such as

sex and race/ethnicity or educational and work history. However, some state agencies

collect additional information on course or section assignments from school districts and

postsecondary institutions, and some also collect information on faculty supply and
demand. The advantage of general faculty databases is that they allow a comparison

between faculty with and without vocational teaching responsibilities.

In contrast, some state agencies responsible for vocational education collect and

maintain separate information on vocational faculty. In some cases, these agencies

collect information that may not be available through the general state agency, including

primary teaching assignment, course responsibilities, and class sizes; 3nd in other cases

they may duplicate data collection etiorts. Some of these agencies also collect
information on other staff with vocational education responsibilities. In these states, the

amount of information available on vocational faculty may be enhanced, although the

capacity to compare vocational and nonvocational faculty may be limited.
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OVAE' s MIS plans to collect data from the states on the current number of and

future need for vocational faculty at the four-digit CIP level. As described above, states

have varying capacities to provide this information. At the secondary level, most states

can provide the total number of vocational faculty as well as the number certified in

various program areas. Those states that collect course assignment information will be

able to assign faculty to program areas using procedures similar to those discussed for

assigning students to program enrollment areas. At the postsecondary level, institutions

generally maintain data on faculty at the two-digit level for IPEDS, although those states

that collect course assignment information could provide more detailed ir formation.
Some states will not be able to provide any data on the future need for faculty.

Facilities and Equipment

Most local vocational providers and states do not maintain comprehensive
information on facilities and equipment used for vocational education. As discussed in

"Monitoring Program Compliance," local providers do maintain information on the uses

of Perkins funds, and most can provide a detailed accounting of the equipment purchased

with these funds. However, an attempt to calculate the total amount of facilities and
equipment devoted to vocational education would require estimating a prorated amount

based on some known quantity of vocational education. For example, facility space
could be assigned based on the proportion of contact hours that were associated with
vocational courses.

Costs

As mentioned in the "Describing Program Practices" and "Monitoring Program

Compliance" sections, some school districts maintain separate budgets and expenditure

records for vocational education, including information on salaries and supplies, and
some postsecondary institutions do so for each department. This information is generally

not kept at the state level. Furthermore, the information may not include capital
expenditures, which often cannot be assigned strictly to vocational education. In order to

estimate the overall costs of vocational education, capital expenditures would have to be

prorated in a similar fashion to facilities and equipment.
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Summary of Data Availability

As mentioned earlier in this section, the primary purpose of performance
monitoring systems is local and state program improvement. While this data may also

provide national-level policymakers and program managers with useful information, the

data is limited in several important ways: (1) it lacks comparability across and within

states, (2) its quality is questionable in certain cases, and (3) it lacks consistency over
time. Consequently, while contributing texture to what is known about the performance

of programs at the local and state levels, this data should not be used to produce
statistically rigorous national estimates.

Lack of Comparability Across and Within States
All of the systems described in this section, including OIS, MIS, and performance

measures and standards systems, are subject to variations in state and even local
practices. Variations can be found in the types of providers and programs included in the

system, procedures for identifying and classifying special population students, definitions

of program completion, procedures for counting program enrollments, capacity to provide

duplicated and unduplicated counts, procedures for collecting placement data, the types

of information available on vocational faculty and other vocational staff, and the number

and types of performance measures and standards. Appendix B summarizes the findings

from the site visits conducted for this study regarding the comparability of local and state

MIS data collection.

National databases, including OVAE's MIS, that attempt to compile data from

these state systems must exercise caution when comparing data across states. In order to

provide truly useful information that contributes to an understanding of the performance

of vocational programs at the local and state levels, such databases must include a
description of the varying state practices relevant to the data elements included in the

system. While most states would welcome guidance and technical assistance from
federal agencies in collecting and analyzing their data, this involvement must leave room

for differences in state needs and in constraints regarding vocational education data.

Data Quality
In some cases, the qr.1:3)i:-y of the data collected by states is questionable. First, as

discussed previously, since students generally enroll in courses rather than programs,
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enrollment cannot accurately be assigned to a vocational program area below the two-

digit OP level. Furthermore, the validity of the entire process of inferring prograM
enrollment from coursetaking in a single year is questionable. Second, placement
databased on low response rates to phone and mail surveys and other studies may be
subject to significant nonresponse bias. Federal agencies can provide valuable assistance

to the states by offering guidance on data collection and reporting strategies that produce

high quality data on vocational education.

In other cases, the quality of local data is unknown. State vocational education

agencies are not always aware of local data collection and reporting practices and of the

quality of the data submitted to them. While local data is generally considered to be more

accurate and reliable when it is used to distribute state or federal funds or when they are

relevant to local uses and needs, these judgments are more frequently based on
speculation and anecdotal evidence than on systematic studies. More attention needs to

be paid to local data quality if state MIS are to be relied upon to provide useful and
accurate information.

Lack of Consistency Over Time

Even seemingly simple changes in data collection procedures can produce large

variations in performance data. For example, course enrollment counts are very sensitive

to the timing of data collection. Shifting the date for counting enrollments by even one or

two weeks can cause a large increase or decrease in the numbers reported. Changes in

data collection procedures occur for a variety of reasons, including both administrative

and programmatic reasons, and they occur at both the local and state levels. Since

vocational education is part of the larger education enterprise, changes in general data

collection may affect vocational education data. State- and national-level databases must

keep track of changing data collection procedures if variations in performance data over
time are to be interpreted correctly.

Performance Measures and Standards

Although subject to many of the above comments, state performance measures

and standards systems present additional challenges. Unlike state OIS and MIS, which
have been in existence for some time, these accountability systems represent largely new

endeavors at collecting and analyzing data for vocational education. Some states'
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systems of performance measures and standards rely on data collection strategies that

were in existence prior to the 1990 Perkins Act, and that were already part of state MIS.

However, the 1990 accountability requirements compelled most states to re-examine their

data collection efforts and many to develop wholly new strategies. Furthermore, while

many states already collected some performance data, few had established vocational

education standards.

Because of the newness of these systems, there is an ongoing need for technical

assistance that will help states evaluate and improve the systems implemented in fall
1992. Specifically, the department could assist states with (1) further development of
performance measures, (2) definition of standards, (3) student assessment, and (4)

adjustments and incentives for serving special populations.

Measures
The law requires that states develop measures of learning and competency gains

and explicitly states that these must include measures of student progress in the
achievement of basic and more advanced academic skills. Implicit in this language is the

requirement that states must also include measures of gains in occupational skills,
although the law does not clearly say so. Nevertheless, given that one of the primary

purposes of vocational education is preparing students for employment, measures of

occupational competency are clearly a desirable component of the accountability system.

As important as measures of occupational competency may be, most states have

encountered serious difficulty in developing appropriate measures. Occupational

competency testing is neither as widely developed nor as rigorously standardized as
academic achievement testing. Moreover, there is not yet widespread consensus on what

types of occupational competencies should be assessed, on what skills reflect an
understanding of "all aspects of a given industry," or on how these skills should be tested.

Consequently, the federal government could provide valuable help to localities and states

through supporting the development of occupational assessment and by trzining
educators in how to conduct more effective assessments of occupational knowledge and

skills.

A key word in the law's language is "gains," evidence that participation in
vocational education leads to an increase in knowledge and skills. There are at least two
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approaches to measuring gains. First, some form of pre- and posttesting can be used.
This method is student-based and assesses changes for individual students in knowledge

and skills over some specified period of time, for example, between fall and spring or
between eighth grade and eleventh grade. Second, gains can be measured
programmatically over time. Such an approach averages scores of students participating

in a program at one point in time and compares this average with an average from an

earlier period to determine whether scores have improved. While the first approach pre-

and posttests the same students, this second approach typically tests different students.

This latter approach requires statistical controls for changes in student characteristics and

in other variables external to the program that may influence achievement.

The measurement of gains is a topic that confuses many states. Technical
assistance that helps states to clarify how to define and measure gains would greatly
improve the accountability systems developed to date.

In contrast to gains, one can also measure learning attainment, the actual level of

competency (occupational or academic) that a student has mastered. Competency
attainment and job or work skill attainment are two of the four options states have in
developing their second set of required performance measures. This is another area in
which states will continue to need help.

Standards

While all the states appear to have made substantial progress in identifying and

defining performance measures, establishing standards for these measures has proven
more difficult. Most states have used existing data (or will use baseline data from the
first year of operation) to set standards. For example, a state might set a standard for
academic achievement based on the statewide average test score for students participating

in vocational education programs. Whether such a standard bears any relationship to
requirements of the workplace or to further education opportunities is, for the most part,
unknown.

Ideally, standards should reflect valid requirements for performing effectively in

the workplace or for succeeding in further education or training. The few states that have

developed competency-based curricula and rigorous occupational competency testing and

certification procedures have sought to validate competencies and standards through
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employer involvement. Even in these states, however, there have been few true tests of

the validity of these assessments.

Nationally, the U.S. Department of Education and the U.S. Department of Labor

are sponsoring a variety of projects charged with developing national industry standards

in such fields as allied health, electronics, printing, and environmental technology. A few

states have undertaken their own studies of industry standards. How fruitful these efforts

will be remains to be seen. If they are successful, their findings will need to be
incorporated into the state standards that are part of the accountability systems. How best

to accomplish this incorporation is another topic for technical assistance.

Student Assessment
In many respects, these systems of measures and standards are only as good as the

assessment instruments used to gauge students' competency gains and attainment. At the

secondary level, most states administer statewide student achievement tests of reading

and math. Typically, states are using these tests to assess gains and attainment in
academic skills to satisfy the 1990 Perkins Act requirements. While this approach is a

good first step, it leaves much to be desired. None of these tests has been designed to

assess students' abilities to apply academic concepts in work settings. Few, if any, are

competency-based; and most are not administered in grade twelve, making accurate

measures of gains difficult. At the postsecondary level, widespread uniform testing of

students' academic knowledge and skills is much less routine. Developing good

measures of academic attainment and gains for postsecondary students has, therefore,

been more problematic.

At both the secondary and postsecondary levels, there is relatively little
assessment of occupational knowledge or competencies. Widely accepted, validated tests

of occupational competencies do not yet exist. Moreover, there is no strong consensus

about what kinds of occupational competencies should be measured. Existing

competency tests tend to focus on rather specific occupational skills rather than some of

the more generic skills that have been promoted by recent national commissions and

several researchers.

There are several interesting efforts underway to develop better tests of
occupational competencies and related academic skills. Some of these efforts are
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concentrating on designing standardized, paper-and-pencil tests. Others are attempting to

develop a more performance-based approach to assessment, experimenting with
portfolios and other types of graded and ungraded performance testing that use
simulations or actual performance demonstrations to measure student proficiency.

At a minimum, locals and states will need information about what kinds of
instruments have been developed, their advantages and disadvantages, and the kinds of

educational settings for which they are best suited. The Department of Education could

support a clearinghouse on assessment, as well as sponsor regional workshops on the use

and interpretation of new assessment instruments. The federal government may find it

desirable to support the development of particular assessment instruments such as tests of

work readiness or computer-simulated assessment.

Special Populations

Section 115 of the 1990 Perkins Act requires that the accountability systems
include "incentives and adjustments that are designed to encourage service to targeted

groups or special populations." Federal law and regulations provide no guidance on what

these incentives and adjustments should be or on how they should be incorporated into

accountability systems. To date, most states have postponed making specific adjustments

to their proposed measures and standards or introducing incentives. Satisfying this
requirement can involve rather complex quantitative analysis and other kinds of technical

expertise that is not routinely available in many states. Ensuring that this requirement is

addressed fairly and effectively will probably require technical assistance to the states.

CONCLUSIONS

Design of a Multiform System

As stated in the 1990 Perkins Act, a national vocational education data system

should serve two primary functions by providing information relevant both to
policymaking and to program management. In order to meet these needs, national data

must address four subsidiary functions described in the second through fifth sections of
this report: (1) describing context and trends, (2) describing program practices, (3)
monitoring program compliance, and (4) monitoring program performance. Each of
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these four functions serves different purposes and requires different data collection
strategies. But the functions are not mutually exclusive, and data that serves one function

may be useful in another. Data for all four functions may be used to establish federal

policy and to manage programs. However, the four functions are sufficiently distinct that

one must guard against the temptation to design a single system that will simultaneously

meet the requirements of all four. The distinct requirements of these functions argue for a

multiform system of vocational education data collection rather than a single, uniform

design that will address all concerns.

Data describing the context of vocational education and trends and changes over

time allow policymakers and program managers to assess the general evolution of
vocational education nationally. This data provides information necessary for program

planning, setting priorities, targeting resources, and identifying areas requiring new
direction and leadership. Data describing context and trends requires a high degree of

uniformity and comparability over time, although it does not need to be collected
frequently. This data should not be collected in isolation from other types of experience.

Compared to universal censuses or elaborate experimental designs, national sample
surveys are relatively low-cost, low-burden strategies for producing accurate national

estimates of key context and trend variables. Responsibility for administering theo

surveys has been lodged with federal agencies experienced in national statistics.

Ongoing, national statistical surveys cannot, howc:ver, answer many important

questions about vocational program practices. Surveys designed to provide consistent

information on context and trends over time cannot assess the impact of many major
policy initiatives. Understanding how states and local schools and institutions responded

to the 1990 Perkins initiatives, for example, requires studies specially tailored to
assessing these responses. Such studies typically are not the responsibility of the
statistical agencies but of agencies charged with evaluation, implementation, and
research. Special studies endeavor to describe vocational program practices thoroughly at

a particular point in time and to capture variations in local and state approaches. They are

less well-suited to assessing the long-term impact of policy on student outcomes. For

instance, policymakers cannot expect the current National Assessment of Vocational

Education (NAVE) to detect changes in student outcomes resulting from the 1990
Perkins initiatives. The national statistical surveys, as well as additional special studies

and research, will be able to contribute to assessing these longer-term impacts.
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The agencies overseeing the implementation and administration of federal policy

for vocational education are responsible for monitoring whether states and local
recipients of federal funds are in compliance with various federal requirements.
Monitoring compliance requires that information supporting this function be maintained

(although not necessarily reported) by all those who are accountable. While the actual

collection of data to assess compliance may rely on sampling techniques, data must be

maintained by the universe of recipients of federal funds. Since collecting and
maintaining universal data can be extraordinarily costly and burdensome, extreme care

must be taken in defining the parameters of data needed for this function as well as the

extent to which locals and states will be required to report information rather than simply

maintain it.

Finally, educators and policymakers at all levels are concerned with what
vocational education accomplishes, including both learning and labor market outcomes.

To assess program performance, local and state educational agencies and institutions have

developed and continue to refine a variety of data systems designed to yield information

on how well vocational education is performing. The primary purpose of these
performance monitoring systems is local and state program improvement. As such, these

data systems reflect the diversity of local and state needs and circumstances and are not

well-suited to providing uniform national data on program performance. Because

definitions and methods of collection vary, local and state systems cannot yield
information that can be aggregated across states to produce national estimates on the
performance of vocational education. Efforts to impose greater comparability

uniformity on these systems risk undermining their primary purpose. While national

estimates of program performance are certainly desirable, these will best come from other

sources such as national statistical surveys and special studies.

Design of a national vocational education data system needs to keep these various

functions in mind. Each contributes something different to what is known about the
enterprise and is subject to different limitations.
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Setting Priorities for National Data Collection

Considered together, the four functions of vocational education data produce a

wealth of information on the vocational education enterprise, yet none is sufficient in

itself to address all policymaking and program management concerns. Even as a whole,

the existing multiform system does not provide all the information that is desired on

vocational education. The "Describing Context and Trends," "Describing Program
Practices," "Monitoring Program Compliance," and "Monitoring Program Performance"

sections described the data that is available through each function. The chart on the
following pages summarizes briefly the sources of available information for the seven

primary areas of policy and management concern. In some cases, relatively simple
modifications are needed to improve the availability of information; while in others,
improvements may require substantial effort.

The process of setting priorities for modifying existing data collection efforts and

collecting new data should be based on two criteria: (1) importAnce of the data for

policymaking and program management and (2) cost. This section of the report
establishes priorities based on the importance of the data and discusses broad cost
concerns. However, evaluating the precise cost of the many possible data improvement

strategies goes beyond the scope of this study and is better left to the responsible federal

agencies.

Based on their importance for policymaking and program management, the
priorities for national vocational education data collection include information on the

following broad categories:

Organization and governance

Student participation

Program offerings

Accomplishments

Faculty

Information on the oversight of vocational education and the structure of the delivery

system in each state facilitates national data collection efforts as well as communication

among the local, state, and federal levels. Specifically, information on governance and
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organization contributes to an understanding of how federal policy is implemented at the

local and state levels and enables vocational education administrators at all levels to assist

in improving programs. Data on student participation and program offerings answers

questions about the scope of the vocational education enterprise. Who participates in

vocational education? What programs are offered? How much vocational education do

students take? Data on accomplishments, including learning and labor market outcomes,

provides information on how well vocational education is meeting the needs of students

and, more broadly, of business and industry. Data on faculty, including information on

instructional strategies, describes perhaps the most important resource in the vocational
education system.

These categories of information should be given the highest priority in a national

data system because they act as important indicators of the effectiveness of federal policy

and of the need to improve programs. Data on accomplishments provides the most direct

indication of the effectiveness of policies and programs, offering evidence of the amount

and types of student learning and of students' subsequent employment, education, and

training experiences. While not describing outcomes per se, data on student participation

and program offerings provides information on access to and progress in vocational
education for various groups of students, and data on faculty can potentially be linked

closely with student outcomes and program performance. Information on the governance

and organization of vocational education describes the context in which all of these forces

work.

Of lesser priority for a national vocational education data system is information

on the following categories:

Administrators

Facilities and equipment

Costs

While data on each of these subjects contributes additional and interesting information on

the vocational education system, it is less important as an indicator of the effectiveness of

policies and programs. In contrast to the priority areas listed above, data on
administrators, facilities and equipment, and the costs of vocational education provides

information primarily on inputs into the system, rather than on the system's outcomes.
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Where data on student accomplishments or participation, for instance, indicate a problem

or a success in the system, further investigation may lead to one or more inputs as the

underlying cause. Hr.: wever, given limited resources at the federal level, a national

vocational education data system should focus on collecting information that indicates the

health of the system rather than on the myriad factors contributing to failures and

successes.

The above discussion provides broad guidelines for setting priorities for
modifying existing data collection efforts and collecting new data. "Describing Context

and Trends," "Describing Program Practices," "Monitoring Program Compliance," and
"Monitoring Program Performance" described in detail the problems that can be
addressed and the gaps that can be filled to improve available data in the five priority

areas. While the responsible federal agencies must decide upon the specific strategies to

pursue, they should pay particular attention to two recurrent themes emerging from this

study.

First, the existing multiform system is severely limited in its ability to provide

information on the vocationally relevant learning outcomes of students, specifically on

their occupational competencies, applied academic skills, work readiness skills, and

understanding of all aspects of the industries they are preparing to enter. The national

statistical surveys, special studies, and systems of performance measures and standards

are all impeded in collecting and reporting this information because of the lack of
appropriate assessment instruments and, more fundamentally, because of the lack of

consensus on what types of skills should be assessed.

Second, a recurring problem across all types of data collection is incomplete

coverage of the vocational education enterprise. The national statistical surveys and
special studies vary in their ability to provide information on vocational programs offered

through the various types of school and institutional arrangements. The surveys also do

not always capture the full range of experience of students participating in vocational
education (including the various reasons why students participate and whether they

achieve their personal goals) or the full range of vocational programming. Data collected

for compliance and program monitoring purposes varies in its capacity to describe

nonfederally funded programs in addition to federally funded ones. While it would be

inefficient for all data collection activities to attempt to answer all questions and while
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some vocational education pursuits may be too uncommon to warrant federal funds, there

is certainly room for improving the coverage of such a diverse enterprise.

Table 1

Summary of Data Sources

Describing
Context and Trends

Describing
Program Practices

Monitoring
Compliance

Monitoring
Program Performance

Organization and Secondary level CCD OPBE study of OVAE state plans OIS State Training
Governance

Postsecondary level
vocational education

and facilities
Inventories

IPEDS, NSOPF,
NPSAS, NHES, CPS NCRVE studies of

education and training
for work and strategies
for linking planning and
evaluation

MIS state systems

Student Participation Women, Indians,
Minorities HS&B,
NAEP, NELS:88, NLS-

NAVE omnibus
surveys, case studies,
study of funding

OVAE state plans

State Vocational

MIS OVAE and state
systems

72, IPEDS, CPS,
NPSAS

distribution, correctional
surveys, and analysis of

Education Boards local
applications

Performance measures
and standards systems

Individuals with
Handicaps HS&B,
NAEP, NELS:88, NLS-

HS&B, NAEP,
NELS:88, SASS
(secondary level);
NPSAS, BPS

OCR civil rights
compliance programs
and survey

72, NPSAS, Nurs (postsecondaxy level)

Individuals of Limited
English Proficiency
NELS:88, NAEP

Economically
Disadvantaged Students

HS&B, NELS:88,
NAEP, NLS-72, NPSAS

Single Parents HS&B,
NAEP, NELS:88, NLS-
72, NPSAS, CPS

Incarcerated Youths and
Adults NALS, Surveys
by Bureau of Justice
Statistics, Federal
Bureau of Prisons,
Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency
Prevention
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Summary of Data Sources (cont.)

Describing
Context and Trends

Describing
Program Practices

Monitoring
Compliance

Monitoring
Program Performance

Program Offerings Secondary level
HS8tB, NAEP,
NELS:88, NLTS

Postsecondary level
IPEDS, CPS, NPSAS,
BPS

NAVE omnibus
surveys, case studies,
survey of vocational
student organizations

OVAE performance
measures and standards

study

NCRVE surveys of
performance measures
and standards
implementation and
study of their effects

PES tech-prep
evaluation

OVAE state plans

State Vocational
Education Boards local
applications

OCR civil rights
compliance survey

OIS systems

MIS OVAE and state
systems

Performance measures
and standards systems

Accomplishments Secondary level
HS&B, NAEP, NELS:88

Postsecondary level
NLS-72, HS&B, BPS,
SIPP

NAVE analysis of
NAEP, NELS:88, NLTS,
SIPP; study linking
unemployment insurance
and student data;
employer survey

SESAs wage record
information

OIS systems

MIS OVAE and state
systems

Performance measures
and standards systems

Personnel Secondary level SASS

Postsecondary level
NSOPF

NAVE omnibus
surveys, case studies,
analysis of SASS, FRSS,
NSOPF

OVAE state plans

State Vocational
Education Boards local
applications

OCR civil rights
compliance programs
and survey

MIS OVAE and state
systems

Facilities and
Equipment

OPBE study of
vocational education
systems and facilities

State Vocational
Education Boards local
applications

Local recipients
accounting of equipment
purchased with Perkins
funds

Costs of Vocational
Education

OPBE study of
vocational education
systems and facilities

NCRVE study of
education and training
for work

NAVE omnibus
surveys, case studies,
study of funding
distribution

OVAE distribution of
Perkins funds to states

State Vocational
Education Boards
distribution of PerVms
funds to local recipients

Local recipients
expenditures of Perkins
funds

Local providers
vocational education
budgets, estimates based
on prorating procedures
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Given limited resources, federal agencies cannot be expected to remedy all of the

problems identified in this study. Keeping in mind the priorities outlined above, the
responsible agencies will need to weigh the relative cost of the many improvements that

can be made against the value of the infonnation those improvements will produce. The

National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), for example, must decide whether it is a

better use of funds to correct the undercount of area vocational schools in the Common

Core of Data (CCD) or of proprietary institutions in the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS); to expand the National Survey of Postsecondary
Faculty (NSOPF) to include proprietary institutions and vocational/technical institutes; to

increase the sample size of Asians and Native Americans included in the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) or longitudinal surveys; to enrich the
Beginning Postsecondary Students (BPS) survey by developing a related institutional

survey examining the relationship between teacher qualifications, experience,
instructional strategies, and student outcomes; or to undertake another of the number of

modifications that could be made.

Generally, high payoff strategies for improving vocational education data involve:

(1) increasing coordination among and within federal agencies, particularly with regard to

the content and timing of various data collection activities and the definitions and
measuring procedures used by the various agencies and (2) providing technical assistance

to local and state vocational education providers, particularly with regard to the
compliance and program monitoring functions, in order to improve the quality of the data

they collect and report. Beyond these two strategies, the options available to the various

agencies are many. Some represent relatively inexpensive adjustments to existing data

collection, while others are more costly.

Among the more costly improvements to the existing system would be collecting

comprehensive information on the condition of facilities and equipment and the costs of

vocational education. The former involves collecting new information on numerous and

ever-changing techniques specific to a large number of vocational programs, possibly

requiring independent on-site verification rather than self-reporting. The latter involves

piecing together vocational expenditures information from local, state, and federal
sources and applying some sort of estimating procedure where the information is not
available. Since these two categories of information are also less important for providing
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information for policymaking and program management, they should fall near the bottom

of a final priority list.

At times, however, the importance and cost of a specific improvement may point

to different conclusions. For example, while efforts to improve information on student

outcomes in the areas of occupational competencies, applied academics, work readiness,

and all aspects of the industry are at the top of the priority list in terms of their
importance for policymaking and program management, developing appropriate
assessment instruments will require substantial resources and could prove quite costly.

Therefore, the relevant federal agencies will need to determine the most appropriate role

they should play in this process.

The decisions that federal agencies will need to make are difficult and complex.

This report identifies problem areas, suggests strategies for addressing those problems,

and lays out broad guidelines for establishing priorities; but the responsible agencies will

need to make the fmal decisions about what actions to take.

Conclusions

The existing multiform system already provides substantial information on
vocational education. Improving national vocational education data requires
strengthening this system, rather than restructuring or dismantling it. The following is a

list of the final conclusions from this study that should guide future efforts to improve

national data collection for vocational education:

It is important to maintain the distinction among the four functions of national
data described in the "Describing Context and Trends," "Describing Program
Practices," "Monitoring Program Compliance," and "Monitoring Program
Performance" sections of this report and to recognize that a uniform system
cannot meet all national data needs.

It is important not to try to meet multiple objectives with a single data collection
strategy. For example, data collected for local program improvement purposes
cannot be used to produce national statistical estimates, and special studies
designed to assess local and state responses to the Perkins legislation cannot be
expected to produce information on the long-term impact of policy initiatives on
students.

Careful attention should be paid to deciding when new data collection should be
institutionalized or when special one-time studies of vocational education are
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more appropriate. Similar attention should be paid to the extent to which local
and state providers are required to report, not just maintain, information on
vocational education. Data should be collected in the broader context of general
education where possible.

With the exception of some compliance information, data on vocational education
does not need to be collected at the national level more frequently than once every
four or five years.

The federal agencies responsible for collecting data on vocational education
should establish a formal system for reviewing the vocational content of national
surveys and studies. Furthermore, some sort of ongoing structure needs to be
developed for addressing issues related to agency collaboration, timing,
definitions, and common measuring procedures. The Department of Education
may want to consider establishing a permanent advisory group similar to the
Professional Working Group assembled for this study.

Efforts to refine the existing vocational education data system should be
integrated with other national data-related activities such as the movements to
develop teacher certification and business and industry standards.

Efforts should be made to communicate to the broader education community the
types of information on vocational education that are available at the national
level and the sourcs3 and locations of that data.

Producing good national data on vocational education is an ongoing challenge.

The history of congressional mandates to collect this data has been a series of attempts

that assume that uniformity can be obtained from an enterprise that is extraordinarily

diverse. In responding to the mandate of the 1990 Perkins Act, what is needed is not a

new independent, centralized vocational education data system. Much more desirable are

efforts to strengthen the existing multiform system. Information on vocational education

can be improved largely by concentrating on fine-tuning existing and planned data
collection with attention to improving timing, eliminating inconsistencies, and taking

advantage of low-cost opportunities to collect additional data. Also needed is an ongoing

process for identifying gaps in information and for deciding who is in the best position to

fill them. Finally, while data collection should remain decentralized, it is desirable to

increase the level of coordination within and among the responsible federal agencies.

This report offers general guidelines and strategies for piecing together a more
comprehensive picture of vocational education at the national level.
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Table Al

Overview of DataseLs Containing Vocational Education Data

Database

Earnest/

Latest

Data

Periodicity 411

Longitudinal/

Cross sect(CS)

Education

Levels

Sec PSE

Data Ektnents and Appros Sample Sire

Students Facultt Admin'Irs Insens

Other

Sample

Chars

Voc

C

NAEP-servey 1969/1990 Annual/bknnial (+) X 30.000/grd of some skis Grd4:750; 8:600, 12:500 Pb/pr grd 4/8/12 Scms

NAEP-trans 1987/1990 Ev 4 yrs (+) X 23.000 -- 433 Pub/pri gni 12 Sec c

11S8c11-112 surveys 198011986 Longitudinal (+) X X 15.000 300-400 1.000 Public/private PSI

HS111-112 HStrans 1982 Longitudinal X 16.000 1,000 Public/private Sec c

11S811-82 PSEtrans 1982/1986 Longitudinal X 6,100 1,000 First 4 yrs out PSE c

11S/k11-80 surveys 198011986 Longitudinal X X 12,000 300-400 1.000 Public/private PSI

HISSIII-80 PSEtrans 198011984 Longitudinal X 7.800 Imm eninus14yrs l'SE r

NIS-72 surveys 197211986 Longitudinal X X 22,600 1,000 Public/private PSI

NIS-72 PSEtrans 197211979 Longitudinal X 14.800 First 7 years out l'SE c

SASS ellsec tcbrs 86-87/87-88 CS/sorne long (+) X 68,000 12.800 12.800 El/sec Pub/pri El/Sec :

NSOPF PSE faculty 1987-88 CS 92-93 (a) X 8,400 2,400 420 Nonproprietary Main PS

IPEDS PSE Instils 69-70/89-90 Annual (+) X 10,900 Universe of inst's Pr ogi

WEDS enroll/deg 1967/1990 Annual (+) X All in schools 5,000+ <4 yrsgrad sclis lkg/ce

IPEDS Occ-Spec 1987/1989 Biennial (+) X AU in progs 4,000 Less than 4 yrs Entolf

CPS Curs- Pup Sur 1969/1990 CS/cv 3-4 (+) X 58.000 Civilian, noninst If takii

NEIS-811 1981111990 Long/biennial (+) X (+) 24,600 5,200 1,000 1992 high schl sts High s

NPSAS-PSE Aid 86-87/89-90 CS/ev 3 yrs (+) X 34K/47K 1,100 Has pprietry insts Maj,

BPS-Beg Postsec 89-90191-92 Longitudinal (+) X 7,900 1,0(X) Flom NPSAS90 Major

NIIES-Illshld Ed 1991 CS X 60,000 hstilds Individual participation in all ty

NLTS-Speclal Ed 85-86/ Longitudinal (+) X (+) 8.000 103 districts + 22 special ed schools IN

NAVE-Corrections Juv/Ad-1993 ? X X ? ? 1:4001A:50 1:4001A:50 1: AR/A: tar est Jove

Data not available in this dataset

(a) More data collection planned in luture

? Unknown until field tests and survey development

Nol analyzed
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Table A2

Quality and Type of Information on SEC. 421 (CHI) Areas of Data Sets

Database Teachers Administrators Students Facilities &lull

HARP Demos: anahlseieme kin of stds Principol. school demos. Demos, attitude*. madthealing/ Types of selesce labs Number

>10% missing in 1990 pride I Missing >10% in 1990 grasks11,12 sciesce item. scores PCs in classroo

No 1990 grd 12 leacher vais

IlS&U-112 Seniors All leachers: demos. field. Principal. demos. school climate lkinos. ed. work, family history. Voc ed staining by 7 subjects occurs Voc ed training u

Sepb cohort methods. attitudes Voc Ed. Cooed. No coutses by subj. subsides 1910-116 in high school or elsewhere diagaostic micros i

liS&11-10 Seniors Voc teachers: time in insiruction goals. stabling eval of Whys Demos, ed. work. family history. composer-Coss

Senior cohort methods. fsnding jobs far

storks's, siudent infoonasion

use of sests, inst macrials
voc cd compkters. outcomes

subsides 1980416 Year compulet

NI.S.72 Seidurs -- Demos. ed, woik. family history.
submits 197246

SASS el/sec (chits Demos. leaching expel. history,

field, pay, coaditioss, altitudes

Ed b.u.kgm000d. te..loog field.

desilos

Demos agg to schoollev only

NSOPF PSE faculty Demos, ed. field. experience. tasks.
workloads, benefits. attitudes

By dcpt & mai: demos. rank of

hips faculty-teame, benefits

IPEDS PSE Inst -- Types of offcampus facilities used

IPEDS 1.64 Inane Demos, current enrolls. (legs !Araks; library boklings Lituary equiptnni !

WEDS Fall Staff Occ caieguties. :come, nut field Numlicr by gemkt. IJ&C -
IPEDS Oce.Spee -- Enrollments in some occ fields

IPEDS enroll/deg Demos, Nenrolkd, dcgs by field -

CPS Curr Pup Sur Whether in sot: ed. broad demos

NEISIff Eng, Social Studies. Sci. Mash &hook surd. tchi chars. school Ith: demos, family, plans, tests NM: faulities for studens services

Stackers of sample: policies, plograins.chinak 10/12th: plus work, fank altitudes 12th: vac ed services. not feedings

Demos, hist, cuericulum

NPSASPSE Ald -- Current demos, majors, fulaid --
Undercount ol < 4-yr studs

BPSUeg Post Sec - Demos. ed. oce histories.

major,. Fut aid 1990-92 t

MIES11shld Ed -- Deinos, type of adult ed prop,

major, etalo011s. barriers

NUS.Sperial Ed School policies, programs,
site, practices, teacher support

Fans bkgrnd. demos. education

and work experiences. HS courses.
balikef. tells, placement

Disabled services,

not facilities

-

N. VE.Currections ? loslitumm ',impalas,. humbug.

services. teciviiism

luvelak: overall dernos,crvollment

Adults: overall dcmos. ',inmates

/us oak crows 1.it dims and
programs available

Data not available in this dasaut
t Intostrws nand field semi and survey development

MN MN MI MN MN MI MI OM I= 11110-- I
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Table A3

Variables Useable fur Identifying SEC. 421 (c)(1) Population Characteristics

Datasets IA Women Native Amerkans Handler" t d 1.EP Eco. Disadvantaged

NAEP
Surrey DSEX-Derived gender DRACE-Derived

Race-ethnicity:

Native Americans

Excluded student file

(X004201=1,3)
XOU1807: If student gets

career ed in s. c ed

Excluded student file

(XREASON=2.3)

SES: Created from mother

father ed, reading materials

URBAN thbanicity
t hban/suburb/rural

0

I

o

(i

0

I

I

NAEP
Secondary

Transcripts

Linked to NAEP Survey starting

SEX-Derived gender

in 1990 >
DRVDR ACE Del ivcd

Race-ethnicity:

Native Americans

I ICH . AG If handicapped

IICTYPE-Handicapping

condition

URBAN Comm type

big city/urban hinge/

medium city/small place

IIS&B-82
Sophs

Survey

SEX Gender

Women

RACE Race ethnicity

Native American

HANDICAP If handi-
capped Of in program

HOMELANG Home
language other than

English

SESQ - Composite var

in quartiles

IISURBAN-Urbanictry

Urban/suburban/rural

IIS&II-82
Secondary

Transcripts

I .inked to IlS&B-82 Survey

liS&11-80

Seniors

Survey

SEXCOMP Gender

Women

RACE2 Race-ethnicity

Native American

HANDICAP In handicap

program

HOMELANG Home

language other than

English

SESQ - Composite var

in quartiles

IISURBAN-Urbanicily

Urban/subinbautrural

IIS&11-80

Postsec

Transcripts
1980-84

linked to IIS&B-80 Survey

NLS-72

Survey CSEX Gender

Women

CRACE Race-eilinicity

Native American

SRFQ9 If handicapped

SRFQI0 Type of handicap

11Q88 Is English the

primary language?

SES Composite in quartiles

COMMUNIT Degree of

I libanicity (Small/med/large

very large)

NIS-72
PSE

Transcripts
1972-79

I.inked to NIS-72 Survey -- - ---- -- II YSLS Cumpinite in

quartiles

Data not available in this dataset
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Table A3Contin6ed

Variables Useable for Identifying SEC. 421 (c)(1) Population Characteristics

Datasets 111 Single Parents Incarcerated Gender Equity Programs

Gender differences in

semesters in math, sci;

attitudes tegaiding math

and ti,irls and math

Gender differences in

percentage taking courses,

credits in coui WI,

by programs

Minorities
Race-ethnicity differences in

semesters in math, sd;

attitudes iegarding math

Race ethnicity differences in

percentage taking courses

credits in couises

by programs

Ins ilaced Ihnneu

NAEP

Survey --

NAEP
Secondary

Transcripts

11S&B-82

Sophs

Survey

Marital status

Dependents

--
Gender differences in

occupations

but just this cohort

Race-ethnicity differences in

occupations

but just this cohost

Marital status hi:

public assistance, w

dependents to I!

11S&B-82

Secondary

Transcripts

Gender differences in

this cohort: percentage

taking courses, credits in

courses, by programs

Gender differences in

occupations

but just this cohint

to 1986

Raceethnicity differences in

this cohort: percentage

taking courses, credits in

comses, by in _rants

Race-ethnicity differences

in occupations

but just this whoa

to 1986

1.inked to IIS&B 8-4

Marital status hi:

public assistance, w

dependents to I

IIS&B-80
Seniors

Survey

Marital status

Dependents

--

11S&B-80

Postsec

Transcripts

1980-84

Linked to IIS&B-813 Survey

Gender differences in

this cohort: percentage

taking courses, credits in

courses, by programs

Gender differences

in occupations, voc al

1iclds, but just this

cohort to 1986.

Race-ethnicity differences in

this cohort: percentage

taking courses, credits in

coin ses, by irograms

Race-ethnicity differences

in occupations, voc ed fields

but just this cohort

to 1986

Linked to 11S&B 81

Marital status hi

public assistance, v.

dependents to I

NLS-72

Survey Marital status

Dependents

NIS-72
PSE
Transcripts
1972-79

Linked to NLS-72 Survey --
Gender differences in

this cohort: percentage

taking courses, credits in

courses, by programs

Race-ethnicity differences in

this cohort: percentage

taking cow ses, credits in

courses, by progran is

linked to NI .S72

Data not available in this dataset
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Table A3Continued

Variables Useable for Identifying SEC. 421 (e)(1) Population Characteristics

Datasets 2A Women Native Americans I landicapped LEP Eco. Disadvantaged

SASS

(faculty) Gender ITSC3191 f
Race (TSC320]

American Indian.

Aleut, Eskimo

NSOPF

(faculty) Gender (F4Il Race 1F-141

American Indian,

Aleut, Eskimo _

WEDS

Fall
Enrollment

Women American Indian or

Alaskan Native

WEDS

Degree

Completions

Women American Indian or

Alaskan Native

IPEDS

Fall Enroll
Oee-spee

Women American Indian or

Alaskan Native

CPS
Gender (18G 1 I Race (18.1!

Native American

NELS-88
Gender (SEX( Race (RACE!

Native American

Race !RACE!

Native American

In past progrm (I-IANDPAST

Current handicap, program:

Parent report (13YHANDPR I

Teacher report (BYHANDTR

Disabled

1987: 1S821

1990:(DISABLTY!

Language in home

(BYHMLANGI
Is LEP (BYLEPI

Is lang minority (13YI .M I

SES composite (BYSESI

SES by quartiles (RYSESQI

G8URRAN Urbanicity

Urban/suburban/rural

Family background. Patent's

education, occupation

See SES in Table A I I

NPSAS
Gender

1987 (SEX)

1990 (GENDER!

Data not available in this dataset
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Table A3Continued

Variables Useable for Identifying SEC. 421 (c)(1) Population Characteristics

Datasets 28 Sin Ic Parents Incarcerated Gender E tilt Pro !rams Minorities Ws laced Hon

SASS

(faculty) Marital status (TSC3231

Children ITSC3241

Children ages ITSC325]

Gender ITSC3191
of vocational teachers

Race ITSC3201

of vocational teachers

Partial defir

Marital status I

Children fIS
Children ages(

NSOPF
(faculty)

Gender (F41]

by rank 1F121

by field [F16a1

by full/pan-time (F41

Race 1F441

by rank (F121

by fieldfF16a1
by full/part-time [F41

IPEDS
Fall

Enrollment

Gender percentages
by level, not field

Percentage nonwhite

by level, not field

IPEDS
Degree

Completions

Gender percentages
by degrees by wog

Percentage nonwhite
by degrees by prog

IPEDS
Fall Enroll
Gee-spec

Gender percentages

by pros

Percentage nonwhite

by prog

CPS
WfimlnamsMIA1
Has children1Q101

Panial delis

Marital status

Has children1

NEIS48
Marital status

Has children

(later surveys)

Percent gender by level and

type of vocational courses
(in transcripts in 2nd FU1

Percent race-eth by level and

type of vocational courses
(in hanscripts in 2nd FU1 (cohort too}

NPSAS
Marital status (MARITAL)

Number of dependents (S791

1

Gender percentages

by major

Percentage minorities

by major

Paitial deli,

Marital status f /V

Number of &pen

Data not available in this dataset
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Table A4

Secondary-Level Vocational Education Variables: Program Partidpation

Concepts and Indicators

Student Demographics
Gender

Race-Ethnkily

Grade Level

Illarltikap Math;

SFS

1110 School Grades

Student Graduation Status

School and Community
School Type

School Enrollment

hbanielly

1917 Trassnanteys Not Linked: 1990 Trine/Surveys Will Be Linked
Transcripts and Surreys Linked NELMS

1987 NA EP Transcript Stady

Iterated gender ISEXI

Derived race IDRVDRACEI

Grade In 1985-19116 IGRADE1

Mostly 11 th graders. r.tnge lth 12th

Ilandicapped or not /WRAC/

liandicapping cradition IIICTYPEI

Avg of student grades ISTDGRADI.

Ind by Carnegie units ICISECARNJ

Student exit status IEXSTATI

Diploma rest enrolled. droprnet

School type ISTYPEI

(public. private. Catholic. B1A)

Number of student; in 112115 IENR01.1 1

IIIRBANI Urban (big city)

ortorrhan (urton fringe, medium city)

rural (small place)

1906 snd 1990 NAEP Surveys

Student fde dented ;cutlet 11)SEX I

Student file-deal. ed race IDRACEI

1986- grades 317111

19911 grades 411112

Only in excluded student file

SES Con-polite: hanther, lathy edoon

180113501A. Bomull A Reading

materials in home IRD111110 I A SA1

Student lite ISCIITYPEI

School file ISSCIITYPI

Student file INSIUDAI

School file ISNS 111061

Student file utbanicity fIIRIIANJ

&Aral file percent urban WC( IRIIANI

1982 HUB Soph Trforscripts 1900-86 HS8,0 Sock Sara eys

Gender !SEM

Race-ethnicity IRACEI

19811 sophommes every 2 yrs up to

10P.6

MAR cumprthe variable
/HANDICAP/ based on reports of

handicap or panicipalion in

hanslir ap programs

IISAllcompraite variable ISESOI

in (pi:toilet

From CPA oft tlanscript study ot self-

reprat if no transcript II1SGRADESI

Iligh school completion ISY12)

(graduated, in hs wra. arm dipl. GED)

School type IIISTYPEupublicl

(public. private. Catholic)

Oils grade bast-Year (I'

composite Gender ISE)

Composite RUe !RAC!
Hispanic sabereaps 111H

Asian/Pacific race contralti',

191010th gram every two y

Grade 12 and Beyond

In past handicap program1HAl

Oaten report donna, heal
teaming dis propam (81(flA

Teaches report IRYI1ANI

SES CoorniteleTSE
SES by quattiles 1119SE

In 2nd followup (1991

In 2nd followup (1992) an

followups
Below: Grade II school ink

foBowups: Grades 10. 12 st

Woof cantrc4 composite 1G1

fpublicratkolk/priv./priv. t

&brad total entaihrant Schonl tnial enrollment co

IS110112/4 IBYSENRO

Ilth grade enrollment

thbankity ISCIRIRRANI I/atomicity compotbe

urban. suburban, rural ;abaft. subutban. rua

imbt ales data not available in rho &navel

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Tabk A4Continued
Secondary-Level Vocational Education Variables: Program Participation
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Table A 12

Postsecondary Level Vocational Education Variables: Vocational Teachers

Concepts and Indicators

Types qf Institutions

Demographics

Ccnder
Race-Ethoicity

Age

CPS - Oct 1990

Thew trauseriges and surveys we hided

1PEDS 1910 IISSIB Senior Cohort 19110 US&B Senior Cohort

C t Population Survey Integrated PSE Dail System PSE Transcripts (1904) Surveys: 1920, 12, Si, Si

Educational Background
Highest Degree

Major Field of Study

Current Teaching Status
Field of Teaching

Teaching Time
restore Status

Academie Rank
Salary

Teaching History
Age Began 'ranching PSE

Years Exit Tersariug l'SE
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Table Al3

Postsecondary Level Vocational Education Variables: Organization of Vocational Education Delivery System

These transcripis and surveys arc linked

Coatepts and Indkalors

Types of PSE Instaugions

Programs Offered

Degree. Awarded

CPS - Oct 1990
Current Population Sumer

1PEDS
Inkgrated PSE Data Systeme

Sus ye}

PSI; inAllutions ullering vocational

education IPEOIISTRI and:

4 year, public & privaie

Ir1i01 ICI PRIVA71:21 and

II EVEL31..EVE1.111

Public 2-year:

fig ICSII and
Ilk VII 3-1.EVEL-41

Itibluc vocadunal-tectmica/

IPUH1 IC1-PUH1 IC9j and

lIE VEI.1-1.EVEL2I

Pnvale proprietary I PRIVATE!) and

EVEL41

ivaiC less-than 4-year IPRIVATE21 and

II LvELI-I.LVELAI

MIL. Variables above = I or blank

IncItak in ikove groups if=I

By Mit ISIABBRI

6-degn CII' tude ul largesi programs

ICIPCOI)E1,CIPCODEl,CIPCODE31

Stc 1 abk A7 Student Outcomes:

Program Cavapktlare

1980 11S&8 Seninr Cohort
Postsecondary Transcripts
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1980 HS&B Senior Cohort
Surveys: 1910, 82, 84, 14
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Table Al4

NPSAS Postsecondary Level Vocational Education Variables: Program Pal-lido/lion

Concepts and Indicators

Student Demographics
Population

Gender

Itace-Ethnicily

Age

Region (By State)

Edusanunal 111Inotettl

Dependency status

SES

1411AS

1990

Parent's Education

High Sthoul lirgice Type

Highest Education Expected

Labor Market Participation

Students in all types ut PSE Institutions

in undergrad. graduate. first -prof progs

Sampled October 1916 only

lisodestSEX1

Kase ethnisny /RACE/

(Nauve Ant Asian. Slack not hispanic.

Ilispanic. White not hispanic)

Age ima

Student's lial residence stale fKI OCA1 ST1

Student s legal resident shoe IlltPals4STI

(ut I cm at admin. lescl1H2 la)

II 1114c111441 I st yesa. aatletitad

post bac I u prof. louden. don. othet)

Maki geacluate yeas (S 36)

Dependent 114 Independent (iorns wily

Wen paresis (12S)

Faintly background

Fut dependent and tattepeadent students

separately. Use: Dependent stutlears

income IDEPINCI: Parent's edocmiun

I S99_ S99_21. SEI scores of

patent's us uapatiuns IS97CDE,S99C1)E)

Patent's Inxhcsi cdu,atson

14 599_ S99_2)

l I igh M14454 diploma type

IIIISC11DEG)

I lit;loest education expected

0451

Winking tie pay ot nt

IS la mad S46(

51171kIlls 111 all t)pes iii PSE ansittutiont

in uadergtad. graduate. first-prof wogs

Sampked throughout year 19190

( ;ethics )(

Ka. c cthni..uty

(Mime Alm Aoafl. Bl.titk not Utspour,

Ilitpanis. White not thspanic)

Are 1AI ;1.1

Student's haat slale ft WEISS Insutuin 1th

Student $ legal lesident male I INsMSTA1 El

C1111C111.11.4.101111. If sCI10191

linkergral 1st yeas*, ',Magma e.t.a.

pust.bac 1st pied. 11141$Cfs, duct. oho)

Undergraduate >ear IlIGRDLV1.11

Dependent or independent linantially

floan parents 111>EPENDI

Faintly bat-1414mnd

For depeinkrit awl Independent students

separatety. Use: Depetakat student's

income IDEPINC). Patent's education

VATIIEDUC NIOTIIEDUCI. SEI *cotes ut

parent's uscsISOCDAD90. St2CMOM901

Patent s IiiltcU cdii J111111

ligh is hut dipltnna type

DISDEGI

I WIC C.111,111.111 capet.ted

1EXEDC01.1

nig lot pay III 11111

11115.1k11
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Table A 14-continued

NPSAS Postsecondary 1.evel Vocational Education Variables: Program Participation

Cone and Indkaturs

Type of PSE A /tended

PSE Enrollment

PSE Enrollment Levd

Major Program Field

Program Type

Vocadonal Program Cart:gorier

NPSAS

DV 1940

Level and Couifol I VTYPEI

(Private Ma for.prolit 4 -yr. Public 4-yr.

Priem ota for-podir ksa dun 4-yeas.

Public 1- iu 3 val. Public vo4ccti.

nripiclay)

Woilsio; lowaid degfccken IS4 I

(Carr/award. Dipliema. Associates.

Bachelor's. Post-6sec. Manes. Dom.

Firsi-Profcssionat, Undecided. Other

ull tone of pan low I11NSTATI

Major of field of &lady

I M AJCATI (2-4i5n Code)

IS37C0Ell (6-digh CIP code)

Cloak te modems IR2OA ICI*/ (6 dig)

Credit modem 11(2 IFCUEI (6 digir)

AgiKultufc. buonco and ofloc.

marketing and distribution. health.

home economics . nclmical education.

trades and industry. vadefincsl

vocational

I .v.cl md ,onnul WI CON I J

(Foible aot-los pro(it 4-yr. Public 4.yr.

Riesz am dm loofa less Mos 4-year.

Pubis, 2. lo 3 ycar. Pubhf. vo

Puivocialy)

WmuIimo iouod degicckeli IPKtki I YP I

(Ccetlawail. Diploma. Assoctates.

Bo.heIoes. P011 Lax. Mattes. Duct.

FliAPloksshmial. linJWJed. Other

hill tom mi m.ul tune /MIMI/

Maj.; ot licld .1 study MIA IORS1

(2gain Cif' mere)

and 011ie.

outliving toil ditinbalion health.

home ectionnuct. lechnical education.

Isaacs and infinoy. unflefmcil

vim:411MA

AIM=
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Table AIS

NPSAS Postsecondary I .evel Vocational Education Variables: Special Populations

Conceps and Indicators

Program Participation

Gender
weave.

Race-Ethnicity
Native Americas
Astas America.

black
Ilispanic

%Mlle

Handicapped
Ham *capped

Handicap Comdata.

NPSAS

1967 1990

Economically Disadvantaged
SES

Educationally Disadvantaged
PSL CPA

Single Parents

Adults Needing Retraining

Displaced Homemakers

Sex Equity

Incarcerated

Gantlet /SEX/

1SEXii21

Race cihificfly IKACE1

'RACE-11

IRACE=21

1RACE=31

1RACE.41

IRACE.51

Disankj se mo 1S121

Type of disability (9111

(Physical. teaming, multiple. none)

Fan* background
For dependent un1 iarkpenient modems

separseely. Use: Deparaket nadeets

income Mr-PINCE Paeent's education

1S99_1. S99_21. SE1 scums or

patcrirs incupalioss1597(DE.S911CDE1

Ist 5s..1.1c poml uscsage IVSTIM211)1

(cur conlk lune alunsurs only)

Mama! si.uus IMAKITAI

Plumber uf &luminous/5N/

Parma actinium:

Marna/ sumo MARITAL)

Member Mdepradeas 19791

Pcrcou igcnactl SEX

el make IMMCATI
by market academie levet 11/21a. S161

Gcnitcr IGENDElti

I0EFIDES.2)

k.n.c clisniumy IRACLI

fitACE=21

[It ACE.111

lit ACE-41

IRACE=5

DualtIc4 ot ma IDISAULTYI

Type of disability (DEAFNESS. SPLECU.

001110. VISUAL.1 /LAI:10111.

1 EMUMASI

Fauoly b.a.5own4
For tkponlcut end radepearteat swamis

sparaidy. Use: Dependemt anidest's

income IDOINCI. Pamit's atomism

ATHEDUC Marilint ICI. SE1 scores ot

pilules ...est SOCOA090. S0CM0nt901

11'Sh gm.,Jc point sc Itil'Al

M.ssaul mmus IMAM I Al.. NIMIDLPI

Number ul &punkas !NUMMI

dclmnesson;

Kan./ num !MARITAL/
Number sit depentienufNUMDEP1

Pcucta tcnacttGLNI)1it1

od maps 11401C00E1

by suokat inudende lend IUGRD1 91.11
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1. Status of data
automation

Secondary-levei data relevant
to vocational education are col-
lected by several different ageo-
cies withIn the California State
DepartmentofEducation. Gen-
eral*. these data are submit-
ted to the state on handwritten
standard paper forms or on
bubble forms for electrotuc
soaping . altharghsomecoun-
ties/districts submittheir data
onfloppydiakccaagnetic mee.
therecesnogagencyinputs the
data into its database. Most of
the data. are submitted in ag-
gregate form for individual
schools. districts. Or counties.
but can be linked across data-
bases using unique school-
district-camtycodes. The only
studentrecord tnformanoncol-
lected at the state levet is for
students with disabilities.

Colorado has an automatet
integrated. studentrecorddata
system that inciudes both sec-
ondary and postsecondary
information. Districts submit
student:words to the state on
a diskette cc tape using a soft-
wareprogramdweloped bythe
state. Several years back. the
Colorado Coninsunity College
and Occupational Education
System (CCCDES) peovided a
palatal computer for every
district in the stud eturendy.
every district but one has a
woriongomputer. Thustesch-
ers or schools enter the data
onto thecomputerisecidamcol-
lection form.

Idaho does not maintain stu-
dent record systems at the
stalte level. Local secondary
agencies report clam to the
Stale Division of Vocational
Educadon on paper forms.
These are then catered into
thestate's dismayed= which
maintalna aggregate data on
eachagency.Atthelocallevel.
the =mutat automation var-
ies among sesondazy agen-
da. TYpes of systems differ
among schools districts, and
even among schools within
districts.

2. Levels of
vocational
coursetaking

California makes a distinction
between advanced and inuo-
ductory occupational pro-
grams. which are adminutered
by different agencies within the
Department of Education. Ad.
winced occupanonal programs
are administered by the Ca-
reer-Vocational Education Di-
vision ICVEI and are offered
through fictional Occupational
Centers/Programs ROC /Psi.
ROCs are the equivalent of area
vocational schools. while RON
offer advanced occupational
comes m regular iveh schoois.
ROC/Ps serve both high school
students and adults in the some
classroom. although the dis-
tinction is drawn between
ROC/Ps serving adults and
adulteducation vocational pre-
grams. The latter may be of-
(ered by ROC/Ps. counnes.
school districts. or commuruty
colleges. All inuoductory oc-
cupanonal courses. including
consumer and homemaking
ectsicasson.indusumiandtech-
nolagr education. and some
business courses. are consid-
ered part of Catarina second-
ary education and are offered
as part of the regular high
school curncultisa.

In Colorado. vocational enroll-
ment is counted by the num-
ber of students tn an occupa-
uonally specific vocational
course. Pre-vow:tonal courses.
such as career exploration. are
not included as being occupa-
uonalky specific.

Idaho distinguishes between
'specific labor market' and
'general labor market pro-
grams. Specidc labor market
programs are those approved
by the State Division of Vo-
cational Education, for voca-
tional reimbursement (i.e..
statecateroricalfunding). The
category includes consumer
home economics and teen
parenttng classes because
these are eligible for state
funding. Enrollment in these
programs can be isolated if a
more accurate estimate of
'specific labor marled' were
needed. General labor:market
dames are those peavacas
general labor market skills.
Thae include exploratory
classes and general skills
classes such as Typing I.
Introduction to Business
Computers. and General
Welding. These classes are
not currently eligible for vo-
cational formula reimburse-
meet due to lack of state
funds.

B-1
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3. Ability to provide
duplicated and
=duplicated
counts

a. of all students

The CVE collects annual en-
rollment data from each ROC/
P. Total enrollment is reported
for each course, and is broken
down for high school and adult
students. Although students
taking more than one ROC/P
course would be double-
counted by CVE In a total en-
rollment count for the state.
ROC/P administrators believe
it is rare for high school stu-
dents to enroll In more than
one of thetr courses in a given
year. In addition to CVE enroll-
ment counts. the California
Basic Educational Data Sys-
tem (MEM) collects annual
enrollment data for secondary
echo:anon hem each county
andschooldistrict Sincecotut-
ttes are the responsible fiscal
agents in Californta. they pass
funds for secteidaty education
through to the school districts.
Some counties also administer
educational programs. such as
adult education and ROPs.
CBEDS requires that each
county and school district in
the state reports enrollment
at the school level in the voca-
tional education programs it
offers. Counties are directed
not to duplIcate counts for
students concinrently enrolled
in a school district and coun-
ties and school districts are
not supposed to include ROC/
Ps In their entollinent counts.
(However. it is uncertain to
what extent counties and
school disincts independently
offer advanced occupational
courses that are not part of
ROC/Ps.) Only the total num-
ber of students enrolled in
county/district vocanonal edu-
cation is recorted on CEEDS
forms: no specific program or
course enrollnient information
is given. Course enrollment
data is also available from the
CBEDS faculty assignment
forms: however. these data pro-
duce duplicated counts of stu-
dents enrolled in vocational
education if aggregated across
courses.

Colorado has a student record
data system at the state level.
thus has the flexibility to ag-
gregate and re-aggregate the
data to provide utxtuplicated
enrollment omits of students
both within programs and
among programa. Etymons are
dellnedattheasz-digltaPievei.
and students are assigned to
programsbasedontheircourse
enrollment. However. In cases
where the student is enrolled

morethanoneprogramarea.
the state uses an *otitis=
that assigns the student to one
program only.

Idaho can provide undu-
plicated counts Of IMIVIIMCnt
in programs by two-digs CrP
code only. LiX11111 are told to
count a student only once.
Students are counted first
in specific labor market pro-
grams. While there me no
stnictions to locals about how
to handle a student enrolled
in more than one two-digit
specific labor market pro-
gram ixesuinablythisoccurs
tafrequentty. Students are
then counted general labor
market programs only tf they
are not emolled in specific
labor market programs.
Idaboalsocollectsduplicated
enroilmenteounai bystx-digit
code. It does so by asking
instructors to report enroll-
ment In each class assign-
ment by class code. The
lnstructor reports actual
enrollment for the first
semester and estimates
enrollment for the second
semester tor in some cases
the second and third se-
mester far places using a
trimester). These class en-
rollments are reported by
total only: there is no at-
tempt to distinguish by
race. sex, or special need.
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Kentucky has an automated
student record system at the
state level. Movement toward
automation is occurring
within the Kentucky Tech
system (encompassing the
state-run secondary area vo-
cational centers and the
postsecondary vocational-
technical schools). Four of
the Kentucky Tech sites have
been computerized as part of
a pilotprogram. At these pilot
sites. student data are en-
tered into the on-llne system
at the local school. Student
datafor secondary school stu-
dents are passed to districts
on paper forms for districts to
input.

The Michigan Department of
Education has developed an
electronic data system for col-
lection of secondary voca-
tional data at each individual
school district. The depart-
ment expects this system. the
VEDS Micro-TURBO system.
to be fully implemented at all
districts by June 1993. Cur-
rently. thls system reports
data for roughly 85 percent of
all vocational enrollments.
Once fully operational, the
system will facilitate direct
downloading to the state from
each individual district. In
the past. data have been
passed along to the Career
Education Planning District
(CEPD) for editing and aggre-
gation, then given to the state.
The new system Includes (1) a
statewide student-level record
system. (2) vocational pro-
gram files based upon course
sections and CIP program
clasaificadons. and (3) a stu-
dent-section linkage code to
facilitate analysis of students
in sections.

Rhode Island has been able to
operate on a system of paper
documents because of its small
size. However. it is planntng to
implement a computerized sys-
tem in all the area vocational
schools in the conung year or
two. The current mode of infor-
mation collecting is facilitated
by the vocational counseices
within each of the area schools.
They are charged with meeting
with students. filling out War-
mation. and maintaining and
updating student vocational
records. After information is
collected, the student data
sheets are passed along to the
state MIS department for data
enuy. The system remains at
the student record level even at
the state.

A recent study by the Na-
tional Governors' Association
found thatamanirityof states
(twenty-six of thirty-two sec-
ondary agencies responding
to the survey, have a central-
bxd vocational MIS system.
generally indicating that a
single automated entity re-
ceives hard copy or electroni-
cally transmitted data from
local education agencies
(Alnico. 1993).

Kentucky counts students
enrolled in both gainful and
non-grunful programs. The
state provides broad guide-
lines for which programs
should be counted in which
category. For example. agri-
culture production should
be reported on the gainful
roster, while agnscience ex-
ploration should be reported
on the non-gainful roster all
technical ptegrams are sup-
posed to be reported on the
gainful roster. However. for
business, the gainful/non-
gainful assignment is sup-
posed to be made according
to student objectives rather
than specific classes.

Michigan makes a distinction
in its student vocational enroll-
menu between wage earning
and non-wage earning. Basi-
cally. wage earning describes
all vocational programs other
than consumer and home eco-
names programs. Counting of
student enrollments at each of
these two separate levels is
done differently.

Virtually all vocational students
take thrir courses at the area
vocanonal schools, which are
located within each school dis-
trict (except for one school that.
is Independaul. Because Rhode
Island has a very strict defini-
tion ofvocationalpeograms. and
because the state prefers all
vocational programs to be of-
fered at the area vocationai
schools, the numlar academic
schools usually do not apply
fce vocational status and fund-
ing. All approved vocational
programs must lead towards
employment, meet certain cur-
riculum standards. and be
taught by &certified vocational
instructor. While the academic
schools orightoffercourses gen-
erally considered to be voca-
tional. the data collected for
them courses are not consid-
eted to be vocationaldata. Thus.
the only data for *gainfur pro-
grams that are collected by
Rhode island are for those pro-
grams offered at the area
schcols. A small portion of to-
tal vocational students en-
rolled at the area centers are
adults. who take courses in
the evening (sometmes dur-
ing the day). Data regarding
adults are collected through a

te system.
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Informauon on gainful
courses and students is
available in individual stu-
dent record form. Thus. at
thestateievel.whetheratthe
Departmentof Education. the
Board of Higher Education.
or at Kentucky Tech. student
enrollment data can be
untkuplicatedbywogramand
=Tau programs. Aggregate
dataarecoilectedbyprogram
on non-gausful courses and
studentalbus. =duplicated
counts are available only for
enrollment within programs.
not =OBS programs.

Mulligan is able in provide co-
alman:doted counts (stu-
dents enrolled within wage
earning and non-wage wrung
programa. but what students
are enrolled in both types of
wegrams. thereisduplicanon.
Within wage earning. students
are counted only one pro-
gram per year. even if they ate
enrolled in multiple programs.
The =terse for deter:atom;
which programwill be reported
are as follows: either t 1) the
most recent vocational course
enrolled in or12) if enrolled at
the same nme. the cause with
more contact hours. If all is
equal. the student should be
asagned to a program by a
school admiVanator. Also
within wage earntng. Wu:m-
oons are made between nsnth
and tenth grade wrollements.
andante= and twelfth grade
enrollments. WIthinnon-wage
earning, all students are
counted in the same category
and assumed to the same pro-
gram. Home Economics
20.0101.

Rhode island is able to provide
undupficated counts of all sec-
ondaryvocanonal students en-
rolled at its vocational centas
by program and CI? codes.
Theorencally. its systemshould
provide =duplicated counts
on a current basis. because
informanontscanonuousaup-
dated throughout the year on
vanous forms. Three sets of
farms provide sunder inform-
tion for student enrollments in
vocational programs by age.
race-ahnicity. grade. and spe-
cial needs. including handi-
capped. limited English profi-
cient. academically disadvan-
caged. andeconamically disad-
vantaged (only one may be des-
ignated as the primay special
need). Also. codes are used to
determine the scnool. commu-
nity, and identification of the
student Program Information
is included regarding manias-
iationdate. and houts/dayand
days/week scent in the vac:e-
namel program. One form is
used to assess all new meow-
ing students at the beginning
ofe program. The second fats
is used to *seems all returntng
students, and to update their
persenal information. The last
form is used to update status
changes of all vocational stu-
dents. including program
completion. transfers outdthe
program. drop-outs. and move-
ment out of the community.
IlleconidomerationOf thedata
from these three forms pro-
vides the =verse of all stu-
dent nuolimenuan vocauonal
education programs.

In practice. it is probable that
the updates are not absolutely
current because the local
school and state MIS director
italicated that there was not
enough time. resources. or W-
oman for the echools to keep
updating Wes throughout the
year.

Adukvocationaleducanondate
are collected completely sepa-
rate from the tradstional sec-
ondary vocational education
dam. Total aggregate undup-
licated student counts and
dupbcated counts of the vari-
ous special needs populatices
saved are produced by these
collecuons of adult dam.
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Ability to provide
duplicated and
=duplicated
counts of
students

b. by demographic
group and special
population status

ROC/Ps report to CVE the
number of males and females.
broinsidownbyrace-ethrsicity.
who areenrollectineach course.
as well as the total numer of
disadvantaged ieconcancallyor
acadenticallyl. handicapped.
and limited English proficient
(LEPI students in each course.
However. as statedabove. them
enrollment data produce po-
tentially duplicated counts of
students when aggregated
acraincourses. County/dianict
CBEDS forms report the total
number of male and Innate
students who are enrolled In
vocatimal educanca broken
down by raoe-ethntaty. How-
ever. no micanation is avail-
ab/e on special populanons In
vocanonal education. Faculty
report the number of male and
female students enrolled in
each of their courses. although
them data produce duplicated
eioniUmentcountswhenaggre-
gated across eoursm.

Once the spectal population
informanon has been collected.
unduplicated cams of special
population enrollment within
program andamongprogram
can be enacted from the
student recited database. The
difficulty encountered is not in
the use and quality of the data.
but In the identification of spe-
cial population mildews The
wadable data are fine. but the
problem lies In the inkatnation
that me not collected. Spectal
popuisnas status la service
driven: if students seek ser-
vices directed at enema popu-
lations. then they are labeled
as max if they do not seek
special services. then they are
not identified as such.

smafic labor madtet pro-
gram. unduplicated enroll-
ment is reported by race-
ethnicity by see-Additionally.
therm acanstaftwidicepped
snidniallanted English pro-
Scion students. and disad-
vantagedstudents.Also there
memos:ate counts Waco&
maim grades 9. 10. 11. and
12. For general labor maticet
programa. enrOlionnt Ls re-
ported separately by sex. Ap-
parently. there are no local
counts of single parents or
diaplacul homemakers.

4. Students included
in enrollment
counts

Only those high school stu-
dents attending an ROCIP
come tbrtwenty hours ormore
in a given year are included in
the enrollment counts reported
to CVE. The CBEDS count of
students enrolled invocational
educanon In county/thstrict
schools and programs includes
all students In grades seven
through tweive.

All high school students that
are enrolled in an occupation-
ally specific vocational course
are tncluded in the enrollment
count.

Secondary counts include all
students in grades 9-12.
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Kentucky can aggregate and
re-aggregate data on gatnful
students by their special
population status because of
the states abtlity to sort by
individual student record.
However. noniattiful program
counts of special populations
are undupllcated within type
and program, but are dupli-
cated between typos of spe-
cial populations and among
programs.

Michtganrepons unduplicated
numbers of wage earning stu-
dentenrollments tat all grades)
and completions (eleventh and
twelfth graders) by program.
by race-ethnicity, and gender.
Also. Michigan is able to report
unduplicated counts of nInth
and tenth, and eleventh and
twelfth graders enrolled in the
non-wagentrningetassification
by race-ethnicity and try gender.
In this same reeort. Michigan
collects total counts of stu-
dents of the following types:
handlcapped. limited English
proficient (LEP). and adults.
However. thesearenoteollected
by program type. and duplica-
tion can result from one stu-
dent having multiple specie&
characteristics. In the new
VEDS system (implemented
within two years). new fields
will be included to assess
unduplicated counts of aca-
demically disadvantaged.
handicapped. single parents
and displaced homemakers.
LEP students. and manual of-
fenders.

The state is able to provsde
total unduplicated counts of
secondarystudents bypeegram
by some demographic charac-
teristics. but only duplicated
counts by other charactens-
tics. Regardmg gender. race-
ethnicity, and age. the state
can provide unduplicated
counts by program. However.
in regards to the speetal popu-
lations. (academically and
economically disadvanMged.
handicappet and limited En-
gitals proficient). only duplicated
counts ean be gtven. because
each student may be assigned
to multiple special needs. No
information Is collected in the
three forms regarding seigie
parents and displaced home-
makers. or correctional facili-
ties. Currently. Rhode island
does not collect such data, but
plans to m the future.

Given the capabilities of an
Integrated individual student
record system at the state
level vocational enrollment
counts can be aggregated In
many different ways. In
counting secondary voca-
tional students. Kentucky
currently considers second-
ary students tn postsecondary
vocational programs as sec-
ondary students. and counts
them as suth.

Counts of enrollments and
completions in vocatimal pro-
grams inclune counts of atypi-
cal students. For example.
adults are included in counts
of eleventh and twelfth grade
enrollments and completions.
Also. secondary stunents that
are enrolled in a postsecondary
program are counted by the
district that recerves the reim-
bursement for the program.
And, in cases where students
are enrolled in vocanonal pro-
grams within other districts.
there are specilic instructions
to allow for the students to be
counted only oncewhere they
are enrol/ed.

This system is very clear, de-
fined. andstraightforward. As
a consequeree. there is no
confusion about who is in-
cluded in the enrollment
counts of secondary voca-
tional programs. Adults are
excluded. Os* those students
enrolled in state recognized
programs (those offered at
area schools) are included.
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5. Timing of
enrollmentcount and data
collection

ROC/P enrollment data are
talliedattheenclof eachschool
yew for the entire year. In
contrast. COEDS enrollment
dataare collected on thestate's
Information Day, a specified
day tn October. and only fall
=aliment data are collected.

Districts have to report the
data to the state in May: haw-
ever. the =act data collection
dates are ieft to the discretion
of the local districts. The gen-
end process seems to be that
teachers ask stutients to cow-
plete a data collection form
on the QM day of each term:
the teachers then have the
responsibility for entenng
these data into the system by
April. so that the districts can
submit the tape or diskettes
to the state by May.

Undupiteated CottritS are
made alter the start of each
semester and are reported in
Febniaty or March.

6. Definition of
program
completer*

cvt &Ones counlietenas imu-
dents who trz..e met ROC/P
comae oblecnves. that is. they
havesequired theskills deemed
necessary for employment. and
are no longer enrolled in the
course. Californsa secondary
education does not define
completion for those studenu
partemanng invocational edu-
canon outside of ROC/Ps.

Secondary sticlents wbo corn-
pleted a defined sequence of
courses in occupationally spe-
CAC programs approved by the
stateare considered vocational
coumletera.

At the secondary level. a pre-
gram completer is defined as
follows: I ll for agriculture.
business, marketing, and
trade and industry programs.
a completer is one whu has
coomeeted 75 percent of the
total approved course se-
qua= 121 for health occupa-
tons, a completer is one who
has completed two semesters
of the healthoccupations pro-
gram: (3) for occupationel
home economics. a completer
Ls one who has completed two
semesters of theoccupanonal
home economics program: (4)
fat teen parenting, a compl-
eter is one who has parte!-
paced in the program and who
has graduated from high
school. In at least one of the
secondary districts we vis-
ited. local officials said they
could not accurately count
program completers.

7. Identification of
special popula.
time

a. Economically
disadvantaged

CVE defines disadvantaged
students as those who have
been identified as either eco-
notnically or academically du-
achanumied trf applicenon of
nolicusod screennig criteria
determined by the ROC/P.
State guidelines suggest that
sconomically disadvantaged
students be identified based
cape:taw= le school lunch
programs. waft-study pro-
grams. or family pa:natation
in AFDC.

Economically disadvantaged
stanza is determined by eltgi-
bitty for free or reduced-price
lunch.

Deftnition is derived from the
Perkins regulauons.
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Enrollments are reputed as
o f October 1. and are updated
at the end of the year.

Unduplicated enrollment and
completion counts are taken
once annually at the end of the
academie year on June 30.
Duplicated counts of enroll-
ment are taken four times
throughout theyear. twice each
&UMW.

The forms for new and return-
log students roust be completed
and returned to the state de-
partmentby0ctober 1. Butthe
state reported that there is a
strong tendency for schools to
be late in submitting the forms.
Reports are turned around and
gtven back to the schools by
mid-year. Theoretically, the
student status change forms
are supposed to be completed
within one week of any ohmic
In a student's status in a pro-
gram. However. a3 noted ear-
lier, this usually does not oc-
cur so promptly.

The formal definition of a
completer is a student who
successfully completes a
speculed end laCir (i.e.. set
of competencies) in a gainful
program. However. theschool
districtvisitedmentionedthat
students who completed two
years of the vocational pro-
gramancigraduatedfromhigh
school were considered
completers even if they did
not attain the exit DOT.

A program completer Is some-
one who (1) is an eleventh or
twelfth glader (or adult). (2) Ls
repotted as enrolled in a voca-
tional program (defined as a
sequenceolcourses with aspe-
dile vocational goal). and (3)
has completed the peogram ac-
cording to the criteria of the
local district.

Program completion is simply
defined as successful compie-
tionofprogramcurriculuinand
attainment of the occupational
objective. Students are des*.
natal as completers if ill they
1111 out a change of program
statusarmindicatingsuccess-
ful program completion. or (2)
they gtaduate fromhigh school
while enrolled in a vocational
school, which would usually
signify program compietica

The only discrepancy in this
system would arise when stu-
dents fulfill their high school
graduadon reqtnrunents. but
do not fulfill their vow:loud
objecttves. In such cases, the
schodsshould fill outa change
of status form, indicating that
the student has dropped out of
the vocational program at
graduation. However. it is pos-
sibie that some students are
Included in these completion
counu. even if they did not
ful1111 their vocadonal objec-
laves.

A recent study by the Na-
ttonal Governors Association
found that the deftnidon of
program completers differs
across states and across iocal
education agencies wtthin a
state (Maw. 1993). For (=-
ample: (1) Alabama defines a
'program completer as astu-
dent who finishes a planned
sequenceolcourses. services.
or antiuties designed to meet
a vocational objecUve that
teaches entry-level job skills.
whether or not the student
graduates: (2)Georgladefines
a 'program completer' as any
student who graduates and
has taken at least threediffer-
ent courses in a single voca-
tional program area: and (3)
the District of Columbia de-
fines a 'program completer'
as astudent who has finished
all of the requked skills and
met all of the levels of compe-
tencies in a program result-
trig in receipt of a vocational
program certificate.

Economically disadvantaged
students are determined by
eligibility for nee and reduced-
price lunch.

Economic disadvantages are
deftned by the state in two dif-
ferent ways.

1. The state uses one defini-
Wafer allocating Peridna ftmds
to the local education agencies
(LEM). This formula, which
would not be divulged to us by
the Title I office, uses the de-
monist census data and ad-
junta it annually to reflect the
numberofAEDCreespients. the
neglected and delinquent
counts. and the fatter child
counts by county.
foxitirund on pope Ill
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(7acontinued)

Academically
disadvantaged

As stated above. CVE defines
disadvantaged students as
those who have been identified
as either economically or aca-
demically disadvantaged try
application of recognized
screening alum determined
by the ROC/P. State gtr
soessuggesuhatusdeoscsuy
disadvantaged students be
klailifled based an enrollment
in remedial programs. student
performance below grade level.
poorperfonnancean standard-
ized tests, or student failure of
a grade.

Academically disadvantaged
students are cleaned as those
who rank at the bottom 25
percent of their class.

Definition is derived from the
Pertain revel:ions.

Limited English
proficient

CVE delin.es LEP students as
those belonging to a national
origin =Gray group that does
not speak or understand the
English language. This lack of
understanding affects course
panic:mance.

LEP students are identified as
such if they are in a program
for LEP student,. CCCOES of-
ficially defines LEP students
as those who do 'not *peek and
understand the English lan-
guage in an untrucnonal set-
ting weil enough to benedt from
the Instrucnon and cannot
complete the objectives of the
program without special assis-
tance.'

Definition is dertved from the
Perkins regulations.

Handicapped/
disabled

CVE defines handicapped
students as those with health
inmeurtnerns or learning dis-
abilities requiring spectal as-
sistance or materials for course
participation. The state re-
quays that students be certi-
fied as handicapped under the
guidelines for special educa-
tion.

Handicapped/ disabled stu-
dents are broken down into
eleven categories and identi-
fied as such if they recetve spe-
cial education sennees far their
specific needs.

Definition is derived tram the
Perkins reguLations.

B-9
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2. In filling out their voca-
tional student forms, the
schools axe supposed to count
students as economically dis-
advantaged if they (1) have a
family income below the pov-erty.line. (2) are digible for a
free lunch. (3) are eligible for
AFDC. (4) recetve Pell or acom-
parable grant. or (5) are eligible
for funds under Title II of the
Job Training PartnershM Act
(JTPA).

Academically disadvantaged
stanis used to be determined
by California Test of Basic
Sicilia (CITICI scores In read-
ing and math: however. start-
ing last year. academically
disadvantaged status is
being determined through
student portfolios and per-
formance testing.

LEP students are determined
by self-Identification or upon
the receipt of LEP services.

Any one or more of the follow-
ing critenadetommeacademi-
cally disadvantaged =ME
GPA below l.5 on a 4.0 scale
foramina thepreviousyean
score below the 25th percaltile
on an apntude test enrollment
In analternauve education pro-
gram thepreriousyean ordrop-
out or identified as a potential
dropout.

Any student who scored below
the fiftieth pemmican astan-
dardised apraude test, whose
secondary OPA la beiow a 2.0
on a 4.0 scale. orwrio has failed
to achieve basicacademic com-
petencies. is considered aca-
demically disadvantaged.

Handicapped/disabled status
is determined by self-identui-
cation. referrals from outside
agencies. and/or upon the
request for special handi-
capped/disabiedservices. The
Fayette COUnty Schcol Dis-
trict worim off a Del:ferment
of Student Services list of
students that have been
tested and saeened during
elementary school, and as-
sessed as having some level of
exceptionality.

Vocational education students
who may experience difficulty
paforming class activities and
assignments in the English lan-
guage because their nauve
tongue is a language other than
English are designated as LEP
students.

Students are considered LEP if
(1) English is not their first
language. 121 they came from
an environmatt where English
was not dominant. or (3) they
scored below the allowable cut-
off for standardized tests of
English prothdency.

To be served as handicapped.
a student must be enrolled in
a specisi educauon program
leading to a high school di-
ploma. and must have an indi-
vidualized educational plan
prescribed by an lEPC.

Students with a variety of con-
ditions that will limit their
success in regular vocational
programs *redefined as handl-
capped/disabled. Students can
have multiple disabilities.
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. Single parents NeitherCVE norCaliformasee- Students who =ewe services
and displaced ondary educanon defines the for stagleparents anddisplaced
homemakers term. homemaken (for example.

pregnant teens or teen moth-
ers) are identified through
service deltvesy. Several state
agencies (Department olSocial
Services.DepartmentofHealth.
CCCOES. Departmenta( Labor.
and the Job Training Partner-
ship Act UTPAI) share thesame
intake form for teen parents
andainglepszerkanddisplaced
homanakerprograms: thus the
data for services provided try
these state agencies are uni-
form throughout all programs.

S. Follownp ROC/Ps survey thew program Up until the 1991-92 school At the secondary level. follow-
procedures completer, during the Janu- year. follow-up data were up ts done bytheleadinstruc-

ary following the end of the collected on ail secondary torin thevocational programs
relevant academic year. Some program COOlpillers and nOn- of agriculture. business.
ROC/Ps also survey their pm- compieters a occupationally health. marketing. occupa-
gram leavers . that is. those specific courses. Starting in tIonal home economics. teen
students who terminated en- 1991-92. only graduates will parenung. and trade and in-
rollment wtthout meeting be followed up. Graduates are dusuy. Follow-up reflects stu-
course objectives or achieving followed up betweensixtoeight dent status as of December/
employability. Follow-up sta- months after program comple- January of the year following
tuscountsaretecorted foreach *ion (between November and graduation from high school.
ROC/P course. Although in- February of the year following Follow-up is limited to pro-
formation is collected for both graduationi. Mainly teachers gram completers. Instnictors
highschool andadultstudents. call graduates to gain follow- report the status of students
follow-up status is not reported up information. In the following categories:
separately for these groups. mtlitary. employed (related or

not related to tratningt. pur-
suing additional education i
(vocational oracadenrcl. seek-
ing employment, not in the I
labor torce. unknown. and de-
ceased. Instructors are free to
do follow-up In whatever man-
ner they choose. Most use the
mall first and then follow-up
by telephone. Response rates
appear to be rather pod-70
percent or better. There are
no systematic surveys of em-
ployers.
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Rhode Island does not collect
data regarding single parents
and displaced homemakers. or
correcticcal facilMes. Rhode
Island expects to collect this
information in the future.

Comp !eters are followed up
six months after they gradu-
ate. Local school districts are
given the latitude to follow up
in any manner they choose.
The school distnet visited has
teachers conduct a teleplaine
follow-up of gainful graduates
injanuary. Kentucky Tech's
area vocational schools have
a uniform six-month follow-
up survey that instructors ad-
minister.

Follow-ups are conducted by
the local school district within
a period not greater than nme
months following graduation
(between February and Aprift.
Surveys can be conducted by
mall or phone. and in the fu-
ture the VEDS system can be
used to factIltate autoznanc
phone connections. The state
provides a sample follow-up
format but the districts may
use thetr own format, as long
as they include the necemary
state fields. On average, a re-
spcmse rate of 76 percent is
attained. Follow-ups are con-
ducted each year for the follow-
ing types of program completer,
only: ( I) those twelfth grade
and adult students completing
a programm the precedingyear
and (2) those eleventh grade
students completing a program
two years prior. Employer fol-
low-ups are not conducted.
Additionally. the state offers to
analyze the data of any distnct
that wishes to do follow-up on
non-vocational student
completers.

Follow-up is conducted for se-
niors sIX months after they
graduate from avocattocialpro-
gram. No follow-ups are con-
ducted for students who com-
p)eted thervocationalprogram
before graduation. Each indi-
vidual school is responsible for
conducting the follow-up. Al-
though schools generally use
the mail approach. ft is recog-
nized as ineffective. and re-
sponse rates are only about
twenty-fourpercent. Response
forms are sent to students by
the schools with a return enve-
lope addressed to the state.
where data is entered and ana-
lyzed. Optional quesdons are
tncluded to assess the former
students employers, and their
attitudes about the students'
training.

A recent study by the National
Governors' Association found
that In most states leighteen
of thirty secondary agendas
responcitng to the survey, pro-
gram followup is decentral-
ized. being conducted by local
educanon agencies (Anitco
1993).
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9. Faculty'
information

CVE annually collects =for-
manon on the number of certi-
fied and classUied staff in each
ROC/P. including administra-
tors. teachers. pupil se:vices
personnel. paraprofessionals.
office and clerIcal staff. and
other classified staff. Each
ROC/P reports the number of
full-time (counted as atclividu-
als) and part-time (counted as

equivalent (FM)) sta.ff
In each category. as weil as the
number of males and females
by their race-ethnicity. ROC/
Ps report all staff employed di-
rectly or through contracted
agreements with participating
counnes or school districts. In
turn. CBEDS requires that
counties /distncm report the
number of classified staff. by
classified category. hill- and
part-time status, gender. and
race-ethnicity. Counnes/dis-
nuts also provide intern:lawn
on teacher shortage and de-
mand. based on the number
of emergency credendals or
waivers allowed. the number of
vaCallt positions, and the ex-
pected number of hirees for
each subject area. In addition.
all certified staff members are
required to provide informa-
tion on their teaching and/or
non-teaching assignments !in-
cluding the numner of students
in e. ch COLIZsel. gender and
race-ethnicity. highest educa-
tion level, number of years oi
professional educational ser-
vice. tenure status. full- or part-
time status, and type ot teach-
ing crettenual. Since certified
staff report all thaw assignmeous.
atctuding any contractual ar-
rangementswith ROC /Ps. these
CBEDS data overtap with the
annual CVE certified staff
counts. without any stmple
means of unduplicaung the
information.

Teacher data are toutinely col-
lected through an automated
danisysten.Teachers are idea-
titled as vocational or *coda=
on the basis of their creden-
tial&

The state can identify voca-
tional Instructors.
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The State Department of
Education collects dataca ail
professional staff and teach-
ers within the department.
This includes vocational
teachersinaecondary schools
and Instructors at locally rim
area vocational amen. In-
formation oniCentuckyTechs
faculty. that is. Instructors at
the state-operated area wee-
tionalcenters. isnotunifornity
collected. Data on faculty
would have to be obtained
directly from the personnel
ftles kept at the state level.

TeachermfartnationtsmIketed
and kept with the Teacher Cer-
tification Unit, a separate
branch of the Department of
Education. Disixiets must re-
port teachers social security
numbers kr each vocational
course section offered. The
teacher Information can be
accessed through this link be-
tween the courses and teacher
records. The secondary voca-
tonal educational branch can
amen (aculty monis regard-
ing certilication. training. and
other personal data through
the use of the social, securtty
number.

Since the number of schools in
Rhode island offertng voca-
tional programs talli WC*.
=nal schools) is so few, the
data collected on the insuut-
tors axe kept on Me in hard
copy at the state determent.
The system is so small that the
statediremorhasdlreet imowi-
edge of moat inscructces. The
(oilmen; instructor informa-
tion is kem an elm mograms
taught by faculty. Instructor
certiftcation. work experience
in the ftel& and special qualifi-
cations.
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1. Status of data In the past. vocational educe- Colorado has an automated. Idaho does not maintain stu-
automation tton data at the postsecondary integrated. indtvidual student dent record systems at the

levetwere collected through the record data system that In- state level. Local postsecond-
Califcmua Community College eludes both secondary and ary agencies report data to
(CCCI systena automated Vo-
catfonal Student Data System
(VSDSI. A minority of CCC chs-
trims submitted thew VSDS
data on hatd copy. However.
because of the use of flat film,
and the use of a VSDS-specidc
student identifier rather than
social secunty number. there
was no way to Link the voca-
tionaldata to other data calm-
tIoneffeets. Currently. thestate
is phasing in an Integrated

postseccadary information. the State D Moon of Vara-
tonal Education on paper
foems.These are thenentered
into the state's data system.
which mmntains aggregate
data on each agency. At the
local level, all tithe camPuses
appear to have automated
studentrecortim although the
systems differ among sites. A
state-levet. automated post-
secondary student record
system is planned for the

Management informanon Sys-
=RIMS) for all pcstsecondary
education in the CCC system.
including vocational and
nonvocanonal education, and
retying on social security num-
bers as student idennfiers.

1993-94 &cadmic year but
not yet woMemaited.

However, a few CCC districts
still do not gather social seal-
nty numbers. The MIS will
generate all reports to federal
agenctes. the state legislature.
and to beat Institut:lam

2. Levels of For a number of years. the CCC Colorado coimts only the stu- At the postsecondary level.vocational system has used a state-devd- dents pursuing a vocanonal thereon° distinction between
counetaking oped Student Accotmtabillty program. that Is. those who spectiic and general labor

Model (SAM for assigatng a were enrolled in at least six market programs. All report-
ing Ls done by six-digit codevocational major to a student. semester hours of a vocational

Institutions assign one of the
following SAM cedes to each vo-
cational course they oder: A. ap-
prenticeship: B. advanced cccu-
panceial: C. cleartyoccupanonal:

program during a single se-
mesas.

(see below).

D. possibly occupational: E.
noticcamationat but offered In
an ocamanonal department F.
consumwandrionianakingedu-
tatIontoorvocammimalk asweil
as O. all other: andX unknown.
A students nape is genemlly
determined to be the megrim
area of the highest SAM-coded
course m which the student en-
rolled during the made= year.
However. the SAM also deceits a
decision wee for assigning the
answers maw in more com-
plowman. In the annual perfor-
mance escort to OVAE. CCC
panda two acmes for lima-
honed Tema= =aka= ant
a tally of all students with SAM
codes B or C.: and mould. a tally
ciagaiudatesenth SAM codas D
or F. CCC also provelee mal-
eness in apprenticeship (SAM
codeill. Inatkation.CCCcounts
compienons for students sitth
SAM codes B or C. and kr am-
dmealnagewrincedipprognom
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Kentucky has an automated
individual student record sys-
tern at the state level for gain-
ful students. Records are
computerized at the commu-
nity colleges and untverstties.
Movement towards automa-
tion ts occurring within the
Kentucky Tech system (en-
compassing the state-run
secondary area vocational
centers and the postsecond-
ary vocationaltechnical
schools). Four of the Ken-
tucky Tech sites have been
computerized as part of a pi-
lot program. At these pdot
sites, student data is entered
into the an-line system at the
local school.

Michigan has an automated
data system called the CM
(Computer-Based Telecommu-
nications System, which fa-
cilitates the passage of student
ciata. Including vocanonal data.
from the community colleges
to the state. Each school col-
lects and stores the informa-
tion at the school through a
computer drtven student-level
record system, based upon a
school identification number.
The information Is then passed
along to the state through the
CI'S in aggregate form.

The state of Rhode island is
unique in that It has only one
community college, which ts
=ended to multiple campuses.
The school has a computenzed
student-level data collection
system that it uses for its own
programming purposes. Haw-
ever, the state does not have a
cotnputenzed postsecondary
vocational data system. The
stale recetves only school-level
data reports that are submit-
ted on federal IPEDS forms.

A recent study by the National
Governors' Association found
that a majority of states (nine
of fourteen postsecondary
agencies responding to the
survey) have a centralized
vocational MIS system. gen-
erally indicating that a single
automated entity receives
hard copy or electronically
transmitted data from local
institutions (Arnim. 1993).

Kentucky counts students
enrolled in both gainful and
non-gainfulprograms. Within
the Kentucky Tech system.
this distinction is dependent
upon the length of the pro-
gram in which a student is
enrolled. Programs of 500
hours or more are considered
gainful programs. while pro-
grams ot less than 500 hours
are considered non-gainful
programs. The community
colleges and four-year uni-
versities make the gainful/
non-gainful determination
using students' majors and
the programs In which they
are enrolled.

Mlchigan has established dif-
ferences among the various
types of students enrolled at
the postsecondary level based
upon their academic orienta-
tion. Three types of students
oast: (1) students enmiled in
credit courses seeking a fcemal
degree/award (that is. a pro-
gram): (2) students enrolled In
credit courses not seeking a
formai degree/award: and (3)
students enrolled in non-credit
courses. Student enrollment
data are coilected accordtng to
these classiBcations.

The state does not provide a
clear definition fcr postaecond-
ary vocational students. For
policy reasons, the school has
tried not to ciassify students
into vocational tracks. There-
fore, the school can only iden-
tify vocational students by a
process of elimlnating those
students not enroiled in a spe-
cifically academic or transfer
program. The schoMmatntains
course and program data that
could be used to further Iden-
tify vocational students, but it
cannot do so because it lacks a
definition to classify vac:moat
students.

AMINIONINI
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3. Ability to provide
duplicated and
=duplicated
counts

. of all students

Because of tts detailed SAM
decision tree and its student
record system the CCC system
ts able to pnivtde unduplicated
counts of students enrolled tn.
and completing. spec& von-
tionalprograms. However. CCC
uses a state-developed Tax-
onomy of Programs (TOPI to
classify tts vocational pro-
grams. rather than the NCES-
developed Classification of
Insaucnonal Programs (CM.
Although the TOP has been
cross-walked to the CIP. souse
discrepancies between the
systems eXiSt at least at the
margins. For example. while
some TOP programs are con-
sidered vocanonat by the state.
their CIP equivalents are not.
Furthermore. some courses in
CIP vocational program areas
are considered bythestate (and
are coded in TOP) as transfer or
nonvocanonal courses.

Colorado has a student record
data system at the state level.
thus has the floohillty to ag-
gregate and re-aggregate the
data to provide undupLicated
enrollment counts of students
both wIthin programs and
amongprograms.Programsare
dednedatthesix-digitCIPlevel.
and students are assigned to
programs based on their course
enrollment. However. in cases
where the student is enrolled
Mysore thancee program area.
the state uses an algorithms
that assigns the student to one
program ordy.

Institutions teport und
candheadostmts bysix-digtt
CIP code. These counts are
relsorted by nee-ethnicity by
sec. Additionally. counts of
handicapped students. Val-
dusts with Unused F.zuttish
proficiency. and disadvan-
taged students are also
provided. Pomecondary in-
stitutions also report total
student contact hours by six-
digit program cede.

b. by demographic
group and
special popula-
tion status

The old VSDS collected infor-
mation on the instructtonal
setting of Perkins 1 special
populations. During the tran-
sition from VSDS to MIS. CCC
Implemented an interim col-
lection of the new Perkins U
spent populations. The fully
implemented MIS wtll be able
to produce unduplicated
counts of these groups.

Once the special population
informationhas beericollected.
unduplicated counts of special
population enrollment within
programsandamongprograms
can be extracted from the
student record database. The
difficulty encounteted is not In
the use and quality of the data.
but in the identification of
special population students.
The available data are tine, but
the problem lies In the tnfor-
matlon that was not collected.
Special popuiation status is
service driven: tistudents seek
services directed at specIal
populations, then they are la-
beled as such: if they do not
seek spectalservices. then they
are not identified as such.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Information on gainful
courses and madam ts avail-
able in Individual student
record form. Thus. atthestate
levet. whether at the Depart-
:neat of Education. the Board
of Higher Sducance. or at
Kentucky Tech, student en-
rollment data can be undu-
p licated by program and
across Programs. Aggregate

Michigan bases program en-
rollment coma upon the M-
tentions that students declare
to complete a cermm degree/
award. Michigan can provide
total unduplicated counts of
student program enrollments
across all progams. Students
who are not seeking a formal
degree/award are nouncluded
in the program enrollment

The IPEDS surveys =hide the
fallattollmentsurveyof &liana-
dents and the biannual surrey
of enrollments in mammon-
ally specific cernficate pro-
yarns. the Canniunay College
of Rhode Island (CCM) does
have studezt-level course
enrollment data. but because
the school has not defined
vocational courses. It Is not

dataare collected by program counts. Students can not be able to provide vocational
on non-gainful courses and duplicated in more than one course enroilinalt =CUM
Milan& Thus. undupbcated program. because they can only
counts are available only for seek one degree. For dam col-
enrollment within programs. lection purposes. the state de-
not across programs. pitman designates each ma-

sts= that the schools offer by a
comparable CIP code. Also. for
fundtng purposes. Michigan
collects Information about
teaching contact hours by pro-
gram. However, these data are
aggregated. meaning that it is
not possible to get student head
cotmts or to determine the types
of students served by demo-
graphic characteristics.

Kentucky can aggregate and Michigan collect§ two types of Student demographic data are
re-aggregate data on gainful enrollment data. The first type collected and can be merged
students by their special is fall enrollment data, which with the student course files
population status because of are aggregate totals of all using the students' social se-
the states ability to sort by students enrolled at the com- curitynumbers.However.CCRI
individual student record. triunity colleges durum count does not usually merge and
However. notiamful program day in the fall semester. These analyze these data because of
counts of special populations data are collected by part-time limited staffnme and ressurces.
are unduplicated within type and full-time destgnanons: by From these data. duplicated
and program. but are duplt- student classification levels (for course enrollments couid be
cated between types of spe- example. degree seeking): and broken down by race, gender.
dal populauons and among by race-ethnicity, gender, age. handicapped. andacademically
programs. residence statUa. handicapped and economically disadvan-

status. and age. No information
regardingprogramenroilments
are included in these counts.

caged.

The second type of enrollment
data is year end enrollment.
collected by program and by
race-ethnictty. genoer. age.
handicapped, and residence
status. Damon other students
(single parents and displaced
homemakers. limited English
prolcient (LEP). acadeznically
and economically dtsad van-

. taged. and corrections) are
coileeted by the time through
mandatory final reports, and
areauditedbytheatatethrough
on-site evaluation visits. These
special reports must be com-
pleted by any school receiving
federal funds for vocauonal
educanon.
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4. SUadenta inchaded MIS Usdudes all students ad
in enrollment rolling in at least one census
coamts cLass or attending at least ate

positive attaidance clam that
is. open entry/cat courses.
such as basic skills.

To be included en the count of
vocational students. a student
must be enrolled for at least
seC semester hours in a single
vocational program in the se-
mester bang sulveyed. Those
students wtth less than six
semeater hours are counted
In the vocational
equivalent (FTEI. but not as a
vocational student. Students
can only be enrolled In one
program: when students are
Idennfied as being enrolled in
two programs, they are ran-
domly assigned at the state
level to a single program.

Postsecondarycountstnclude
full-time and part-onie stu-
dents.

5. Timing of
enrollment
count and data
collection

Enrollment counu are taken
during one of two censuses for
daily or weekly census classes.
and the data are reported to
the state at the end of term.
However. some local adminis-
trators complained that the
fourth week census did not
count enrollments during the
second nine-week term or for
some posttive attendance
classes. Some also complained
that summer courses were not
counted.

Data collection occurs during
the last semester of the aca-
demie year for the two previous
semesters. Data to the state for
Perkins reporting are due be-
fore the final student data are
complete lthe spring semester
ts sitU tri session/. However, the
final audit, due to the Colorado
Counal on Higher Education
on July 15. contains the com-
plete enrollment data of the
previous academie year. This
final enrollment database be-
comes the master database
from which all others are cut
and that provides the informa-
tion for all audits.

The count is made on the
tenthinstructionaldayofescla
8-week session.

6. Definition of
program
completer/

Under VSDS. CCC identified a
program compteter as ather a
student with a SAM ccde of 13
or C who recaved an assoctsie
degree or program certificate.
or a student with a SAM code of

who completed a 8-level
comm. Under MIS. successful
completion was assumed tf the
student reached a 8-level
COMIC

Completes are Identified by
award of a vocattonal degree or
certificate.

01
A completer is 'a studentwho
finished a planned sequence
&comes. services. or activi-
ties designed to meet a voca-
tional occupational objectIve.
This person must have met
all the requiranenu of the
institution for program
completion whether or not
the pawn graduated from
the instItuuon. Officials
questioned the accuracy of
completer counts.
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Enrollment counts generally
includeallvocanonalstudents
registered and enrolled In all
levels of postsecondary pro-
grams. whether certificate or
degree proyrams. However.
secondary students taking
postsecondary courses at a
Kentucky Tech vocauonal-
technical school are not
considered postsecondary
students In the annual per-
(ormance repo rt but are
considered postsecondary
students In IPEDS reporting.

Counts of program enrollment
areveryclifilcult to Interpret for
two reasons. First administra-
tors aretekeduponto detamine
and update studedus' (=gram
intentions. Undoubtedly, there
is much discrepancy between
students declarations and
actual program complatons.
Second. students who go on to
four-year universities might be
counted for enrollment in a
vocationalpeogtamandreceive
the training, even though they
will be transiertmg on to con-
tInuetheir education. Because
of these inconsistencies. pro-
gram enrollments are not
dearly defined until gradua-
tion (completical. when pro-
gram designation is confirmed.

Clearly, there is a lack of accu-
racy In reporting vocational
enrollments. Becausestudents
are designated as vocational by
a process of elimination. many
non-vocanonal students may
be included in this count and
vice versa.

For the programs under Ken-
tucky Tech. enrollments are
reported as of October 1. In
the university system. all M-
anhattans report airoliments
as of five days after the stan of
the semester.

Count day for fall avoliment
collection is either the tenth
day of class, or after one-tenth
of the fall term has passed.
Count day for year end enroll-
ment is at the ternsination of
the academic year (after June
30).

Vocational enrollment counts
are collected biannually. as re-
quired by the federal IPEDS
data collections.

At Kentucky Tech's voca-
tional-technical schools, a
completer is defined as a
recipient of a certificate or
diploma in a long-term
program (a program of 500
or more hours). At the com-
munity colleges and univer-
sities. vocational students
who recetve their associate
degrees are completers.

Students are considered
completer, if they have sans-
fied all the mum:menu for a
one- or two-year occupational
education program (and the
award is actually conferred).

The general definition of a pro-
gram completer is a student
who recedes a certillinte or
associate degree. However.
school officials were concerned
with this stringent definition.
because only about ten per-
cent of all students graduate
with a formal degree.
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A recent study by the National
Governors' Assoaanon found
that the definon of program
completers differs across
states and across iced insti-
tutions within a state Wino%
19931. Fcr leample (1) Maga
deenesaprograincompleter
as a student who completes
a sequence of courses to
amide academic and occu-
pational competence and
receives a certificate or asap-
date degree: (2)Thas dams
a 'program completer as a
student who completes a
Bosal-spproveddegreececer-
tifiesteinteclanadeducanon:
and (3) Washington defines
several levels of *program
completer,: including course
completers with varytng
amounts of credits esrned:
defer completer*: and as-
Matte =swifter. with way-

of training.
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7. Identification of
Veda' Muta-
tions

a. Economically
disadvantaged

b. Academically
disadvantaged

Thestate received a miner from
Peridas requirements to count
its econotnicailydlsadvantaged
students based on whether a
swdent quakfies far eriancial
aid rather than recetues dnan-

Determstationisbased
on Pell grants and the state's
Basic Education Opportunity
Grants (tuition relief) or other
similar financial aid.

The SAM manual suggests
idenWying academicalty dis-
advantaged students based on
enroilmentmrtmediallastruc-
non or *acme= on academic
probadon. Indtvidual institu-
tions choose which method to
use.

Students are considered eco-
nomically disadvantaged If
they have family incomes at
or below the poverty line. This
information comes from the
student financial aid form.

Entering students are deter-
mined to be academically
disadvantaged if they do not
perform up to a certain level
on the SAT/ACT or on the
entry assessment instru-
ments (students who did not
take the SAT/ACT are as-
sessed upon entry). Enrolled
students are considered aca-
demically disadvantaged If
they are performing below
grade level and have been
referred to. or have sought
special services.

See the definition under
secondary education.

j
See the detinition under
secondary education.

c. Limited English
proficient

State4evei administrators be-
lieved that some institutions
defined an LEP student as any
student who tooicanESLciass.
However, the administrates's
were not sure whether ail insu-
tutions defined this popuianon
In the satesWitt.

LEP students are identified
as such if they seek L.EP ser-
vices provided by the commu-
nity colleges. The Colorado
Community College and Oc-
cupational Education System
(CCCOES) officially defines
LEP students as those who do
*not speak and understand
the English language in an
instructional setting well
enough to benefit from the
instrucuon and cannot com-
plete the objecuves of the
program without special as-
siatance.

See the definition under
secondary education.
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Students who recetve Pell
grants and/or who report
that their income falls below
federal poverty lines are
considered economically dis-
advantaged. Students are
tdeattfiect through financial
and intake forms from the
assessment and learmng cen-
ters. These two forms may hit
capture the entre untverse of
economically disadvantaged
students.

At Kentucky Tech's voca-
tional-technical schools.
Test of Adult Basic Educa-
tion (TABE1 scores are used
to determine academically
disadvantaged status. The
communny colleges and uni-
versities may identify aca-
demically disadvantaged
students in different ways.
At the communIty college
visited. academically and-
vantaged students are those
who were recommended for
remedial work based on their
placement tesUng.

Economically disadvantaged
students are defined as those
who are from families temp/hug
financial assistance, or ase
migrants.

Students in Kentucky Tech's
vocational-technical schools
are defined as L.EP If they re-
ceive special LEP services or if
they self-reported LEP status
on the student profile sheet.
one of the enroWnent intake
forms.

Students defined as acadaut-
cally disadvantaged include
those who are dropouts or po-
tenual dropouts from high
school. those who tested below
the 25th percentile on a stan-
dardized aptitude/achieve-
ment earn. thaw who had
secondary grades lower than a
2.0 GPA on a. 4.0 scale, those
who do not have minsminn
academic competencies or are
canying less than a 2.0 grade
in an occupational program or
job training eourae, those who
havemultiple withdrawals from
prerequisites for occupational
or job tratrung. those who have
been refared by faculty or staff
as needing services in order to
succeed. and those who have
self-determined the need for
services in order to succeed.

(The prunarysource of data for
it:testifying special populaticas
is servicedetwery. For eastnple.
if a student recetves aid In
mainstreanung. or mobility
assistance. the student would
be classiflecl as handicapped.
Additionalty. students may
self-report thetr special:seeds.
without receiving a particular
service. Many problems arise
when identifying aeackxsocalky
and economically disadvan-
taged students. Because
maw needy students do not
ever receive services for their
special needs. they are not
included in data collection.)

LEP individuals are defined
by secuon 703 (a) (11 of the
Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965.
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d. Handicapped/ Student disabilities must be Handicapped/disabled stu- See the definition under
disabled verified through a stateoffice.

However, the state excludes
psychological disabilities and
substance abuse from the
federal definition. State-level
admtntstrators were not sure
whether tnatitutio= included
the two state-oxiuded dis-
abilities in their defbutions
for vocational data repornng.

dents are broken down into
eleven cateades and idend-
fled onty when they seek ser-
vices for their disability. Even
entering students who have
been identified at the second-
ary level as disabled are not
counted at the postsecondary
level as sudi.

secondary education.

State-level administrators Unless a student seeks ser- See the definition under
e. Single parents stated that some institutions vices for. and self-identities as. secondary education.

and displaced do not identify single parents. a anale parent, there is no
homemakers However, data were main-

tained by the institutions
for all permanents in the

idennenation o( the swain as
such.

New Horixons/Sex Equity
programs for =ale parents.
displaced homanakess. and
nontraditional students.
Standard data were collected
based on a state-developed
Program Acommtandity Model.

8. Followup CCC does not collect any ag- Students arefollowedupayear The procedure is similar to
procedures vegatefollow-up dam. lnateal. after complettng theirprogram. follow-up at the secondary

load institutions and districts althoughthismries smart= level. However. at the post-
detannne whether to conduct because not all students finish secondary level. the follow-up
a follow-up survey. However. thetrprogramatthesamettose dataisrecordedsepsrately by
CCC did sponsor the develop- in the school year. The can- race-ethnicity. spemal need.
man of a standard two-port malty colleges ham a sten- and type of award at comple-
ment", form thatwas erstusal
tnthespentgof1992.1heasas
room part of the survey was
gtven to all advanced exeunt-
tionalstudentalthosewithSAM
codes B and C) In the sang
semester. and then the follow-
up put was sent to the same
students six months after they
left sehooL

dard follow-up phone survey
performed by teachers. The
community college visited hod
ammoniate), a stay to sixty-
five percent response rate. ln
additioi anemplayersansfac-

non.

.
non surrey is performed.
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9. Faculty VSDS dld not collie:it any hie-
information ulty data. In contrast. NS can

curtentiy produce adupileated
count of insnuctors based en a
cm= of vocational mune sec-
tions. In the future. MISshould
be able to identify tncitridual
instniams based on social se-
curity numbers (or a unique
dIstriet-augned identified.
and be able to link than to
COMM and course sections.

There is no comprehenstve
database on education fac-
ulty at the postsecondary
level.

Postsecondary institutions
use the IPEDS faculty survey.
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Postsecondary institutions
undw the University of Km-
tucky. which includes all the
counnunitycolleges.havejust
begun to implement a cora-
prehenstve human resource
system. This system makes
no disti=tion between voca-
tional and non-vocational
teachers. Facultymkaaration
on Kentucky Tech's voca-
tional-technical schools
would need to be obtained
directly from the personnel
tiles kept at the state lewd.

Michigan collects inakmanan
on fulkirne faculty through its
annualFult-Timeinstruenonal
Faculty Report. information is
collected regarding the follow-
ing salaries. tenw e. fringe
benedts. contract length. sec
andaeadeinserank. Thesedata
are collected on October 1
meli year. However. these are
aggegme numbers regirdMg
faculty and are not brokm
dawn according to programs or
departments.

The college keeps computer-
ized faculty dam about creden-
tials. years of experience at the
college. and program teaching
assignment by CIP code. Addi-
tionally. the college maintains
hard copies of resumes. work
histones.contractinformation.
wages. and other similar data.
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List of Participants in the Professional Working Group Meetings

Lorraine Arnim National Governors Association
Rick Apling, Congressional Research Service
Charles Benson. National Center for Research in Vocational Education
Glenn Boerngter, Office of Vocational and Adult Education
Dave Boesel. National Assessment of Vocational Education
Elise Brand. Computer Business Methods, Inc.
Don Brannon, North Carolina Department of Education
Cynthia Brown, Office of Management and Budget
Ida Bryant. Office of Vocational and Adult Education
Charles Buzzeil, American Vocarionai Association
Joe Cassel lo, Office of Vocational and Adult Education
Dan Chenok, Office of Management and Budget
Barbara Clements, Council of Chief State School Officers
Woody Cox. Future Farmers of America Alumni Association
Pat Dabs, National Center for Education Statistics
Lou Danielson. Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services
Carol Davis. American Indian Higher Education Consortium
Emerson Elliott. National Center for Education Statistics
Bill Freund, National Center for Education Statistics
Jackie Friederich, Office of Vocational and AdultEducation
Sandra Furey, Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation
David Goodwin, Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation
Jeanne Griffith, National Center for Education Statistics
Ron Hall. National Center for EducationStatistics
John Harris. Virginia Community College System
Madeleine Hemmings, Nanonal Association of State Directors of Vocational Education
Phyllis Herriage, National Center for Research in Vocational Education
Chuck Hopkins, Oklahoma Department of Vocational-Technical Education
Jim Houser, National Center for Education Statistics
Bertha King, Office of Vocational and Adult Education
Andy Kolstad. National Center for Education Statistics
Brett Lovejoy, American Vocational Association
David Mahlouf. Office of Special. Education and Rehabilitation Services
Jim Mc Kenny, American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
Michael Morton. National Association ofState Councils on Vocational Education
Juliette N. Lester, National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
Audrey Pendleton. Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation
Gary Phillips, National Center for Education Statistics
Jim Pinchak. Ohio Department of Education
Paul Planchon, National Center for Education Statistics
Leonard Powell, New York State Department of Education
John Ralph, National Center for Education Statistics
Mike Rush, Idaho Division of Vocational Education
Mark Schwartz, Office of Vocational and Adult Education
Barry Stem, Office of Vocational and Adult Education
David Stevens, University of Maryland
Roseanne White, Technology Students Association
John Wirt. Department of Labor
Jim Woods, National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
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List of Participants in the Series of National Meetings

Representatives of Tribal Agencies

Steven Amato, American Indian Higher Education Consortium
Robert Amato. American Indian Higher Education Consortium
David Gipp, United Tribes Technical College, ND
Robert L. Goombi, Haskell Indian Junior College, KS
Twila Martin-Kekahbah. Turtle Mountain Community College, ND
Doreen Pond. Dull Knife Memorial College, MT
Harvey ThieL Office of Indian Education. U.S. Department of Education
Floyd Thieman. Sisseton-Wahpeton Community College, SD
Georgiana Tiger, American Indian Higher Education Consortium

Representatives of Special Populations

Lauren Jacobs. Center for Law and Education
Bertha King, Office of Vocational and Adult Education. U.S. Department of Education
Carol Kochhar. George Washington University
Mark Schwartz. Office of Vocational and Adult Education. Department of Education
Ethel Shepard-Powell, Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education
Linda West, George Washington University

Representatives of Vocational Student Organizations

Woody Cox. Future Farmers of America Alumni Association
Ed Davis. Distributive Education Clubs of America
Robert Graham. National Vocational Agriculture Teachers Association
Coleman Harris, National Future Farmers of America Organization
Alan Rains. Future Homemakers of America
Roseanne White. Technology Students Association
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